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2TOWN OFFICERS
With date when their terms expire
MODERATOR
L. Roy Hawes 
. . . Term expires 1g41
TO\A¡N CLERK
Frank F. Gerry 
. . Term expires 1g41
SELECTMEN
Fverett D. Haynes Term expires 1941
!qwre¡cg_B_. Tighe Term exþires L942John C. Hall.. ....Term exþires 1g4B
ASSESSORS
F_.ryy E._Rice . . . .Term expires 1941yrót4eicï¡ii';s .' . . ..::::::::::::::..:.:rei.ñ ðiõiiãÃ ié¿z
Fred Ham 
. . Term exþires 1g4B
TREASURER
Harland H. Rogers Term expires 1941
COLLECTOR OF TAXES
Arthut R. Hawes 
. .Term expires 1g41
BOARD OF PUBLIC TVELFARE
MaudeM.Clark :..... .Termexpires1941
Cliffor_d S.,Wúght .Term exiires 1942
John G.'Woods ...Resigned
Halvey N. Fairbank .....FilIVacancy
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Q..gtgu H. Gohlke . Term expires 1941Philena A. Bartlett Term exþires 1942
Arthur V. Howland Term exþires 1943
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
'W. Gordon Hunter ... . ..Term expires 1941
CONSTABLES
Seneca W. Hall . . . Term expires 1941
Charles A. Brackett .. . ..Term exþires 1941
Royal Haynes ....Term exþires 1941
GOODNO\A/ LIBRARY COMMITTEE
$_o.be1i_C.'Woodberry ....Term expires 1941Alice H. Parmenter Term exþires 1g42
Janet Howe Term exþires 1943 t
3BOARD OF HEALTH
Richard B. Oliver. Term expires 1941
Seneca W. Hall 
. . . Term exþires 1g42
S. Burt'Wolbach 
. . Te¡m exþires 1948
TREE TVARDEN
CharlesA. Brackett .....Term expires 1g41
PLANNING BOARD
David Baldwin. 
. . . Term expires 1941Arthur H. White 
. . Term exfires 1941
{lepþel V_,.W. Gray. . . . Term exþires 1942Clark B. Hill. .
Alton Clark Term exirires 1948
Appointments by selectmen
The following were made for the year 1940
DEPUTY CHIEF OF POLICE
Seneca'W. Hall
SPECIAL POLICE
William Goulding Everett'W. Bowker Richard B. Oliver
Royal E. Haynes Forrest D. Bradshaw Irvins Sevmour
Oharles A. Brackett 'William E. Davison Harri GotbersAlvin S. Bradshaw Clifford Burr Micheel FleminsJohn'Whitworth Fredericl< Stone J. Lào Ouinn-----
F. Alvin Noyes Jasper Maker Joseph Way
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
Harry L. Ames Leonard D. Stiles John'Whitworth
Eileen 'Whitworth
SURVEYOR OF LUMBER AND MEASURER OF WOOD
Ralph P. Barton-William M. Stearns
Ralph Wilson
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
Clifford S.'Wright
SEALER OF TI/EIGHTS AND MEASURES
Richard B. Oliver
MEMBER OF SOLDIERS' MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
John C. Hall
CHIEF OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
'William E. Davison
BOARD
4
OF
T T945
T, L94L
L, L942
1, 1943
7, Lg44
L, 1942l, tg4lI, I9AL
DOG OFFICER
Seneca trV. Hall
ELECTION
Tellels
Frederick R. Stone
J. Leo Quinn
Bernard Conroy
Joseph B. trVay
Basil Oliver
Charles Liebman
John Powers
FOREST TVARDEN
William E. Davison
TOTVN AGENT-INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT BOARD
Everett D. Haynes
SUPERINTENDENT GYPSY AND BRO\4/N
TAIL MOTH \,VORK
Charles A. Brackett
FENCE VIEWERS
The Board of Selectmen
FINANCE BOARD
John C. Hall-resigned
Everett Sanders
Albert Young-resigned
SUPERINTENDENT OF CEMETERIES
F. Alvin Noyes
BUILDING PERMIT INSPECTOR
William E. Davison
MEMBER SUDBURY PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING
John C. Hall
OFFICERS
Ballot Clerks
George Tulis
Robert Woodbury
Herman Austin
Walter Stone
Cabot Devoll
Harry Gleason
Travers Crowley
APPOINTED FOR 1940
Arthur Howe
Gordon Taylor
'Warren Hunt
5REGISTRARS
Henry Page Anna C. Buxton
Gordon Wilson
LIST OF
John M. Carson
Edgar M. Goodnow
Chester L. E. Perry
Robert B. Atkinson
Richard Burckes
Waldo L. Chamberlain
Frederick L. Clarke
Frank Davis
'William E. Davison, Sr.
Cabot Devoll
'William Dudley
Richard T. Gohkle
Howard M. Goodnow
Stephen M. W. Gray
Henry G. Horton
Edward A. Hunt
John Hutchby
'Warren Hunt
JURORS-DEC. 31, 1940
I.'Warren Parmenter
C. Raymond Phelps
Claude R. Poole
John J. Powers
Alphonse Rond
Myron Siegars
Malcus Skog
Albert St. Germain
Earl I. Stone
Joseph B.'Way
Gordon Taylor
Roger F.'Walher
L. Roy Howes
Charles E. Baldwin
Elwyn N. Foss
Frederick S. Morrison
F. Alvin Noyes
William H. F. Laberee
Jasper Maker
LICENSES GRANTED
Common and Special Victuallers: Lawrence Tucker-Tuck-
er's Lunch. Patrick Davis-Davis Turkey Farm. Paul
Ecke-Svensk Kaffestuga. Armando Troisi-Ye Olde Ll?
House. Elizabeth Tobin-Hillcrest Social Club. Caroline
Stone-The Cupboard.
Common Victuallers: Iva C. and F. C. McFarland, HermanH. Sprague, F\'ank Vana "Raspberry Farms", Albert N.
Young, H. P. Hood & Sons.
Inn Holder's: Henry and Clara J. Ford "Wayside Inn", Sud-
bury Tea House.
Beer and Wine: Paul Ecke, Armando Troisi, Lawrence Tucker,
Hillcrest Social Club, Forrest D. Bradshaw.
Lord's Day Permits: W. W. Dudley, Cirola Angelo Santelli.
Sunday Golf Permit: Frank Vana.
Gasollne Permit: Robb Motors.
Special one Day Beer Permits: 7 Issued to Societies for Moss-
man Road Picnic Grounds.
6SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Your Selectmen have had a busy year and have endeavored to
meet all problems in a fair and impartial manner.
STREET LIGHTS
One of the first problems of the Selectmen was what to do
about Street Lights. The Town voted $2800. The fixed charge
was 
-$_2446.80, -and thg amount spent for January, Februaryand March was $224.61 leaving a balance of 9128.59. The Selecf-
men voted to discontinue all lights during daylight saving months
for the following reason. To meet this budget it would hãve been
necessary to discontinue more than half of the lights and we were
sure that the Town would vote to reinstall most of these lights
and the cost would have to be paid by the Town.
INSURANCE
Included in this account this year is a new item-Liability
Insurance. The Town does not have insurance on Town owned
vehicles and is not responsible, and the driver is personally liable
for any accident that might happen. This insurance will protect
the drivers of all Town owned vehicles.
TOWN HALL
The Selectmen have made new regulations and charges for the
use of the Town Hall. We now charge everyone for the use of the
hall, (with the exception of the High School) and in this way we
have doubled the income this past year.
TRAFFIC
The Selectmen realized that traffic in some parts of the Town
needed more police protection. W'e are asking for a grant of 9500
for a part time officer to police where conditions warrânt it.
CEMETERIES
An article in the warrant calls for the Town accepting as agift the'Wadsworth Cemetery. Many lots in this cemétery have
been neglected, and the trustees would like to have the Town take
over. The Selectmen could put this cemetery in good condition
through a W. P. A. Project.
ZONING LAI'VS
The Selectmen would like to call attention to the citizens of
the Town regarding the Zoning f,âws. In many instances the
cellars or foundations have been started without a building permit,
and in many cases these buildings did not comply with ttrè restric-
7tìons set up in the Zoning Laws. It would help greatly if the
citizens would call on the Building Inspector, Mr. Davison, and
apply for a permit.
In closing we hope you will carefully eonsider the report of the
Finance Committee. This committee has spent much time and
given a great deal of thought to their report.
Respectfully submitted,
EVERETT D. HAYNES,
LAWRENCE B. TIGHE,
JOHN C. HALL.
To the Board of Selectmen
Sudbury, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
The Finance Committee of the Town of Sudbury respectfully
submit their report for 1941, together with their recommendations
and comments, as follows:
, The total sum appropriated by the Town in 1940 was
$85,194.77.
Unpaid bills amounting to 81207.71 have been carried over
into 1941. $2800 was transferred from the Road Machinery Fund
to the Road Machinery Account at the time of the Town Meeting.
Hence, for the purposes of comparison with the sums requested and
recommended for 1941, this figure should be established at
$89,202.48.
The requests for 1941 total $94,468.82. The sum of $89,022.L7
is recommended.
Uncollected taxes as of January I, t941, totalled $41,291.38.
No transfers can be made from the Road Machinery Fund at this
time. 'When this report was written it appeared unlikely that
transfers could be made from surplus funds.
The total saving recommended as against the amount
requested should not impair the efficient conduct of Town afiairs
nor reduce essential services. Beyond that, it will save approx-
imately $2.00 per thousand in the tax rate, as compared with the
amount requested.
The 1940 transfers from the reserve fund were as follows:
ElectionExpense ........$ 58.31
Incidental Account 50.00
Street Lights. 250.00
Public 'Welfare 486.90
Assessors Expense. 20.00
Registrars Expense 25.65
Town Clerks Expense 2.36
Insurance Town Property. 4L.42
Town Hall Expense.... 65.36
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REPORT OF FINANCE COMMITTEE FOR 1947
$ 1,000.00
SALARIES AND EXPENSES OF TOWN OFFICERS
RecommendedGranted Requested by Finance1940 1941 Com. 1941
Moderator'sSalary. ..........$ 20.00 $ 20.00 $ 20.00
Selectmen's Salaries . 450. 00 450. 00 450 . 00
Selectmen's Dxpenses. 130. 00 130. 00 130 . 00
School Committee Salalies. 225.00 225.Q0 225.00
School Committee Dxpenses 60.00 50.00 60.00
RecommendedGranted Requested by Finance1940 1941 Com. 1941
250.00 300.00 800.00189.00 435.00 400.00õ2õ.00 525.00 õ26.00300.00 300.00 300.00200.00 300.00 200.00100.00 160.00 100.0055.00 55.00 6õ.0010.00 10.00 10.00200.00s ?00.00$ 690.00900.00 800.00 675.007õ.00 ?6.00 7õ.0090.00 90.00 30.0050.00 ?6.00 60.001,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.003õ0.00 350.00 826.00
300.00
300. 00
150.00
50.00
100. 00
7õ.00
50. 00
none
none
s 6,194.00 97,276.00 97,1?8.3õ
The Finance Committee recommends one motion to eover the
salaries and expenses of Town Officers in the amount of $7178.35.
\Mhile this is an increase of $984.35 over the amount $antedin 1940,-$211.00 increase for the Treasurer's expenses and
$490.00 increase for the Board of Health expenses, a total of
$701.00, must be regarded as obligatory.
The increase in the salary of the Town Treasurer should mean
a net saving of $50 to the Town in legal expense, þecause the
Treasurer will complete the forms necessary to take tax titles.
The $200 recommended as salary for W. P. A. Sponsor's Agent
is a net increase of $75.00. 
.$125 yas, p{d by_We.lfãre as a sa'iaryto the W. P. A. Sponsor's Agent in 1940, and this latter amouni
has been deducted from Public 'Welfare Salaries.
The appointment of a full-time Town Accountant and Clerk
of all Bo4!ds- is stro-ngly recomme-nded, with the understanding
that the Clerk would observe regular daytime office hours at thã
Tow4 Hal], pV r-educing the s-alaries and expense_s of other Boards,
and by eliminating the work done by special clerks of other
BoardÁ and applying the resulting savings to the salary of the
Town Accountant,_liltle.expense would accrue to thé Town,
actual savings should be in sight over the next few years, and a
more orderly conduct of Town business should result.
300.00 883.36300.00 50.00150.00 160.0060.00 50.00100.00 100.00?õ.00 75.0035.00 85.00
25. 00 25 .00200.00 200.00
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MISCELLANEOUS ROUTINE EXPENSES
RecommendedGranted Requested by Finance1940 l94L Com. 1941
50.00 $
300. 00
34õ.00
1,500. 00
1,000.00
200. 00
150.00
425.00
841 .81
100. 00
2,200.00
none
2,800. 00
1,500. 00
225.00
1,500. 00
600. 00
none
none
1,100. 00
1,000. 00
1,000.00
1?6.00
150. 00
50.00 $ 50.00125.00 125.00345.00 345.001,800.00 1,?00.001,000.00 700.00250.00 250.00150.00 150.00425.00 626.00752.62 792.62100.00 100.002,200.00 2,200.001?5.00 none3,200.00 3,200.001,õ00.00 1,500.00800.00 200.001,600.00 1,700.00600.00 400.00250.00 none600.00 250.00620.00 620.001,000.00 1,000.001,000.00 1,000.00200.00 1?6.00150.00 150.00
$ 1?,161.81 8L8,772.62 8t7,172.62
The Finance Committee recommends one motion to the
amount of. 8I7,L72.62 to cover miscellaneous routine expenses.
The income from the Town Hall amounted to $264.00, a
substantial increase over last year.
The Reserve Fund is adequate to tal<e eare of small emerg-
encies and small overdrafts against the budget. Care in keeping
expenditures within the budget should make a larger Reserve Fund
unnecessary. Large expenditures above the amounts granted
should be the subject of discussion at a special Town Meeting.
The sum of $625.00 is recommended for Parks and Cemeteries,
provided the Town votes to tal<e over the present 'Wadsworth
Cemetery. Provided the Town votes against this article, the
amount reeommended is $425.00.
The recommendation for $400 for the Tree \Marden is made on
the basis that this amount was regularly recommended and granted
prior to the hurricane.
An increase of $100.00 over the amount requested has been
recommended for the Moth Department. On this basis, lead
should be provided by the State, and additional care and spraying
together with the use of a proper sticker, should make a second
spraying for Elm Leaf Beetle unnecessary.
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INSURANCE AND INTEREST
fnsurance Town Employees. . . .,.....
Liability fnsurance.
Insurance on Town Property.
Premium Torvn Officers' Bonds. . . . ...
Interest.
Chapter81..... . . ..$
Chapter 90 Maintenance. . . . .
Snow and Ice Account.
General Highway Account.
Road M¿chinery Account.
RecommendedGranted Requested by Finance1940 1941 Com. 1941
1,100.00 1,100.00 1,100.00
none 27]-99 27I.996',14.46 8?5.00 87õ.00226.50 175.50 1?5.601,480.00 1,240.00 1,240.00
$ 3,480.96 $3,662.49 $3,662.49
The Finance Committee recommends one motion in the
amount of $3662.49 to cover Insurance and Interest.
There is at present a law pending before the General Court
of Massachusetts which would make the carrying of liability
insurance by towns obligatory.
The increase in insurance on Town property is in accordance
with up-to-date appraisals.
SCHOOLS
RecommendedGranted Reouested r"aÏ,l.rirï,.
Schools. ......$ 30,431.00 $30,351.00 930,361.00
The Finance Committee recommends the granting of
$30,351.00 for the operation of the schools.
ROADS
RecommendedGranted Requested by Finance1940 1941 Com. 1941
8,000.00 $8,000.00 $9,600.001,500.00 3,000.00 2,000.004,000.00 9,000.00 3,000.002,õ00.00 3,000.00 1,000.00
none 1,000.00 400.00
none 2,000.00 2,000.00100.00 200.00 200.00
$ 16,100.00 $20,200.00 918,200.00
The Finance Committee recommends one motion in the
amount of $18,200.00 bo cover expenditures by the Highway
Department.
' It is expected that $9,600.00 will be available for Chapter 81
Roads. Legislation is pending, however, which would require the
Town to appropriate an equal amount. Therefore it is necessary
to recommend $9,600.00 to provide adequate funds should this
oronosal become law.
' ^ The maximum Town share for Chapter 90 Maintenance is
$2,000.00.
Soldiels' Relief . .
W. P. A. and other Projects. . .
Public Welfare .......$
OId Aee Assistance.
L2
A reduction in the General Highway Account is recommended
because of the necessity of providiñg additional funds for Chapter
81.
During the year it should be possible to increase the Road
Machinery Fund, which may be transferred to the Road Ma-
chinery Account. Hence the recommendation for a lower grant
for the Road Machinery Account.
The total sum available for road work during 1941 on the basis
of these recommendations will be $34,200.00.
PUBLIC WELFARE, OLD AGE ASSISTANCE, SOLDIERS
RELIEF, AND W. P. A. AND OTHER PROJECTS.
RecommendedGranted Requested by Finance1940 1941 Com. 1941
5,500.00 $5,500.00 $4,600.00õ,000.00 5,000.00 4,õ00.00700.00 1,000.00 1,000.00500.00 1,500.00 1,250.00
$ 11,?00.00 913,000.00 911,250.00
The Finance Committee recommends one motion appropriat-
ing the amount of $11,250.00 to cover Public trV'elfarel Otd Age
Assistance, Soldiers' Relief, and W. P. A. and other Projects.
Recommendation to reduce the Welfare by 91000.00 is made
because of increased work which will be available on Town roads
and on !\¡. P. A. and other Projects.
The increase of $300.00 in Soldiers' Relief is believed neces-
sary.
UNPAID BILLS
Granred o"0,".r.¿RIïifråi1åu1940 1941 Com. 1941
$ 59.60
Public welfare 67 '40
BoardofHealth.......Tõilcie'k Eii.j"ä'. . .. . . .. :.. :. : :
Voeational Tuitions.
Town Hall Expense.
Town Hall Expense.
Town Hall Expense.
s 12?.00 g L,207 .7I g t,207 .71
FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE TOWN OF SUDBURY.
$ 906.39 $ 906.3964,26 64.2665.67 66.57L2',t.42 L27.424õ.05 46.055.00 5.004.03 4.03
ARTHUR R. HO\¡fE, Chairman,
EVERETT W. SANDERS, Clerk,
GORDON TAYLOR,
CHARLES H.'WAY,
RICHARD F. PIPER.
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TOWN WARRANT
For the Annual Town Meeting March 3' l94l
COMMON\A/EALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Middlesex ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Sudbury:
Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the
Town of Sudbury, qualified to vote in town elections to meet
at the Town Hall in said town on Monday, March 3, 1941, at
six-thirty o'cìock in the forenoon; then and there to choose by
official ballot in accordance with law, a moderator, a town treas-
urer, a collectol' of taxes, three constables, a highway survelrgr,
a tree warden all for one year; one member of the board of public
welfare, for two years to frll vacancy, one town clerk, one member
of the board of public welfare, one member of the board of health,
one member of the school committee, one member of the Goodnow
Library committee, one assessor, one member of the board of
selectmen, two members of the planning board, all for three
years; and also to choose field drivers, fence viewers, a pound
i<eeper and any and all other necessary town officers for the ensuing
year.
All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot. The
polls will be open at six-thirty o'clock in the forenoon and may be
closed at four o'clock in the afternoon.
And you are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of
said Town qualified to vote in town affairs to meet at the Town
Hall in said town on Wednesday, March 5, I94L, at half past
seven o'clock in the evening then and there to act on the following
articles:
Article 1. To hear reports of the Town officers and com-
mittees, and act thereon.
Article 2. To see if the Town will grant and appropriate
the following sums or any other sums of money for any and all
necessary town purposes for the ensuing year; pass any votes or
take any action relative thereto.
l4
Recommended
Granted Requested bY Finance.1940 1941 Com. 1941
SALARIES AND EXPENSES OF TOWN OFFICERS$ 20.00 $ 20.00450.00 450.00130.00 130.00225.00 226.0060,00 õ0.00300.00 300.0043õ.00 400.00525.00 525.00300.00 300.00300.00 200.00150.00 100.0055.00 õ5.0010.00 10.00800.00 675.00?5.00 76.0090.00 30.00?5.00 50.001,000.00 1,000.00350.00 325.00
800.00 883.3õ300.00 60.00150.00 150.0060.00 50.00100.00 100.00?5.00 ?5.0035.00 35.00
26 .00 25 .00200.00 200.00
6,994.00 $6,6?5.00 $6,488.36
MISCELLANEOUS ROUTINE EXPENSES
20. 00
460.00
130.00
226.00
õ0. 00
260.00
189.00
525. 00
300 .00
200 .00
100.00
5ó .00
10.00
900. 00
?5. 00
90.00
50.00
1,000.00
350.00
300.00
s00.00
160.00
50.00
100.00
?5. 00
50.00
none
none
50.00 $
300. 00
345. 00
1,600.00
1,000 .00
200.00
160.00
425.00
841.81
100. 00
2,200.00
none
2,800.00
1,500. 00
225.00
1,õ00.00
600. 00
none
none
1,100.00
1,000 .00
1,000.00
1?5.00
150.00
50.oo $ 50.00125.00 125.00345.00 346.001,800.00 1,?00.001,000.00 700.00260.00 2õ0.00150.00 150.00425.00 625.00732.62 732.62100.00 100.002,200.00 2,200.001?6.00 none3,200.00 3,200.001,õ00.00 1,500.00800.00 200.001,600.00 1,700.00600.00 400.00250.00 none500.00 250.00620.00 620.001,000.00 1,000.001,000.00 1,000.00200.00 17õ.00160.00 150.00
$ 1?,161.81 8t8,772.62 $L7,172.62
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Recommended
Granted ' Requested by Finance1940 1941 Com. 1941
INSURANCE ÀND INTEREST
Insurance Town Employees. . . . .. ... .
Liability Insurance.
Insurance on Town Property.
Premium Town Officers'Bonds. . . ....
Interest.
1,100.00
none
674.46
226.50
1,480 .00
1,100.00 1,100,0027L.99 27L.99876.00 876.00175.50 175.501,240.00 1,240.00
$ 3,480. 96
SCHOOLS
Schools. ......$ 30,431 .00
BOARD OF HEALTH
Board of Health. ............$ 200.00
ROADS
Snow and Ice Account. .......$ 4,000.00
General Highway Account. 2,600. 00
Road Machinery Account. none
Bridge Account. . . .. . 100.00
Public Welfare. . . . . . . . . . . . . .$
Old Age Assistance.
Soldiers' Relief . .
W. P. A. and other Projects.
Public'[Velfare. . . . . . . . .
sòãiã ot llããul'.'.'.'.'.'.
Town Clerk Expenses.
Vocational Tuitions.
Town Hall Expense.
Total $
$3,662.49 $3,662.49
$30,351.00 $30,3õ1.00
$ 700.00
$3,000.00
3,ooo. oo
1,000. 00
200.00
$ 690.00
$3,000. 00
1,000.00
400.00
200. 00
$ 6,600.00 $7,200.00 $4,600.00
PUBLIC WELFARE, OLD AGE ASSISTANCE, SOLDIERS' RDLIDF,
AND W. P. A. AND OTHER PROJECTS
6,õ00.00 $5,500.00 $4,600.005,000.00 5,000.00 4,500.00700.00 1,000.00 1,000.00600.00 1,500.00 1,250.00
$ 11,700.00 s13,000.00 $11,250.00
UNPAID BILLS YEAR 1940
$ 906.39 $ 906.3969.25 54.266õ.6? 65.57L27.42 127.4260.05 õ4.08
L27.00 S 1,218.68 81,207.7L
Article 3. To see if the town will vote to authorize the town
treasurer, with the approval of the selectmen, to borrow money,
from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the flnancial
year beginning January l, 194I, and to issue a note or notes
therefor, payable within one yeâr, and to renew any note or notes
as may be given for a period of less than one year in accordance
with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.
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Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $8,000.00 or any other sum for the improvement of
Chapter No. 8l lioads said mðney to be used in eonjunction with
any ìnoney which may be allotted by the State for this purpose or
take any action in relation thereto.
Finance Board, recommends the sum o/ $9,600.00.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of f 2,000.00-for the improvement of Chapter
Ño. gO Maintenance Roáds said money to be used in conjunction
with any money which may be allotted by the State or County, or
both, foi' this purpose; or tâke any other action relative in relation
thereto.
F'inance Board, recommends the sum o/ $2,000.00.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,000.00 for the improvement of lludson
ànd Old Sudbury Roads; said money !o be used in conjunction
with any money which may be allotted by the State or County, or
both, fo-r" this purpose or take any other action in relation thereto.
Itinance Board recommend,s the sum o/ $2,000.00.
Article 7. To see if the Town will request its Senator and
Representative in the General Court to favor the enactment
of i{ouse Bills 435, 436,437,438, and 587 for the further regulating
of Outdoor (billboard) Advertising. Or act thereon.
Article 8. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to request the County Commissioner to re-locate a
portion of Dutton Road near the residences of Herbert J. Atkinson
ãnd Mrs. trthel Stearns as shown on a map by the County Engi-
neers dated September 7, t940, pass any vote or take any action
relative thereto.
Article 9. To see if the Town will accept as a gift to the
Town all the real estate of the Mt.'Wadsworth Cemetery Associa-
tion situated in South Sudbury, Massachusetts, together with all
the privileges, appurtenances and rights appertaining and belong-
ine theretõ; alsõ -all the personal estate of said Mt. 'Wadsworth
Cãmetery ássociation, inetuding all trust funds and all rights,
obligations and responsibilities, both in law and in equity thereto
appõrtaining, pass any vote or take any action relative thereto.
Articte 10. To see if the Town will establish a Town
Forest on land of low value acquired by the Town due to tax
titles sales.
Article 11. To see if the town will amend its byJaws
pertaining to its Finance Committee replacing Sections L,2,3,--and
4 of Article 4 of its present byJaws by the adoptions of the follow-
tng:
l7
Section 1. There shall be a Finance Committee consisting
of fivã lesal voters of the town ,who shall be appointed by the
Sãle"t*eñ as hereinafter provided. No elective or appointive
ãoùi 
-õm"et 
or town emplõyee shall be eligible to serve on said
committee.
Section 2. This bylaw shall become effeetive the day
following the adjournmeñt of the 7942 Anlual Tg*I Meeting and
Itre teiñ of office of the existing Committee shall be extended
unlil ttte qualification of the new board. The Selectmen shall
r"it¡in thirtv davs after this bylaw becomes effective appoint
thiee membêrs <if said Committee for terms of one year, two
me-bet* for terms of two years. lVithin thirty days ?fter each
ànnual town meeting theieafter the Selectmen shall appoint
two members of said committee for terms of try-o years and one
-umber for a term of one year. The terms of office of said mem-beii shall commence immediately upon. qualification and shall
õipire at the close.of final adjournment of the annual town meet-
inË at which their successors are appointed. Said committee
.ttãll ôarrte to be kept a true record of its proceedings.
Section 3. The said committee shall fill any vacancy which
mav occur in its membership, by vote, attested copy of which
.ttàil ¡e sent by the secretary-to the Town Clerk. Ituty memberis ábsent frorä five conseðutive meet-ings of said committee,
exceot in case of illness, his position shall be deemed to be vacant
ánA inall be filted as herein provided. The term of office of any
"""*on 
so chosen to fill a vacáncy shall expire at the final adjourn-
ï"ãnt of the next succeeding annual town meeting, and the
Selectmen shall appoint his successor to complete the une,{pired
tãm of the member in whose office such vacancy originally oc-
curred.
Section 4. It shall be the duty of this committee to consider
all arlicles of any town meeti4g warrant un{e¡ which app¡opriation
nt monev mav -be made, and report in writing to the Selectmen,
iñeir recämmðndations. The Selectmen slqqll c?Use this report to be
l"intea in the annual town report. The Finance Committee
ättàlt ttola a public hearing thereon. Notices of hearing to be
loited not lesi than seven days previously in the same manner as
iotices for the town meetings.
Section 5. For special town meeting the Selectmen shall
immãdiitelv furnish tlie Finance Committee with a copy of the
waiiant. îhe Finance Committee shall hold such hearings as
.uv ir their judgment be required, and report in writing to
the*selectmen at the meeting.
Section 6. It shall be the duty o.f the Finance Committee
,.trttnáiln to consider the expenditures in previous years and the
eilimàtéa requirements for fhe ensuing year of the several boards,
óméóir an¿ c^ommittees of the town, as prepared by them in such
ióim án¿ detail as may be prescribed by sgid committge and
su¡miited to said committee not later than Dec' 21. The said
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committee shall add to such statement of expenditures and
estimates anoüher eolumn, giving the amounts whieh in its
opinion should be appropriated for the ensuing year, and shall
further add thereto such explanations and suggestions relating
to the preposed appropriations as it may deem expedient, and
report thereon as provided in section four.
Section 7. In the discharge of its duty, said committee
shall have free aceess to all books of reeord and accounts, bills
and vouchers on which money has been or may be paid from
the town treasury. Officers, boards and committees of the
town shall, upon request, furnish said eommittee with facts,
frgures and any other information pertaining to their several
activities.
Section 8. It shall be the duty of the Finance Committee
to make an annual report of its doings, with regommendations
relative to frnancial matters and the conduct of-town business
to be contained in the annual town report. Such report shall
be submitted to the Selectmen not later than Feb. 10th.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting at-
tested, printed copies thereof at the town house, each public
meeting house, railroad station and post office in said town, seven
days at least before the time appointed for said election.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant with your
doings thereon to the town clerk, at or before the time of meeting
aforesaid.
Given under our hands this fourteenth day of February, one
thousand nine hundred and forty-one.
EVERETT D. HAYNES, Chairman
LAWRENCE B. TIGHE, Clerk
JOHN C. HALL,
Selectmen of Sudbury.
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November 22, t940
Mr. Everett D. Haynes, Chairman
Board of Selectmen
Sudbury, Mass.
Dear Sir:
In accordance with a vote of the town and a request by
Franl< F. Gerry, Town Clerk, I am commenting briefly on your
town report.
The great majority of our towns publish financial data in
classifled form which follows the general plan as outlined in the
forms supplied when an accounting system was installed in
Sudbury. Under Section 43 of Chapter 44 of. the General Laws, I
must annnally send to each city and town schedules so arranged
as to provide for uniform returns giving detailed statements of
receipts classified by soulces and payments classified by objects.
As town ofiìcials are required to make annual returns on the
schedules, we have planned our system of accounts to facilitate
the making of such returns and also to make possible a com-
parison of revenues and costs with those of other towns. The
general classification scheme follows that originally planned
by the Federal Bureau of the Census and is in general use through-
out the United States and Canada. It must be expected that cer-
tain local problems will be brought in, but this in no way in-
terferes with the plan in general.
Your town report recognizes this general plan, but un-
fortunatcly some of the accounts have been entered out of order.
Fol exarnple, the Road Machinery Fund is between "Grants and
Gifts" and "Licenses and Permits" should follow departmental
earnings; the ÏVater DeparLment precedes 'Welfare items and,
since it is an enterprise, it should follow the general accounts.
In brief, it would be a very easy matter to rearrange the items
so as to show a functional classification and the activities within
the functions. The town report in general shows the purpose of
the expenditures and sources of receipts which are common
to the þreat majority of municipalities throughout the Common-
wealth. 'We do have some towns which insist upon publishing not
only the purposes of expenditures but also the names of the per-
solls or firms to which payment is made. This may be done, but
it means a much greater cost both in preparing and printing the
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report and we have therefore not recommended it, for any in-
terested citizen can easily secure this information if he will-visit
the town accountant's office and examine the records. The
separate repoqts show in great detail the purpose of the expendi-
tures, and I believe that a duplication by the town accountant
ls unnecessary.
The town report should, however, show in a table the sum-
mary of appropriations made and the expenditures from the
same, together with the unexpended balances. This, in fact, is
required by statute. Such a table presents a simple, condensed
statement of the year's business and will be vèry helpful to
those not familiar with all town activities.
You have in the town accountant's report a balance sheet
which is in very good form and aÌl it needs to clarify it is a short
comment on the meaning of some of its terms.
A number of departments have their reports incorporated in
the town report and this practice is a good one as it furnishes
detailed information which could not be furnished by the town
accountant. If you wish to reduce the cost of printing, it can
easily be done by using smaller type and eliminating some of the
blank spaces, but retaining all the information now included in the
report.
I realize that there is a tendency to change our town reports
by giving much space to pictures, graphs and the like, but I feel
that what we still need are facts set forth in clear and simple
language, and no changes should be made which will elimináte
the simple, clear statements that we all understand. Our desire
to have the accounts presented in a uniform way is chiefly for
the purpose of comparison, not that we think one town which
spends more than another of similar size is extravagaút or one
which spends less displays great business acumen, but rather
that such presentation shows the costs of functions or activities
so that we may see what is received for the money expended and
then iudge the eflìciency or inefficiency of our town officials.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) THEODORE N. WADDELL,TNW:HGS Director of Accounts
2t
As a basis of this revision, there rvas used the attested co¡ry of the
Town By-Laws, as revised March 1926 and published by the lorvn Clerk in
the News-D¡rterprise, Decernber 24, 1926.
BY.LAWS OF THE TOWN OF SUDBURY
As Reuised Februøry 1,7941
ÄRTICLE I
TowN MnnrrNcs
Section 1. The annual Town Elec-
tion shall be held the ûrst Monday
in March at the Town Hall at such
time as the Selectmen may deter-
mine, and the annual business
rneeting shall be held the following
Wednesday at such time in the eve-
ning as the Selectmen may appoint;
or do or act thereon.
Section 2. Notice of evely town
meeting shall be given by postingprinted, attested copies of the war'-lant therefor at the Town House,
at each public meeting house, post
office and railroad station in the
town, at least seven days before the
time appointed for such meeting,
ARTICLE II
GovpnNunNr oF TowN MDETTNGS
Section 1. The Moderatol shall,
at the time and place appointed,
call the meeting to order, and forth-
with proceed to read the call for
the meeting, and the retuln of the
person or pelsons who served it.
Section 2. The powers and duties
of the plesiding offrcer, not esÞec-ially provided fol by law, or by
these bylaws, shall be determined
by the rules and practice contained
in Cushing's Manual, so fal as ühey
are adapted to the conditions and
powers of the town.
Section 3. The presiding officer
while occupying the chair shall notparticipate in any discussion befole
the meeting.
Section 4. Except for the election
of town officers, no meeting shall be
legal unless a quolum is present,
and a quorum shall consist of five
percent of the registered voters at
the last previous registraüion.
Section 5. Every person speak-
ing shall addless the chair, stand-
ing and uncovered.
Section 6. No fierson not a voter,
shall address the meeting without
fir'st obtaining consent of the meet-
rng'
Section ?. No person shall speak
mole than twice upon any question
rvithout first obtai¡ring the consent
of the meeting, except to correct an
elror', or rnake an explanation, noÌ'
until all othels who have not spoken
upon the question, and desire to do
so, shall have an opportunity.
Section 8. All motions shall be
reduced to writing befole being
submitted to the meeting, if re-
quired by the presiding omcer or
clerk.
Section 9. No vote fixing the
time fol closing a ballot shall be le-
considered after said ballot shall
have begun; but an extension of
the time may be had by vote \¡/ith-
out reconsideration.
Section 10. Deleted by Amend-
ment.
Section 11. lVhen a question is
under debate, moüions may be re-
ceived to adjouln, to lay the matter
on the table, the previous question,
to postpone indefinitely, to postpone
üo a certain time, to eommit, and to
amend; rvhich several motions shall
have precedence in the ordel in
which they ale helein enumerated,
and the fir'st thlee shall be decided
rvithout debate.
ARTICLE III
TowN Ann¡rns
Section 1. The financial year
shall cornmence on the first day of
January and end on the last day of
December following.
Section 2. The town's ffnancial
affairs shall be governecl by the ap-plying sections of Chapters 41 and
44 of the General Laws, revision of
1921 and amendmenüs and addi-
tions thereto.
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Section 3. All tot'n boards altd
offrcials, rvhether appointed or'
electecl, ancl all comtnittees having
had any financial tlalrsactions dur-
ing the preceding finalrcial year',
shall lnalie a l'r'itten lcpolt in de-
tail, lvìrich lepolt shalì be deliveled
to the accou¡rtant on ol befole Jan-
ualv I5th. The accountant shall
audit these lepolts ancl delivel thern
to the Selectmen not later than
Feblualy 15tÌr.
The Selectrnen shall cause all such
lepolts and lepolts of any other
boàr'ds ol conunittees to be plinted
in parnphlet form ancl placed in the
haricls óf the torvn cler'h rvho shall
cause them to be distlibuted to the
citizens of the tou'n at least five
days befole the aunual meeting in
l\farch of each year'.
Section 4. All boalcls an<l depalt-
ment heads shall cause lecolds of
tìreil doings and accounts to be l<eptin suitable books and the pet'sons
having chalge of the sa.me shall
tl'ansurit thcnr to thcit' successors
in oflìce, Whencvel' any vote alTect-
ing any torvn ollìccl ol omcet's is
passcd, the clelk shall tlansmit a
copy of the satne to such ofIìcer(olücels), and the said co¡ry shall
be hept by saicl officers and be
transmitted to their snecessors if
anything thelein contained shall
appeltain to theil duties.
Section 5. Any voter shall at any
teasonable time have access to tl,e
books of the Torvn, ancì have thelight to examine them and take
co¡rics tho'eof, by applying to tlte
ollìcer having chalge of the saine,
Section 6. The income of all
"Chality Funcìs," except as other'-lvisc plovided in dccd of gift, shall
bc as:alded and clistlibutcd by the
Selectmen, and the names of the re-
cepients of said income shall be
filecl s,itl.r the Town Clelk,
ARTICLE IV
F¡N¡Nco Cor¡urtrolr
Section 1. The Selectmen slìall,
annualìy, 's'ithin the fir'st weel< of
Janualy, appoint a finance cotnmit-
tce of five mernbels, none of lvhom
shall h<¡ld any othel town office.
Section 2. It sh¿ll be the duty of
this committee to consider all arti-
cles of arry torvn mectirrg wallant
undcr' 's'hich applo¡rliation of
morìey may be made, and report in
rvriting, to the Selecttnen, theil
leco¡lmenclations, The Selectmen
shall cause the report for tì.re an-
nual rneeting to be prinüed in the
town repolt.
Section 3. Each torvn depalttnent
shall annually submit to the fin-
ance comrnittee, rìot later than Jan-
ualy 15th, an estimate of its re-
quilements for the ensuing year',
and the Selectlnen shall leport all
othel requcsts fol ap¡rlopriations,The Finance Committee shallhold a public healing theleon.
Notices of healing to be posted not
less than seven days previousiy in
the same naìrrìer as notices fol the
tou'n meetings.
The finance corvrmittee shall, not
later than Feblualy 10th, submit
to the Selectmen theil rvlitten re-polt with theil lecommendations.
(Note. Chatlter'41., Section 59 of
the General Larvs, supelcede a palt
of this bylarv to wit: "The select-
men and all boalds, committees,
heads of depaltrnents or other ofü-
cels of a town autholizecl by larv to
expend money shall fulnish to the
torvn accountant, or', if there is no
tos'n accountant, to the appropria-
tion, advisoly or' finance cornmittee,if any, othelrvise to the selectmen,
not less than ten days befole the
end of the tolvn financial year, de-
tailecl estimates of the amounts
necessary for the plopel mainten-
ance of the depart¡nents under
theil jurisdiction fol the ensuingyeal rvith explanatoly state¡nents
as to any changesflom the amounts
applopliated for the same pulposes
in the preceding year', and an esti-
nrate of arnounts necessary fol out-
lays or' ¡rerrnanent improvements,
etc,...".)
Section 4. For special town meet-
ings the Selectmen shall immediate-ly furnish the finance committee
rvith a copy of the rvan'ant. The
finance committee shall hold such
healings âs rnay in theil judgrnent
bc lecluiled, and report in rvriting
to the selectmen at the meeting.
ARTICLE V
Puslrc S¡npry
Section 1. Outdoor Advertising.
No pelson, fir'm, association ol coi-poration shalì elect, display or
rnaintain a biìlboald, sign ol other
outdool adveltising device, except
those exernpted by Sections 30 and
32, of Chapter 93, of the General
Lau's:
(a) trVithin fifty (50) feet of any
public rvay.(b) lVithin three hundred (800)
feet of any public palk, play-
gtound or othel public gr:ouncls,if 'rvithin vicrv of any por.tion
of the salne.(c) Nealer than fifty (50) feet to
any other such billboald, sign
ol other adveltising dcvice, un-
less saicl billboalds, signs, ol
othel advcrtising deviCes ai.e
placed bacl< to back.(d) On any locaüion at the coruer
of any public rvays and rvithin
a ladius of one hundled andfifty (150) feet from the point
where the center lines of such
ways intelsect.(e) Nealer than one hundred (100)
feet üo any public way, if ivith-in vierv of any por.tion of the
same, if such billboald, sign or
other adveltising device shall
exceed a length of eig'ht (8)
feet, or height of four. (4) feet.(f) Nealer than thlee hundrecl(300) feet to any public way,if within view of any portion
of ühe same, if such billboard,
sign or other adver.tising de-
vice shall exceed a lengüh of
trvelve and one-half (L2y2\
feet, ol a height of sik (6)
feet.(g) No billboald, sign or other. ad-
vertising device shall be elect-
ed, displayed or maint¿ined in
any bìock in which one-half of
the buildings on both sides of
the street ale used exclusivelyfol residential pulposes; ex-
cept that this plovision shall
not apply if the written con-
sent of the owners of a major-ity of the frontage on both
sides of the stleet in such blochis fir'st obtained and is filed
ooLù
with the Division of Higùways
of the l)e¡raltment of Public
Works, togethel rvith the ap-plication fol a pelmit fol such
billboald, sign ol othel adver'-
tising device.(h) No billboald, sign ol other ad-
vei'tising device shall be elect-
ed, displayed ol rnai¡rüainecl un-til a pennit therefor has been
issued by the Division of lligh-
rvays of the De¡raltment of
Public Wor'l<s, pulsuant to tìrefollol'ing pr'ovisions :
U¡ron receipt flom said Di-
vision of a notice that applica-
tion for a pelmit to et'ect, dis-play ol maintain a billboar.d,
sign ol othel adveltising cle-
vice rvithin the limits of Sud-bury has becn leceived by it,
the Seìcctnren shall holcl a pub-lic healing on said applicationin Sudbuly, notice of u'hich
shall be given by posting the
same in thlee dt' mole public
places in said town, at least
o¡re rveek befole the date of
such healing.
A rvlitten stâte¡nent as to the
results theleof shall be for-
rvalded to the Division, contain-ing, in the event of a disap-proval of such appìication, the
leasorìs thclefor', within thirty
days flom thc cláte of notice tõ
the torvn that an applicationfor such a pelmit had been
nrade.
This by-law shall not apply to
signs or othet devices rvhich adver-
tise or indicate either the pelson
occupying the plemises in question
ol the business tlansacted ther.eon,
ol adveltise the plopelty itself or.
any palt theleof, as for sale ol tolet; and plovided fulther that this
by-lalv shall not appty to billboalds,
signs- or other adveltising deviceslcgally maintainecl, at the tirne
of its 
-apploval by the attolney-general.
Section 2. Sale of Goods in Hieh-lgays: No person shaìl erect -ol
mairrtain a stand ol othellvise dis-play or sell any alticles within thelimits of any hig'hrvay. Violation
of 
-this by-law shall be punished bya firre not exceeding $20 fol each
ofience.
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Section 3. Deleted by the Attor-
ney-General.
Section 4. No person shall tie or
fasten any holse, cattle ol team to
anv of thè tlees in the Public waYs
of ihe town. nol dlive into the same
any nails, 3pikes, hooks or clasPs,
noi'af6x any boards ol signs thele-
to.
Section 5, No person shall Pas-
ture or tether any animal in anY
stleet in the town, in such a man-
nel as to obstruct the streets or
sidewallcs, uncler a penalüy of not
less than two nor mole than twentY
doìlars.
Section 6. No person shall Pas-
tule any animal upon any stleet ol
rvav in ihe town. with or without a
keeþer, except within the limits of
such rvay adjoining his own Plem-
ises. anci on-the sâme side of the
stre'et thel'ewith, under a penalty of
not less than two nor more than
twenty dollars for each olfence.
Section ?. No person shall Place
ol cause to be placed in anY Public
wâv ol squale, any rubbish, dirt,
rvoód. timl¡el ol other material to
obstrirct ol mar the appearance of
said way ol squale.
Section 8. Persons ale prohibited
from dumping, thlorving ol leaving
dead animals, ol rubbish on or be-
side our public highrvays' Persons
not complying with this legulation
shall be-liablè to a fine of not less
than $20.00 for each ofrense.
ARTICLE VI
ENnoncnMeNt
Section 1. It shall be the dutY of
the selectmen to prosecute all par-
ties who tnay cut, mall<, deface, de-
file or in any mannet'damage ol in-
.iule any public building belonging
to the torvn, or any outbuilding con-
nected rvith said public buildings,
ol rvho may damage or injure anY
fence enclobing any land belonging
to the torvn.
Section 2. Every violation of the
foregoinE bylaws, not otherwise
plovided-for, shall be punished by a
fine of not less than five dollars, nor
more than twenty dollars, and all
nenalties lecoveled flom such vio-
iation shall be paid into the treas-
ury of the town, to inure to such
use as the town shall from time to
time dilect.
ARTICLE VII
Lscrrr, Arr'¡rns
Section 1. The selectmen may, in
their discletion, employ counsel to
prosecute all violations of law, or in
àny mattel pertaining to the busi-
ness of the town.
Section 2. The selectmen shall
have the authority to settle at theil
discretion any claim or suit to
which the town is a party which
does not requile the payment of
more tìran $200.00.
ARTICLE VIII
Pr,¡rwN¡Nc Borrnp
Section 1. A board of five mem-
bels is hereby cleated and estab-
lished, to be known as the Planning
Boald. At the annual town meeting
to be held Malch 4, 1929, ühere
shall be elected one member to
serve for one year, two members to
serve for two years, and two mem-
bel's to serve for thlee yeals, and
theleaftel they shall be elected on
the official ballot in each year, such
members as are requiled to fill the
vacancies, as follows, at the annual
election for the year 1931, the one
year mernbel shall be elected for a
tetm of two years, the two year
membels fol terms of three years,
thereafter all members shall be
elected for terms of three years.
Vacancies otherwise occurring shall
be fllled as provided in General
Larvs, Chapter: 41, Section 2.
Section 2. The duties of the
board shall be sueh as are provided
by law, and fulther to consider and
advise upon municipal improve-
ments, either at the request of other
officials of the town or upon its orvn
initiative. It shall consider and de-
velop a town plan, with special at-
tention to main ways, land improve-
ments, zoning, playg'rounds andparks, and sites for permanent
school plants. The boald shall meet
at legulal' intelvals. It may holdpublic meetings. It shall at all
times have access to public docu-
ments or infolmation in the posses-
sion of any town official or depart-
ment. It shall examine the þlansfor the exteriol of any public 6uild-
ing, monumerrt, or similar. featur.e,
and for ühe development and treat-
ment of the glounds about the same
befole the adoption thereof, and
may take such lecommendations
thereon, as it may deem needful, It
may plovide for public lectules and
other educational work in connec-
tion with its recommendations, It
may incul expenses necessary to
the carrying on of its work, within
the amount, of its annual or special
appropriations.
Section 3. All plans for laying
ol¡t, extending, discontinuing oi'
changing the limits of any public
p?r'k, ol squale, and every þurchase
of land fol the site of anv public
building, and all plans for thd loca-
tion, erection, or alteration of r¡ub-lic buildings, shall be submitted to
said board for its opinion, at least
two weeks in advance of action bv
the boald of selectmen or the towri.
Section 4. Such board shall make
a report to the town annually giv-
ing information regarding thè con-dition of the town, and ãny plans
o_r proposaÌs for the development of
the town, and estimates of the cost
thereof. Such report shall be sent
to the selectmen not later than such
time in January in each yeal as
the selectmen may prescribê, or as
may be prescribed by law in forcelelative to reports, and a copy
theleof shall bri filed with the Más--
sachusetts Department of Public
Welfare.
ARTICLE IX
Zox¡¡,rc By-Lew
In order to preserve and nromote
the health, saiety, morals, -conven-
ience and welfare of the towns-people; to lessen the danger from
fir'e, to improve and beaùtify the
town and to stabilize the value of
real estate, the following regula-
tions for the use of premises and
the constluction, location, and use
of buildings and structules at'e
hereby established under the Gen-
eral Larvs relating thereto.
Section 1
The Town of Sudbury is hereby
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divided into three types of distlicts,
the boundalies and designations of
which are as shown on a mar en-titled "Zoning Map of the Toùn of
Sudbuly, Mass. Pi'epared bv E. N.
Montague, C. E. Dãted December
1938,'l signed by the PlanningBoald and on file with the TorvñClerk. The Business and Indus-trial Distlicüs are denoted on said
map by letter.s and numbers as 81.
B2, B3, etc,, 11, 12,13, etc. All othei
aleas of the Town ale Single Resi-dence. Said map and all éxplana-tory matter thereon ale lielebv
made a par.t of this By-Law.
A. The following uses shall bepermitted in Single Residence Dis-
tt'icts
. 
(1)- Agr.icultur.e, truck gar.den-
i1S, the laising ot nulsery sitock orplants,_or. the conducting-of board-ing or lodging houses.(2) Customary home occura-
tions, or. a lisht ii"rdustr.ial activitvin a dwelling or accessol'y buildinó.
conducted only by the owiels of thîbuilding, provideil it does not chanEethe natule of the district, as tñeBoard of Appeals may appí'ove andgrant permits therefol.
^ (3) The development of an in-dustty utilizing for powel the flowol a natur'al watercourse. after apelmit is glanted by the Board ofAppeals and subject to r.estr.ictionslaid down by said Boald.
B. The following uses shall bepermitted in Business Districts.
- 
(1) Any*use permitted in SingleResidence District.(2) Stores, shops, restaurants,galages and repair. shops,
_ 
(3) Such similar uses as theBoard of Appeals may app"ove andgrant permits therefor.
C. The following uses shall bepermitted in Industr:ial Districts.
_ 
(1) Any use pelmitted in SinEIeResidence, or Business Districtsl
t2) 4ny industly or. manufact_qring which will nót be seliouslvdetrimental ol offensive to ad.ioin"_ing distr.icts or tend to reduce rírãn-
erty values þV reason of dust,bddi.tumes, srnoke, gas, wastes. r,efusé
matter., noise ol excessive viblation
or danger of explosion or ûre.
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D. Nothing in the above shallpt'ohibit the building of Single
Il,esidences and theil appurtenant
buildings in any sectioñ of the
'l'own.
Section 2
In the event that a non-conform-
itrg building or structule existing
at the time of passage of tì.re zon-
ing by-larv is destroyed ol darnaged,it may be reconstlucted and used
as befole said destluction or dam-
age, provided that the reconstruc-
tion is commenced rvithin two yearsfrom the date of destlucüion or
damage and the building ol stluc-
tule completecl ancl tl-re use resumed
within one year theleafter, Nothing
in this by-law shall be construed topermit the reconstruction or le-
sumption of use of a building or
stluctule destloyed or damaged
except substantially as it existed
prior to said destruction or darnage,
and in compliance with any exist-
ing larvs.
In the event that a non-conform-
ing use of premises is abandonedfor a period of thlee years such
non-confolming use shall be con-
sidered to have been extinguished
and the plemises be subject to the
regulations of the Distlict in which
said premises are located.
Section 3
Except as hereinafter provided,
no parcel of land in any distlict
shall be used fol any pulpose other
than that fol which the distlict is
established, as provided in Sec-
tion 1.
Section 4
The use, construction, altelation,
height and alea of buildings and
the use of premises in the afole-
mentioned distlicts shall be regu-
latecl and restricted as hereinafter
provided.
Section 5
No buiìcling for use as a habita-
tion, for business, for industry or
accessory buildings shall be erected
after this by-law becomes opela-tive without a permit from the
Selectmen, showing that the re-
quirements of the clistlicts afrected
have been substantially complied
with. Said permit shall be posted
conspicuously on the plemises to
which it applies duting the time of
constluction. No lot, nor the build-
ing ol stlucture, shall be changedin size so as to violate the prov!
sions of this by-law.
Section 6 BOARD OF APPEALS
The Selectmen shall within thilty
days of the acceptance of this by-
larv appoint a Board of Appeals of
five membels, one for' the telm of
five years, one for the tenn of fouryeals, one for the term of threeyeals, one for the telm of two
yeals, and one for the term of oneyear'. At the expiration of the
telms of these oliginal appointees,
appointments shall be for the ter¡n
of five yeals. Vacancies shall be
filled by the Selectmen by appoin-
ment for the balance of the term in
which the vacancy occuÌ's.
Associate mernbers, to fill vacan-
cies caused by unavoidable absence,
inability to act ol intelest on thepart of a member, shall be ap-
pointed by the Boald of Selectmen
annually for a term of one year'.
APPEALS. Any person ag-
grieved by the refusal of the proper
autholity to issue a pelmit undel
the plovisions of this by-law, or
any pelson aggrieved by a decision
of the Board of Appeals made
under provisions of this by-law,
may appeal under the provisions of
Section 30, Chapter 40 of the
GENERAL LA\ryS.
Section 7 SPECIAL PERMITBY BOARD OF APPEALS
REQUIRED
A pelmit may be issued for the
erection, in any Single Residence
Distlict, of a building fol the use
of a business or inclustry, or for
the alteration ot' conversion of a
building for ol to such purposes,
or fol the conversion of a single
residence into two drvelling units
provided such conversion does not
destroy the single residence char'-
acter of the building, if the Boald
of Appeals shall, after public lTear-ing so permit: PROVIDED that
there be filed with the applicationfor such permit, written consent
thereto, signed and acknowledged
by ühe ownels or legal representa-
tives of the owners, of two-thirds
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of the area of all lands used for'
the purposes for which said district
is restlicted, as provided in Sectiont heleof, which are within 500 feet
of the lot forlvhich the permit is
requested.
Section 8
The removal of sod or loam for
sale, except when incidental to and
in connection with the constluction
of a building for which a permit
has been issued by the Selectmen,
ol the use of land for a cemctery,playglound, picnic glound, for
educational pulposes or recreation
field, shall be allou'ed only if the
Board of Appeals shall rule that
such lemoval or use is not detri-
mental to the neig'hborhood.
Section I
No permit shall be granted under
the foregoing Sections ? and 8 ex-
cept aftel a public hearing before
the Board of Appeals. Hearings by
the Boald of Appeals shall be noti-
fied and held as plovided in Chap-
ter'40, Section 30, General Larvs.
No permit shall be granted if by so
doing a hazard, or nuisance will be
created.
Secüion 10
The removal and sale of sand orgravel is permitted in any district,
plovided such lemoval is not detri-
mental to the adjoining property
and that no excavation lower than
the glade of any road upon which
such excavation abuts shall be
made nealel than 50 feet from
such road boundary, and that the
slope of any side of the excavation
abutting on a road or on adjoiningpropelty shall not be steeper thañ
the angle of repose of thal particu-
lar soil.
Section 11
- 
The raising of swine, poultry,fur bealing animals and kennèl
keeping will not be permitted in
any business, industrial ol SinEle
Resiclence district; but the estáb-
lishment of any of the above enter-plises as a business ol industry
within Single Residence districti
aJter the 
_adoplion of this by-larv
shall be allowed only by a pðr'mit
by lhe Boald of Appeals, añd the
said Board may impose whatever
legulations it deems advisable upon
the applicant.
Section 72 GENERAL PROVI-
SIONS
Ovelnight cabins, trailer campb
and tents, may be established onlyin a Business distlict, provided apermit therefor. is gr.anted by the
ßoald of Appeals. The said Board
shall mal<e in each. instance such
legulations as it deems advisablefol the disposal of sewage, r'efuse
and othel waste matter
Seetion 13 NON-CONFORMING
USDS
Any lawful use being made of
any-building, stlucture or premises
at the time this bylaw takès effect,
may be continued even though such
use does not conform to the regu-
latio¡rs of the district. But this sãc-
tion shall not be construed as topermit any extension of a non-
conforming use gleater than that
exjsting at the time this bylaw
takes effect.
Section 14
In all Single Residence Districts.
no building heleafter erected shalibe nealel than 50 feet from the
center line of the street or way
upon which it fronts. ol nearer
than 20 feet from the éide lines, oi'30 feet from the rear. line of thelot upon which iü is situated.
In Business Distlicts, no building
heleafter elected shali be nearei
than 40 feet from the center line
9! any strcet or way. Except thatif permitted buildinis exist õn each
of the adjoining sidõ lots, the frontline of the proposed buiding may
conform to the front line õf thê
existing buildings. Plojecting eaves
and uncoveled steps may project
into the restlicted 3pace.
_One story accessory buildings
other than garages attáched to tñe
house shall be built at the rear ofthe house, not near.er than 5 feetfrom any side ol rear lines, nor. 15feet flom any str.ucture for. habi-
tation_ol any accessory building on
an adjoining lot. Plovided dhat.if said accessory building is of non-
cornbustible constr.uction, the pr.o-hibition as.to adjoining' buildings
may þe vorqeo.
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Section 15
No building used for habitation
shall be built, extended or other-
rvise enlarged so that, with its ac-
cessory buildings it covers more
than 40o/o of the lot upon which it
is situated.
No building used for Business orIndustry shaìÌ cover more than
757o of the alea of the lot if on a
colner' lot, o'- 60Vo if on an interiorlot, The open space required shall
be so located as to propelly light
and ventilate the building, and give
free access in case of ûre,
Section 16 HEIGHT REGULA-
TION
The limit of heig'ht in all Single
Residence Districts shall be two
and one-half stories, not to exceed
thirty-ûve feet to the ridge, except
that schools and municipal build-
ings may contain three full stories
and may be erected to a hight of
folty-five feet.
The limit of height in Business
and Industrial Districts shall be
three stories, not to exceed folty-
ûve feet at the highesü point of the
roof.
The limitations of height in feet
shall not apply to chimneys, venti-
Iators, skylights, tanks, bulkheads,
penthouses and other accessory
featules usually carried above the
roofs, nol to towers or spiles of
churches and other buildings, if
such features are in no way used
for living purposes.
Secüion 17
In Single Residence Districts,
Iand laid out after adoption of this
bylaw shall provide for each resi-
dence a minimum lot area of 20,000
square feet with the least dimen-
sion of the lot 100 feet.
Lots shown on any plan duly
recorded by deed or plan at the
time this bylaw is adopted may be
used, provided that all require-
ments in regard to setbacks and
yards are fulfllled.
Secüion 18(a) At every filling station
here,aftel constlucted, the building
shall be located at least 60 feet
from the center'line of the high-
way. No pump shall be nearer than
50 feet flom the center line of the
highrvay and no filling shall be
done except in cars standing onploperty of the filling station.(b) No public garage for the
repair of cals and no ûlling station
shall be located in any portion of a
Business distlict or Industrial dis-tlict which is rvithin 300 feet of a
school.
Section 19
Sales stands for the sale of falmploducts shall be pelmitted in any
distlict, plovided they do not, bytheil location violate set back or'
side line lestrictions.
Section 20
Any person violating any provi-
sions of this byJaw shall be subject
to a fine not exceeding $20.00 for
each violation. Each day during
which any violation exists shall be
deemed a sepalate ofrense.
Section 21 ENFORCEMENT
The plovisions of the by-law
shall be administeled by the Select-
men until such time as there shall
be an Inspector of Buildings.
Section 22
The invalidity of any section or
provision of this by-law shall not
invalidate any other section or divi-
sion thereof.
Section 23
This by-law shall take efrect as
provided by law.
ARTICLE X
Aun¡¡¡n¡eNrs
Section 1. These
be amended at any
meeting.
by-laws may
annual town
Section 2. These bylaws shall
supersede all previous by-laws.
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Proceedings of Town Meetings, Primaries and Election
during the year 1940:
ANNUAL TO\ryN ELECTION HELD ON
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1940, AND BUSINESS MEETING,
MA.RCH 6, 1940.
Warrant dated February 19, 1940, signed by Harvey N.
Fairbank, Chairman; Lawrence B. Tighe, Clerk; and Everett D.
Haynes, Selectmen. Return of service by Seneca'W. Hall, Con-
stable. Moderator, L. Roy Hawes. In addition to the Moderator
and Town Clerk the following served: Ballot Clerks: Herman
Austin, Travers Crowley, Harry L. Gleason, George E. Tulis and
Donald Stone. Tellers: Bernard Conroy, Cabot Devol, Raymond
Hartwell, J. Leo Quinn, Basil B. Oliver, John Powers, Frederick R.
Stone and Joseph B.'Way.
The polls were opened at half past six in the forenoon and
closed at four o'clock in the afternoon, the ballot box register
then showing 593 which rñ/as one more than the ballots cast
as reported by the ballot clerks and tellers. The ballots were duly
counted by the tellers, and the result of the voting rrvas an-
nounced by the moderator as follows:
Moderator, for One Year:
L. Roy
Blanks.
Hawes 515
77
520
1
7L
Selectman for Three Years:JohnC.Hall.. ......350
Ralph E. Hawes . ... 2gzBlanks ....... 10
Assessor for Three Years:
Fred Ham .... 501Blanks .... ... 91
Treasurer for One Year:
Harland H. Rogers
Blanks.
Collector of Taxes for One Year:
Arthur R. Hawes
Scattering
Blanks.
529
69
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Member Board of Public'Welfare for Three Years:
John G.'Woods
Scattering.
Blanks
Member School Committee for Three Years:
Maxwell P. Eaton
Arthur V. Howland
Blanks
Highway Surveyor for One Year:
'W. Gordon Hunter.
Scattering...
Blanks
Three Constables for One Year:
Charles A. Brackett
Seneca \M. Hall
Royal E. Haynes
Scattering..
Blanks
Trustee Goodnow Library for Three Years:
Janet R. Howe.
Blanks
Member Board of Health for Three Years:
Simeon B.'Wolbach .. 511Blanks ....... 81
Tree'Warden for One Year:
Charles A. Brackett
Blanks
Two Members Planning Board for Three Years:
Alton F. Clark. . . . .. 467ClarlçB.Hill.. .....431Scattering. 2Blanks . .... .. 284
It was then, on motion duly seconded Voted: Thot the
choice of Field, Driaers, Fence Viewers, a Pound, Keeper and, other
oÍlicers not aoted Jor on the oÍÍi,c'i,a,l, ballot, be d'elegated, to the Selectmen.
At the conclusion of the canvass and eount of the ballots cast,
they were sealed and certified as requirqd by law, and were,
tocðther with the unused ballots, also sealed, together with the
chéck lists, delivered, with the ballot box to the Town Clerk.
The election was thereupon declared adjourned by the Moderator.
A true record-Attest:
FRANK F. GERRY, Town Clerk.
492
1
99
242
325
25
503
2
88
495
97
519
495
495
1
266
524
6B
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TOWN BUSINESS MDDTING, MARCH 6, t94O
Pursuant to the Selectmen's warrant, the voters of Sudbury
assembled, at the day and hour named in said warrant and acteâ
\pon tþ9 articles tþerein with L. Roy Hawes, Moderator. TheTown Clerk being absent, the Moderator called for the election of
a Temporary Clerk; whereupon it was Voted: That the Mod,ero,tor
cøst one 
.ballot Jor Charles H. Wag øs Clerk pro tern, and no other
ballot_being cast he_wus_d,eclo¡ed, by the Mod,efator to be d,uly elected,,
ønd he was immed;iately sworn bg the Mod,erator,.
Article 1. To hear reports of the Town officers and com-
mittees, and act thereon. - Voted: That the Selectmen be ond,
hereby are ùirected, to ccw,se to be printed, in the nert a,nnual town
report, 0, coplJ oJ the town by-Iaws.
Voted: That the Selectmen be q,nd, are herebg d;írected, by
the town meeting to submit a, copry oJ this town refort (1939) ¿¿,Mr. Theod,ore 'iVadd,etl, State Coínniissioner of Accounis at'the
State House,inBoston, aytd, tg request Jrom his ofi'ice, a,ng suggestions
h3 *W d,esire to make for the purpose of impiôuí,rig añd, ci,ã,riÍui,ng
tlte. presentaùi.gry oÍ town Jinancial reports; and, tñ,at his reTily bb
printed, in lull in the nert town report.Voted: That the reports be- accepted, subject to typogrøphical,
errorS,
Article 2. To see if the Town will grant and appropriate the
following sums or any otþer sums of moñey for any-ándãU neces-
sary town pu_rposes for the ensuing year; pass any votes or take
any action relative thereto.
Recommended
*ïäåfu Reouested B"å'ra;;Moderator'sSalary.. ...........$ 20.00 $ 20.00 $ 20.00Selectmen's Salalies. 450.00 450.00 450.00
Selectmen's Expenses. 180.00 190.00 190.00
School Commiütee Salaries. 225.00 ZZ5.OO ZZ5.OO
School Committee Dxpenses. 50.00 50.00 50.00
Treasu¡er's Salary. 2õ0.00 250.00 260.00
Treasurer's Expense. 1?6.00 189.00 189.00
Town Clerk's Salary. 200. 00 200 . 00 200. 00Town Clerk's Expense. .. 150.00 100.00 100.00Assessors'Salaries. 525.00 õ25.00 525.00Assessors'Expenses. 800.00 800.00 900.00
Board of Health Salaries...... 65.00 65.00 55.00Board of l{ealth Expenses.. . . 10.00 10.00 10.00Public Welfare Salaries . 900. 00 900. 00 900 . 00Public Welfare Dxpenses. ?õ.00 ?5.00 iá.OO
Qld Age Assistance Salaries. 90. 00 90 . 00 90 . 00Old Age Assistance Expenses. 50.00 60.00
lax Collector's üalary. 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00Tax Co.llector's Expense. gõ0.00 '850.00 '950.00
'Tow-n Accountant's Salary . 900 . 00 900.00 S00 . 00Clerk Board of Assessors'Salary. 300.00 800.00 300.00Animal Inspector's Salary. 150.00 150.00 150.00
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Sealer of Weights and Measures'Salary. .
Building Inspector's Salary.
Registrars' Salaries.
Planning Board Expenses. . . ..
6,949.00 $ 5,949.00
õ0.00 $ 50.001,480.00 1,480.001,100.00 1,100.006?5.00 674.46182.00 226.60300.00 300.003?5.00 37õ.001,500.00 1,500.001,500.00 1,õ00.00200.00 200.001õ0,00 150.00425.00 426.00841.81 841.81260.00 100.00
2,200 .00 2,200 .001,500.00 1,600.00300.00 226.001,600.00 1,600.00600.00 600.00
60.00 60.00100.00 100.0030.00 30.00100.00 60.00
$
$
60.00
100. 00
30. 00
50 .00
s
$
5,985.00
50.00
1,?60.00
1,200.00
662.70
182.00
425.00
373.20
1,õ60.00
1,600.00
200.00
150. 00
400.00
1'IL,g8
õ00.00
2,300.00
1,500.00
1,600. 00
600.00
$ 1õ,624. 28 $ 15,128.81 8 L4,947 .77
TOTALS-Salaries and Expenses Town
Offrce¡s and Routine Dxpenses. . . . . . . . $ 21,609.28
$ 29,206.00
6,000.00
$ 21,0??. 81
$ 90,431 .00
6,000.00
$ 20,896. ?7
$ 29,931.00
5,000.00
500.00
5,000.00
626. 00
8,000. 00
1,õ00. 00
2,000.00
100.00
4,000.00
67 .40
2,800. o0
?00. 00
1,000.00
800. 00
175.00
150.00
200.00
2,000. 00
200. 00
?,200. 00
1,000. 00
535.40
3,200. 00
?00. 00
1,000. 00
1,000.00
175. 00
150. 00
300. 00
$ 88,036.60 S 91,819.21 $ 83,44õ.17
Voted: To grant and a'ssess tlte Jollowin'g M,nLs oÍ rnonery lor
the purposes speciÍi,ed';
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For town olÍicers salaries and, erpenses as Listed'in the warra'nt,
with tlte erception of the Registrors, whose salaries are 'ínnreased,
Írom $30. ro $75. and witlt' a d:iaision of the salaries oJ the Pubùíc
-Weffare, 
without change in the urnount, as shown bg the Jollowing
aote. (The aboue grant uas by aote as a unit-85,994.00.)
Voted: That the'item oJ $900.00 for Publi'c Welfare salaries
be d;íuided, as Íollows: $100. /or salaries oJ Board of PubÙic Welfare:
Cl¿airman $50.00-¿øcl¿ otlter member, $25.00 ønd $800.00 /or
combined, salorí,es oJ Special Inaestigation oJ Public Welfare, Old,
Age Assistance and, W. P. A. Sponsor's Agent. Then
Voted: To lag Article 2 on the table and, talæ up Article L7.
Article 1?. To see if the town will voté to authorize any of
its official boards to appoint any member thereof to another town
office or position for the term provided by law, if any, otherwise
for a term not exceeding one year; take any action or pass any vote
relative thereto.
Voted: To a,uthor'í,ze o,na olÍi,cial board's to appoint any
member thereof to another town office or pos'it'ion, for the term protñd,ed,
bg law, iÍ anu, otherwise Jor a term not erceeùing one year-Tben
Voted: To talee Article 2 trom the table,
øssess the Íurther sum of
50.00
1,490.00
1,100.00
674.46
226.50
300.00
345.00
1,500.00
700.00
200.00
150.00
426.00
841.81
100.00
2,200.00
1,500.00
225.00
1,500.00
600,00
(Total of above 8t4,LI7.77) voted as a unit)
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Chapter 90, Roads-Maintenance. . . . .
Snow and Ice Removal. . . , .
1,100.00
8,000.00
1,500.00
4,000.00
100.00
2,500.00
67 ,40
2,800.00
700.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
175.00
150.00
200.00
Under this article it was voted by amendment that the salaries
oJ. Publtic Welf,o;re Board, remain as alreød,g estabLished,.
Also voted: Corcid,eration oJ grant Jor road machinerg account
be i,nd,eJiruitelg postponed,
Voted: That the selectmen be responsible for select;ion of street
ùígltts to be d,ropped,.
The following resolution was voted after grant for Public
Nurse.
Resolved: The people of Sud,burg d,esire anrntal report of
financial conùítion oJ the Nursing Association to be publ;ùsheit in the
annual town reports.
Article 3. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
town treasurer, with the approval of the selectmen, to borrow
money, from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the
finaneial year beginning January 1, 1940, and to issue a note or
notes therefor, payable within one year, and to renew any note or
notes as may be given for a period of less than one yeâr in ac-
cordance with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.-
Voted unanimously: That the town treasurer with the øpproual
oJ the 
.selectmen b9 ard, he is herebl¡ authorized, to borrow- înoney
þont, ti,7ne to t'ime,in anticipation oJ the.reaeruue of the Jinøncial gear
begimuíng ,lgfo*U lsf, 1940, anl, to,issue a, nole or-notes theröJor,
paga,ble witltin one_Ae-7¡, and, to reneuil a,rry note or notes as mag
be giaen for a period, of less than one gear, in ancordanne with Section
L7, of Chapter 44, General Law*
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to transfer from
available funds the sum. of $2,200.00 from Road MachineryFund to the Road Machinery Account, pass any vote or take
any action relative thereto.
Voted: That the su,tn oÍ $2,200.00 be transferred, Jrum anuí,lo,bte
fund,s in tlte Road, Maclt;í,nery Fund, to the Roud Maclui,nerg Account.
Article 5. To see if the Town will authorizethe Town Treas-
urer, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen to transfer
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funds from the Road Machinery Fund to the Road Machinery
Account, pass any vote or take any action relative thereto.
Voted: The Town Treasurer 'ís hereb.tt authorized, with the
approaal oJ the Selectmen and, Finance Comm,ittee, to transfer fund,s
from the Road, Machinerg Fund, to the Road, Mach'inerg A-ccount.
Article 6. To see if the Town will grant or appropriate or
otherwise provlde the sum of 93,800.00 oiany othei surñ for thepurchase of a Powe-r Grading.Machine with [andem rear wheeii,
pass any vote or take any action relative thereto.
Voted: To grant a,nd, assess not to erceed, 98,800.00 for thepurchøse 
_of a power grad'ing machine, with tandem rear "wheels:
said, 
_purchase to be mad,e on behulJ oJ the town bg the Setectmen and,
Hi,ghway Stnaeyor.
Article 7. To see if the Town will grant or appropriate the
sum of $15.00 or any other sum to inslall one siieed liEht onHaynes Road, pass any vote or. take any action relative iñãreto.
Voted: "To install a light on Hagnes Road," and, no further
action taken,
Article 8. To see if the Town will grant or appropriate the
sum.of $1Þ.00- or any other sum to inslall one siieet' lieht onLandham Road, pass any vote or take any action relative iñäieto.
Voted: That o,ction under t4t'is art:i,cle be i,nd,efinitelg postponed,.
Article 9. To see if the Town will grant or appropriate the
sum of $150.00 or any other sum to build a storehoude for cemétery
tools, pass any vote or take any action relative thereto.
Voted: Thøt acti,on und,er tltis article be ind,efinitely postponed,.
.u**iåìil%öi;"ff ;ff #,,i:,trä+.+llfåii,:sí,îfl"Tå?r'ä::åi:
¿c.td renclered to a Sudþury set_fled case in the years of 1984, 1gB5
and 1936, pass any vote or take any action relative theretã.--
- 
ioted: 
-lo- grant a,nd, assesses the sum o/ g5g.60 to be puid, to
t:^Ç¿tU oJ Malden for welfare aid, to a Sud,bu,rg settled, case ¿íi--löS[,1936.
Article 11. To see if the Town will take action in the matter
of establishing salaries or compensation for members or ttrã-äãär¿
of Appeal.and provide funds for the same if necessary, ná*ã"y
vote or take any action relative thereto.
Voted: That the subject matter of this ørti,cle be ind,eÍiruítetU
postponed,.
Article 12. To see if the Town will grant or appropriate the
g1tm.qf 9150.00 or any other sum for speciál work byïhe gõãrd ofllegistrars, pass any vote or take any action relative thereto. -
Voted: That a,ction und,er tltis article be i,nd,eÍiryitelg postponed,.
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Article 13. To see if the Town will authorize the Town
Accountant to transfer the following unexpended balances to excess
and deficiency:Làndpurchase... .....$ 225.00
'Widening Corner ?5.00
pass any vote or take any action relative thereto.
Voted: That the sums nqirned, 'í'n tluí,s artticle be transferred to
the Reserae Fund.
Article 14. To see if the town will vote to appropriate a
sum sufficient to pay the County of Middlesex, as required by law,
the town's share oi the net cost of the care, maintenance, and
repair of the Middlesex County Tuberculosis Hospital, 
-as assessed
in-accordance with the provisions of Chapter 111 of the General
Laws and Acts in amendment thereof and in addition thereto and
including Chapter 400, Section 25 G (6) (a) of the Acts of 1936,
or take any action in relation thereto.
Voted: That the sum of $841.81, this being the Town's share
of th.e net cost of care, maintenance and, repuír oJ the Middlesex
Counht Tuberculosis Hospíta\, 'including interest on temporwg
notes i,ssued therefor, and, ir¿clud;ing Chapter 400, Section 25 G. (6)(a) oÍ the Acts of t936, be and the some'ís herebg appropriated'.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to accept from
Clara Parmenter the sum of fifty dollars ($50.00) for the perpetual
care of the Albert T. Parmenter lot said sum to be added to that
of one hundred dollars ($100.00) already established for this
purpose, or do or act thereon.
Voted. To a,ccept from Clota Po,rmenter the sum o/ $50.00
for the perpetual care of the Albert T. Parmenter lot, said sum
to be added, ro $L00.00 olread,y estabÙished for the sz,rne purpose.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to change the name
of 'Water Road to Water Row Road or take action relative
thereto.
Voted: That the røme of "Woter Road"' be changed' to "Water
8o1il."
Article 17. (previously acted upon).
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to establish the
rate of compensation for its Highway Surveyor; pass any vote or
take action relating thereto.
Voted: Thot the salarg oJ the Hi'ghway Suraegor sl¿all be
Fiae d,ollars per d,ay and, One dolla¡' and ÍiÍtu cents per døg Jor truns-
portution erpenses; this to applg onlg to those d'ags when engaged, in
hi,s d,uûí,es os such Higlwag Suruegor.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to establish the late
of compensation for its Tree 'Warden; pass any vote or take ac-
tion relating thereto.
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Voted: That tlt'e Tree Ward,en receiae $4.00 per day and two
ilollars per d,ag for transportation, lor d'ays when engaged in ht's
work o,s such Tree Warden.
Article 20. To see if the town will vote to accept Section
106 A, Chapter 41 of the General Laws, which reads:
"Town Physician
Section 1064. In any town o-f not exceeding three thousand
intra¡itáñiJ *ttiðtt accept t[ris section bv vote in tõwn meeting, the
seìectmen may appoiñt the schogl þhysician to be the town
ãi"Áiàiãn. S,ictr äppointment shall nðt bar the school physician
iró"m itte Àeneial präbtice of his profession;" pass any vote or take
action relative thereto
Voted: That the Town accepts Section 1064 o/ Chapter. 41,
General Laws, proa'íùing for the apþointment oÍ the School Phgs'ician
os Town Physician.
Article 21. To see if the town will amend its by-law pertain-
ing tã-its-Finãnce-Committee replacing Sections Lr-?, 8^and 4 of
Aiticle IV of its present byJaw by theãdoptions of the following;
Section 1. There shall be a Finance Committee consisting
of flve legal voters of the town, who shall be appointed b.y lhe
Moderatol as hereinafter provided. No elective or appolnttve
toùn-ôinô.t ór town emplóyee shall be eligible to serve on said
committee.
Section 2. The Moderator of the town meeting when this
bylaw is adopted shall, within thirty days after such. bylaw
bécomes efiecbive, appoiit three memËers óf said committee-for
ieims of one yea'r, tivo members for terms of two 
-years. The
iytóAéràtor shál make his first appointments from tlie personnel
of lne committee in office when tliii by-law becomes effeCtive. . At
eã"n u""uál town meeting thereafter ihe Moderatol thereof shall
aoooint two members of said committee for terms of two years
ãñã õne me*¡er for a term of one year. The terms of office of
saiA ."em¡ers shall commence immecliately upon qualiflcation and
shall expire at the close of final adjournment of the annual town
meeting at which their successors aie appointed. Said committee
Àttaii éñoó.e its own officers and shall^derve without pay. Said
committee shall cause to be kept a true record of its proceedings.
Section 3. The said committee shall fill any vacancy which
may occur in its membership, by vote, attested copy of which
shail be sent by the secretary to the Town Clerk. If any member
is absent from five consecutive meetings of said committee, except
in case of illness, his position shall bð deemed to be vacant and
shall be filled as hereinprovided. The term of office of any person
so chosen to fill a vacancv shall expire at the final adjournment of
the next succeeding anñual town meeting, and the Mod-erator
thereof shall appoint his successor to complete the unexpired term
of the membei-in whose office such vaeancy originally occurred.
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Section 4. It shall be the duty of this committee to consider
all articles of any town meetîng warrant under which appropriation
of money may be made, and report in writing, to the Selectmen,
their recommendations. The Selectmen shall cause the report
for the annual meeting to be printed in the town report, and the
Finance Committee's re¿son for approval or disapproval printed
directly beneath the article considered in the Town Warrant.
Section 5. Each town department shall annually submit
to the Finance Committee, not later than December 21st, an
estimate of its requirements for the ensuing year, and the Select-
men shall report all other requests for appropriations.
The Finance Committee shall hold a public hearing thereon.
Notices of hearing to be posted not less than seven days previously
in the same manner as notices for the town meetings.
. The Finance Committee shall, not later than February 10th
súbmit to the Selectmen their written report with their iecom-
mendations.
Section 6. For special town meeting the Selectmen shall
immediately furnish the Finance Committee with a copy of the
warrant. The Finance Committee shall hold such hearings as
may in their judgment be required, and report in writing to the
Selectmen at the meeting.
Voted: A motion to amend' the town bg-laws pertuiraing to
theFinance Committee, bg a aote oJ 57 for the motion anil, 60 o,gairct,
uas lost,
Article 22. To see if the town will amend its byJaw pertain-
ing to Town Affairs by amending the last paragraph of Article 3,
Seition 3 by striking out the words, "ready for distribution at
least three days before the'annual meeting in March in each
year," and substituting therefor the words, "and the town clerk
shali cause them to be distributed to the citizens of the town at
least five days before the annual meeting in March of each yeat,"
so that the last paragraph will read as follows:
"The Selectmen shall cause all such reports and reports of
any other boards or committees to be printed in pamphlet form
anðl placed in the hands of the town clerk who shall cause them
to be distributed to the citizens of the town at least five days
before the annual meeting in March of each year."
Voted unanimously: That the town b1¡-laws pertaining to
town aLÍairs arehereby amend,ed as proposedinthe article. (approved
by Attorney General and published.)
Article 23. To see if the town will amend Article 2 pertain-
ing to the Government of Town Meetings by striking out Seetion
10 which reads, "No vote shall be reconsidered except upon motion
for that purpose offered within one hour after such vote was
taken."
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By a vote of 59 to 28 it was
Voted: That the town by-Iaws in Article 2 be omend,ed, as
proposed, in tfuís Art;í,cle.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to amend the
Zoning Ey-Laws as follows; pass any vote or take any action
relative theretoi
Section 5. Line (4) after word "erected" add a comma and
the words "altered or moved". In the next to last line in same
paragraph, after the word "size", add a comma and the wordsttor use".
Section 11. Amend to read as follows:-The Board of
êppeals may grant permits for the raising of swine, poultry, furbearing animals, and the operation of kennels in any district;
and such Board may impose such restrictions and próvide such
regulations with respect to the conduct thereof as in its judgment
may seem necessary for the general welfare of the Town.
Section 14. Line (2) after the word "erected" add a comma
and the words "moved or reloeated". In paragraph II, line (2)
after the word "erected" add a comma and-the woids "moved or
relocated".
By a vote of 54 to 16 it was
Voted: That Sections 5 and L4 oJ the Zonting Bg-Laws be
omend,ed, as proposed, in thi.s article.
Then by a unanimous vote it was
Voted: Thot Section 11 oÍ the Zoruing Bg-Laws be amended,
as proposed, in th;í,s artticle-
Approved by the Attorney General and published.
Thereupon the Moderator declared the meeting dissolved.
CHARLES H. 'WAY,
Town Clerk pro tem.
PRESIDDNTIAL PRIMARY, APRIL 30, 1940.
Warrant by the Selectmen dated Aprit 18, 1940. Everett D.
Haynes, Chairiran of Selectmen, presiding priinary officer.
Total vote 295, the result of whieh was as follows:
Republican Party
4 Delegates at Large to the National Republican Convention.
Delegates Group 1:
William H. McMasters, Cambridge, 10; Byron P. Hayden,
åprinefield, B; Harry P. Gibbs, Broðkton,.g;-Selden G.-Hil;Danvers, 7.
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Alternate Delegates, GrouP 1:
Abbie L. Íebbits, 'Wáltham, 11; B-erton S' E-vans,-{ver, !;¡""i"Ti'É-*", iã"üii"stér, ?; iuciús K' Thaver, Marblehead' 7'
Delegates, GrouP 2:
ieverett Saltonstall, Newton, 92; Henry Cabot Lo$g.e' 'f11'
e"'."1ï"bil".loãôort w.-vlriti", ir., Âttleborough, 86; John W'
Hági.,"Ct"eírnet¿, 86; Blanks, 67'
Alternate Delegates, GrouP 2:
Marv B. Besse, 'Wareham, 85; Orin S'. Kenney,-Beverly' p!;
rvrurv Ë."e;iiõ,Ñãttttãmpton, 82i Irene Gowetz, Worcester' 81;
Blanks,92.
District Delegates and Alternate District Delegates to National
"' " "öäïLi,'iiãî:t Ëii¿^ -ói.üi"i-Ñõ f *o'e thãn two of each'
Group 1:
trVilliam T. McMasters,
Pepperell, 12.
Townsend, 12; Grace M. CoPP,
Alternate Delegates:^""ÑäiJol"ÀËãil"'¡r., winchendon, t2; Elmer K' cousins,
Fitchburg, 13.
Delegates, GrouP 2'
- 
- ö*.n A. Hoban, Gardner, 66; C' McGregory Wills' Jr''
Southbridge, 66; Blanks, 72.
Alternate Delegates:
Alice G. Wallace, Fitchburg, 64; Madge N' Ray, Hudson' 67;
Blanks, 72.
state committee, (one man-one woman), Fifth Middlesex
District:
Robert'W. Elden, Waltham, 3J; William E' Hayes,'Waltham'
52, M;dg¿-N. RaY, Hudson, 83; Blanks, 31'
Town Committee:
Aubrev W. Borden, 93; Alvin S' B-radshaw,-96; William'W'
Bàïi::ï'#i3ellf;1,,T¿,'oHi':c3ft 
''Ëlþ"'åilþüjti?F,iiicäìä ñ. rv;Ttü-ezhilórq N' Youngf ee; Maude M' clark' Q{;
J';ü¿'R:iIå*ð,^ig; Várna G. Barton, 100; Dorothv J' Piper' 99'
Democratic PartY
Delegates at Latge to National Convention, Group'
- 
- 
öavid I. 'Walsh, Fitchburg, 6;!-aul $' Qev,gr, Cambridge' {;
John"ü.'ilìcóimaét , Bosto4i. a¡ Maurice- {' Tobin, Þoston, 6;
i'üiiii^;'ri'.^ÉúË; j'.; Hatfrelil, 
-3; ,lames M' curlev,-Boston, Q;ðffiË F.'Hüii"í, öåmbridge,'3j Joseph B' Elv, Westfield' 3;
4L
Francis E. Kelley, Boston, 5; Roger L. Putnam, Springfield, 4;
lVilliam J. Foley, Boston, 4; Alexander G. Lajoie, Worcester, 5;
Blanks, 79.
Alternate Delegates, Group :
Henry K. Cushing, Brookline, 6; Joseph A. Stolponetti,
Boston, 5; Elizabeth L. McNamara, Cambridge, 6; Catherine E.
Hanfin, Belchertown, 5; Sadie Mulrone, Springfield, 6; Clementina
Langone, Boston, 5; Anna A. Sharry, Worcester, 6; Margaret M.
O'Riordon, Boston, 5; John Zielinski, Holyoke, 5; Mary Maliotis,
Boston, 5; Michael J. Batal, Lawrence, 5; Morris Kritzman,
Boston, 5; Blanks, 68.
Four District Delegates, Third District, Group:
Joseph E. Casey, Clinton, 8; James T. Violette, Fitchburg, S;
Philip Lynch, Fitchburg, 4; Arthur 'W. Mahan, Leominster, 5;
Blanks,24.
Alternate Delegates, Group:
Daniel J. Fitzgerald, Rutland, 5; Edward L. Flynn, Framing-
ham, 8; William M. Hyde, 'Ware, 4; Helena Mansmann, Marl-
borough, 6; Blanks, 21.
State Committee, Fifth Middlesex District:
Charles P. Colligan, Watertown, 2; Charles P. Gormley,
Waltham,4; Thomas W. Lawless,'Waltham, 1; Francis L. Norton,
trValtham, 0; Martin L. Vahey,'Watertown, 1.
(One Woman):
Muriel H. Jones, Waltham, 6; Ellen Linehan Watertown, 0;
Alice D. Sullivan, Watertown,2; Blanks,3.
Town Committee:
Two votes each-Martin L. Halleran, John M. Glidden,
John J. Gaughan: Webster Cutting, John J. Conroy, Ralph
FI. Barton, Anna'Wohlrab (withdrawn). William A. Burns.
STATE PRIMARY, SIiPTEMBBR 17, 1940
'Warrant by the Selectmen dated September 4th, 1940.
Lawrence B. Tighe, Selectman, presiding primary officer.
Total vote 276, the result of which rryas as follows:
Republican Party
Governor:
Leverett Saltonstall, Newton, 250; "McMasters", 4; Kelley,
2; Blanks,20.
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Lieutenant Governor:
Horace T. Cahill, Braintree, 253; Blanks, 23.
Secretary:
Frederick 'W. Cook, Somerville, 249i Blanks, 27.
Treasurer:
William E. Hurley, Boston, 247 ; Blanks, 29.
Auditor:
Russell A. Wood, Cambridge, 248; Blanks, 28.
Attorney General:
Clarence A. Barnes, Mansfield, 33; Robert T. Bushnell,
Newton, 181; William C. Crossley, Fall River, 5; Edmund R.
Dewing, Wellesley, 37; Michael A. Fredo, Arlington,0; George W.
Roberts, Boston, L1-;Blanks, 9.
Senator in Congress:
Henry Parkman, Jr., Boston, 2491,Blanks,27.
Congressman Third District:
Joseph E. Casey, Clinton, 47; Carroll H. Balcom, Clinton,
10; Frank H. Carter, Wayland, 87; Edward T. Simoneau, Marl-
borough, 108; Blanks, 24.
Councillor, Third District:
Frank A. Brooks, Concord, 227 ; W illiam M. Foster, Lowell, 5 ;Henry I. Morrison, Newton, 11; Victor L. Picard, Lowell, 1;
Blanks, 32.
Senator, Fifth Middlesex District:
Louis B. Connors, trValtham, 118; Albert'W. Bullock, 'Wal-
tham, 131; Blanks, 27.
Two Representatives in General Court, Eighth Middlesex
District:
Charles H. Roberts, Jr., Framingham, 222; Charles B.
Hamilton, Hopkinton, 97; Carl A. Sheiidan, Framingham, 115;
Blanks, 1L8.
Clerk of Courts, Middlesex County:
Frederick L. Putnam, Melrose, 211; Harold A. Murray,
Newton, 23; Blanks,42.
Register of Deeds, Middlesex Southern District:
Thomas Leighton, Belmont, 224; Joseph J. Launie, Medford,
9; Blanks, 43.
Two County Commissioners, Middlesex County:
Nathaniel I. Bowditch, Framingham, 149; Archibald R.
Giroux, Lexington, 108; Scatteúng, 241; Blanks, 54.
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County Treasurer, Middlesex County (vacancy):
'William F. Drake, Framingham, 60; Charles P. Howard,
Reading.r- 171; John E. Howard, Medford, 6; Frank M. Syrewicz,
Somerville, 0; Blanks, 39.
Sudbury Delegates to State Convention:
llarvey N. Fairbank, 214; Janet R. Howe, 212; Alvin S.
Bradshaw, 184; Jane Tufts, 5; J. C. Ilall, 1; Blanks, 212.
Democratic Party
Governor:
Paul A. Dever, Cambridge, 10; Francis E. Kelley, Boston, 9.
Lieutenant Governor:
J9h1 C_._ Carr,_lledford, Q; Owen A. Gallagher, Boston, B;Francis P. Kelley, Milton, 5; Scattering, and Blãnks 2.
Secretary:
Katherine A. Foley, Lawrence, 10; Albert E. Morris, Everett,
3; Scattering and Blanks, 6.
Treasurer:
Patrick M. Cahill, Peabody, 6; Joseph'W. Doherty, Brook-
Iine, 5; Scattering and Blanks, 8.
Auditor:
Thomas J. Buckley, 
.Bggton, 9; William P. Husband, Jr.,Belmont, 3; Scattering and Blanks, 7.
Attorney General:
^ _Juryç.,I{enry-Brennan, Bosto^n,_3; Joseph V. Carroll, Belmont,3; Harold 'W. Sullivan, Boston, 6; Scattering and Blanks, ?.
Senator in Congress:
David I. 'Walsh, Fitchburg, 13; Scattering and Blanks, 6.
Congressman, Third District:
Joseph E. Casey, Clinton, 17; Blanks, 2.
Councillor, Third District:
Blanks, 19.
Senator Fifth Middlesex District:
Louis B. Connors, 'Waltham, 17; Blanks, 2.
Representative Eiehth Middlesex District (Two):
Mary'Walsh, Framingham, 2; Scattering and Blanks, 86.
Clerk of Courts, Middlesex County:
J..Gol4on_Dufly, Cambridge, 4; Martin Leo Vahey, 'Water-
town, 14; Blank, 1.
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Register of Deeds, Middlesex South District:
"Leighton", 1; Blanks, 18.
Two County Commissioners, Middlesex County:
Thomas B. Brennan, Medford, 13; Francis J. Kelley, Lowell,
12; Blanks, L3.
County Treasurer, Middlesex County (vacancy):
Raymond H. Hurley, Lowell, 16; Blanks, 3.
Delegate to State Convention (one):
James Crowley, 1; Charles Visocchi, 1; Anne Buxton, 1;
Blanks, 16.
Meeting adjourned.
STATD DLECTION, NOVEMBER 5, 1940
'Warrant dated October 24, 1940, signed by the Selectmen.
Return of service by Seneca W. Hall, Constable. The polls were
opened at 7 o'clock in the forenoon, and closed at 8 o'clock in
the afternoon, the ballot box registering 935 votes, which was
the number of ballots cast, as found by the election officers: John
C. Hall, Selectman, presiding election officer. The following was
the result of the voting:
Electors of President and Vice-President:
Rooseveltand'Wallace, Dem. ....202
Willkie and McNary, Rep. ..... .720ScatteringandBlanks ....13
Governor:
Paul A. Dever of Cambridge, Dem. . . . . .166
LeverettSaltonstallof Newton,Rep... .......756ScatteringandBlanhs .....13
Lieutenant-Governor:
Horace T. Cahill of Braintree, Rep. . . . . .777
Owen A. Gallagher of Boston, Dem.. . . .L24ScatteringandBlanks .....34
Secretary:
Frederick'W. Cookof Somerville, Rep. ........786
KatherineA. Foleyof Lawrence, Dem. ........11-3ScatteringandBlanks .....36
Treasurer:
John J. Donahue of Somerville, Dem. . . .1L7
'William E. Hurleyof Boston, Rep..... ......767ScatteringandBlanks .....51
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Auditor:
Thomas J. Buckley of Boston, I)em.. . . .128
Russell A. Wood of Cambridge, Rep. . ..755ScatteringandBlanks ....52
Attorney-General:
James Henry Brennan of Bøston, Dem.. . . . . . .126
Robert T. Bushnell of Newton, Rep... .......783ScatteringandBlanks .....26
Senator in Congress:
Henry Parkman, Jr., of Boston, Rep... .......684
David I.'Walsh of Fitchburg, Dem. . . . ..221ScatteringandBlanks ....30
Congressman-Third District :
Joseph E. Casey of Clinton, Dem.. . . . . .2L7
Edwãrd T. Simoneau of Marlborough, Rep. . . . .688Blanks ......36
Councillor-Third District :
William E. Bennett, Jr., of Boston, Dem.. . . . . .726
Frank A. Brooks of Concord, Rep.. . . . . .763Blanks ......46
Senator Fifth Middlesex District:
Albert W. Bullock of 'Waltham, Rep. . . .676
Louis B. Connors of Waltham, Dem. . . . .226Blanks .. ... . 32
Representative in General Court-Eighth Midd'esex District:
James'W. Brennan of Framingham, Dem. . . ...123
Charles H. Roberts, Jr., of Framingham, Rep. . . . . . ..697
Carl A. Sheridan of Framingham, Rep. ........578
Mary J. S. Walsh of Framingham, Dem. . . . . . .104Blanks .....: ......368
Clerk of Courts-Middlesex County:
J. Gordon Duffy of Cambridge, Dem. . . .133
FrederikL. Putnam of Melrose, Rep... .......743Blanks . .. . .. 59
Register of Deeds-Middlesex Southern District:
John P. Clair of Somerville, Dem.. . . . . .140
Thomas Lèighton of Belmont, Rep.. . . . .739Blanks .. . ... 56
County Commissioners-Middlesex County:
Nathaniel I. Bowditch of Framingham, Rep. . . .653
Thomas B. Brennan of Medford, Dem.. .......115
Archibald R. Girouxof Lexington, Rep. .......644
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Francis J. Kelley of Lowell, Dem. . . . . . .100Blanks . ..... .. .. . .358
County Treasurer-Middlesex County (To ûll vacancy):
CharlesP. Howard of Reading, Rep... '..'.'..739
Raymond H. Hurleyof Lowel-I, Dem.. ........L45Blanks .'.. .. 51
Liquor Question No. 1-All Alcoholic Beverages:
Yes. . ... ....330No.. .......433Blanks. '... .L72
Liquor Question No. 2-lVines and Malt Beverages:
Yes. . .......4L4No... .......338Blanks ......183
Liquor Question No. 3-All Alcoholic Beverages In Packages.
Yes. . ... '...994No... .......351Blanks. .....190
Question of Public Policy-$10.00 Weekly Increase in Old Age
Assistance:
Yes. . .......468
No.. . .......229Blanks. .....244
Question of Public Poliey, No.2-Old Age Assistance Sweepstakes
Lottery:
Yes.. .......369No... ..'....827Blanks. .....239
The presiding election officer then declared the meeting
dissolved.
A true record:
Attest: FRANK F. GERRY, Town Clerk.
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Tabulation of vote for Representatives, Eighth Middlesex
District at Framingham, November 15, 1940.
..9Ëßãsñ s ç Ë Ë EË ã'o, '= o, S -E Ëã *o,$åüñÈmFimÉ{c.>Towns
Ashland 394 857
Framingham. . 4229 5235
Holliston. . . . . 400 1004Hopkinton.... 522 740Sherborn..... 94 353Sudbury 123 697
909 285 535 1490 2980
5449 3528 3483 11037 22074988 531 489 1606 32L2724 395 539 1460 2920339 81 187 527 1054578 104 368 935 1870
Totals.. . ... 5862 8886 9037 4724 5601 17055 34110
Signed by-
WALTER G.'WHITTEMORE, Town Clerk, Ashland
WILLIAM S.'WALSH, Town Clerk Framingham
WALLACE P. TiVATTS, Town Clerk Holliston
PAUL M. KEARNEY, Town Clerk Hopkinton
ELIJAH C. BARKER, Town Clerk Sherborn
FRANK F. GERRY, Town Clerk Sudbury
A recount of the vote for Governor having been ordered, after
notice to the several candidates, the Board of Registrars met at
the Town Hall on 'Wednesday, November 27th, 1940, with assist-
ants, Lawrence 
_8. Tighe, John C. Hall, Bernard Conroy andCabot Devol!, all dUly sworn. There were present represênting
Governor Saltonstall,- Edward P. Thurber bf Water€own, anã
John L. Connors and George E. Dewey representing Paul A.
Dever: the other candidateÃ were not iepreiented. Ttre result
of the recount was as follows: Henning A. Blomen, 2; Jeffrey W.
Campbell, 0; Paul A. Dever, 166; Otis Archer Hood, 1; E.-Tal-
madge Root, 0; Leverett Saltonstall, 757; Blanks, 9-Tot¿l 935.
The result was immediately reported to the State Secretary
and the ballots returned to the Town Clerk.
FRANK F. GERRY, Town Clerk.
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VITÁ.L STATISTICS
BIRTHS
Registered in the Town of Sudbury for the year 1940.
January 2L. Geoflrey Hallam Movius, son of Hallam L., Jr.
and Nancy C. (de Crespigny) Movius.
January 23. Miriam Joanna Maenpaa, daughter of Albani
R. and E. Helen (Pollary) MaenPaa.
January 30. Frances Deborah Spring, daughter of Russell
M. and Thélma L. (Wrieht) SPring.
February 17. George Homer Tucker, son of Homer D. and
Catherine E. (Healey) Tucker.
February 24. Elizabeth Ann Caruso, daughter of Leo and
Anna (Fiori) Caruso.
March 9. Nicademo Gentile, son of Salvatore and Angelina
(Catalano) Gentile.
April 1. Robert Francis Mercier, son of Frederick and
Ruby iGleason) Mercier.
April 20. Stephen Cutter, son of Henry T. and Beatrice(Bowry) Cutter.
April 26. Sheila Moynihan, daughter of Edward F. and
Doris W. (Smith) Moynihan.
April 28. Frank Jordan Cutting, son of Abel and Gertrude
A. (Mäad) Cutting.
April 30. Ruth Sybil Lowell, daughter of Chester P. and
Anne B. (Hutchings) Lowell.
May 3. Cynthia Anne Mason, daughter of Edward and
Caroline E. (Stone) Mason.
Mav ?. Richard Fraser Conlan, son of Alfred J. and
Catheririe (MacArthur) Conlan.
May 8. David Whitney Vermilyea, son of Ralph A. and
Doris E. flMay) VermilYea.
June 28. Catherine May McGettigan, daughter of Francis L.
and Florenc e M. (Hazzard) McGettigan.
July 18. Patricia Elizabeth Mercury, daughter of Patsy
and Angela (Inglesi) MercurY.
June 30. Karen Elizabeth Annis, daughter of Charles M.
and Barbara B. (DaY) Annis.
September 9. James Willington White, son of Arthur H.
and Liñda F. (Arey) White.
October 13. Rose Marie Galluzzo, daughter of Salvatore and
Rose Marie (Augustine) GalIuzzo.
October 27. Frank Stephen Garfield, son of Elmond F. and
Grace A. (Miller) Garfield.
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October 31. Barbara Constance Smale, daughter of Oswald
P. and Elizabeth (Allsopp) Smale.
November 21. 
- 
Robb, son of 'William A. and
Ruth E. (Wood) Robb.
November 23. Robert Francis Walker, Jr., son of Robert
F. and Beulah M. (Allison) 'Walker.
December 21. Vernon Leroy Dresser, son of Leroy C. and
Verena A. (Hakey) Dresser.
MARRIAGES
Registered in the Town of Sudbury for the year 1940.
March 29. Perley Dunbar and Ellen Chesmore: both of
Sudbury: at Brookline by Arthur J. Shinners, Justice of the Peace.
April 14. Robert A. Smale of Sudbury and Broncia P.
Pileecki of Maynard: at Maynard by the Rev. trVilliam F. Mac-
iaszch.
April 20. Pierce Menard 'Welpton of Sudbury and Faith
Sutton Crossman of Cambridge: at Greenfield by the Rev.
Robert Raible.
llÙ'fay 2. Owen Metcalf Pierce, Jr., of Sudbury and Jennie E.
Harris of Acton: at Acton by the Rev. Andrew J. Forsleff.
May 8. Reino Henry Tervo of Maynard and Mary Doris
Forsyth of Sudbury: at Maynard by the Rev. D. Edward
O'Bryan.
June 22. Harry Louis Hansen of Boston and Mary Carolyn
Guptill of Sudbury: at Sudbury by the Rev. Stephen Webster.
June 22. John E. Smittr of Boston and Isabel Dixon of
Sudbury: at Boston by Charles E. Worden, Justice of the Peace.
July 13. Harold Irving Lord of Melrose and Mary Severena
Simensen of Sudbury: at Wayland by the Rev. Emerson F.
Blodgett.
July 16. Henry H. Laun and Eileen J. Colbert: both of
Sudbury: at Maynard by Frank E. Sanderson, Justice of the
Peace.
August 4. Chester Grover Carson of Sudbury and Eileen E.
Johnston of Maynard: at Maynard by the Rev. Thomas J. Croke.
August 10. Philip Oscar Ahlin, Jr., of Dallas, Texas and
Phylis 'Wilma Johnson, of Medford: at Sudbury by the Rev.
George H. Clarke.
August 10. Philip Golder McKeen of Haverhill and Barbara
Persis Johnson of Medford: at Sudbury by the Rev. George H.
Clarke.
August 20. 
-Alton F. Clark and Helen E. Raynor: both ofSudbury: at Sudbury by the Rev. George H. Clarke.
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September 7. Robert J. Carto and Margaret R. McHugh:
both of Sudbury: at Marlboro by the Rev. F. H. Lauvilie.
September 7. Cabot Devoll, Jr. of Sudbury and Agnes
Jane Blakely of Mattapan: at Hyde Park by the Rev. John G.
Gaskill.
September 21. Joseph Gallo of Framingham and Dorothy
T. Lettèry of Sudbury: at Framingham by the Rev.Pictoro Marchi.
September 28. George H. lMalker, Jr. gf Cambridge 
_and
Frances Russell Bennett of Sudbury: at Sudbury by the Rev.
Leslie H. Barrett.
October 6. Clyde Brennan and Virginia Raynor: both of
Sudbury: at Plymouth by the Rev. Albert B. Reynolds.
October 6. Edward Reynard of Stow and Gertrude Haynes
of Sudbury: at Sudbury by the Rev. George H. Clarke.
October 19. Laurence Edward Borey and Yvonne Picard:
both of Sudbury: at Fitchburg by the Rev. Albert L. Rosset.
October 26. 'Wilfred J. Gamache and Bessie Louise Smith:
both of Marlboro: at Sudbury by the Rev. Leslie H. Barrett.
October 26. Jack Mendelsohn, Jr. of Cambridge and Mary
Eloise Allee of Lansdowne, Pa.: at Sudbury by the Rev. Leslie
H. Barrett.
November 1. 'Walter Albert Carson of Sudbury and Alice
Ousey Newton Anderson of Maynard: at Nashua, N. H., by the
Rev. Earl F. Nauss.
November 2. Anthony 'William Woytkiewicz and Julia
Elizabeth McGuinness: both of Maynard: at Sudbury by the
Rev. Leslie H. Barrett.
November 10. John Meader of Marlboro and Eleanor Rose
Stone of Sudbury: at Sudbury by the Rev. Leslie H. Barrett.
December 12. George Lloyd Sullivan of Sudbury and
Doris E. Symonds of Marlboro: at Marlboro by the Rev. John
Cummings.
DEATHS
Registered in the Town of Sudbury for the year 1940.
Days
t7
10
b
30
:
10
25
Date Name Years Months
Januarv 8-lVilliam S.'Warren 71 5
Februaiy 7-Lavinia Feener. 78 10
February9-Hattie HuntRafuse...... 79 4
February 16-Irene M. trVright. ....... 42 6
Februarv 18-JohnA. Kalilianen...... 33 4
April 8-lWalterAdams..... 64 5
Mav ll-John B. McArdle.. 58
Uai tt-pdward W. McArdle. . . .. . .. 45
Vtai tg-Elmer N. Johnson 25 1
Mai Zl-lames Edward Keating 82 9
51
June l-Grace A. Miller
June 20-William J. Hooper.
July 27-James P. Gilmore
August 4-Marie S. Johnson
August 12-Harold W. Atkinson. . . . . .
August Z4-John Sheehan
August 24-Elvira Smith
September 2-Charles A. Towns.
September 3-Matilda N. Baldwin.. . . .
September 7-Hany L. Gleason
September T-Anza P. Oviatt
October 2-Teresa Coolidge. .
October 23-William B. Prescott
October 29-'William L. Bumpus
November 7-Chauncey B. Phelps.. . . .
December ?-William P. Foley.
The causes of death rüere as follows:
Brought to Sudbury for burial-residence elsewhere.
Date of Death Name Residence Yrs. Mo. Das.
19
4
5
27
14
13
5
27
16
18
22
5
22
L2
I
0
0
8
3
6
t)
nI
10
4
6
0
11
1
4
59
60
76
68
43
2t
69
82
B4
72
62
84
52
74
62
42
Coronary Sclerosis 4, Lobar Pneumonia 3, Fracture of Skull
from automobile and air plane accidents 6, Endocarditis 1,
Carcinoma 3, Empyema 1, Gun Shot Wound 1, Heart Disease 1,
Arterio Sclerosis 3, Cerebral Hemorrhage 2, Coronary Throm-
bosis 1.
il. 745511 2L4L0
28369226230
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The clerk requests information of any omissions or
errors in the lists of births, deaths and marriages, and
he hereby gives public notice that he is prepared to
furnish blanks for the proper return of births, and calls
particular attention to the following provisions of the
law, requiring parents and others to make return of
birth within forty days thereafter.
Exfiact from the General Ld.wq Chaþter 46 (Ter Ed.)
"section 6. Parents, within forty days after the birth
of a child, and every householder, within forty days
after a birth in his house, shall cause notice thereof
to be given to the clerk of the town where such child
is born.
"Sectíon 8, A parent, keeper, superintendent or
other person required by Section 6 to give or cause to
be given notice of a birth or death, neglecting so to do
for ten days after the time limited therefor . . . . shall
forfeit not more than five dollars."
License
Number
53
Dog License Account
February 7, L94l
Sp.
Owner or Keeper MaIe Female Female Fee
1
2
3
4
5
6
I
8
9
10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
17
18
19
20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
ao
Òr)
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
1
1
1
1
1
1
$2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1
1
1
1
1
L
1
1
1
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1
1
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
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LicenseNumber Owner or KeePør
47 Henry E. Rice48 Alvin S. Bradshaw.49 Joseph Cavicchio50 Herman H. Sprague51 Mrs. Robert Richard52 Mrs. Robert Richard
53 Edmund C. Stone54 Albert E. Hosmer55 Clarence A. Austin56 G. Fred Doorly.57 Benjamin MacArthur58 Lawrence B. Tighe59 Andrew G. Mitchell. . . . .60 Stephen M. W. GraY.61 Herbert L. Newton62 Philip M.'Way63 Philip M. Way.64 'William L. Long65 'William L. Long66 Frederick E. Heath67 Frederick E. Heath68 Beatrice Nelson69 Lvdia T. Carpenter. . , . .70 Cârrie T. Lowell7l Samuel L. Danforth
72 Samuel L. Danforth73 Mrs. Emma S. Danforth
74 Nancy Morse75 Lester M. Smith76 Henry Hogman77 Waino Kalilainen78 Earl H. Laun.79 P. J. Davis80 P. J. Davis81 P. J. Davis82 Ronald J. Hodder83 Ronald J. Hodder.84 Charles C. Curran85 Alice D. Hemingway86 \Milliam F. Pride.87 John T. Cox. .88 Ralph L. Morse89 Ralph L. Morse90 Ralph L. Morse91 trVillard Norman.92 Samuel DickeY93 Ernest ReinaP94 \M. Zoller
MaIe Female
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
,Sp.
Ivemale Fee
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.001 2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
I
1
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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UcenseNumber Ouner or Keeper
95 E. E. Giddinss. . .96 Percival Dove.97 Anne Dove98 Fred Ham99 Henry H. Laun
100 Henry H. Laun
101 Harlan H. Noyes
102 Stuart Edgerly
103 Gordon Taylor
104 Beatrice A. Cutting
l-05 Oswald P. Smale
106 Mrs. Frank L. Young
107 Herman P. Brown
108 Herman P. Brown
109 Gideon MacMillan
110 James Harkness
111 Mrs. Anna'WohlrablLZ John L. Griffin
113 Edith P. LabereetL4 Mary G. Coon.
115 Mary G. Coon.
116 M. G. Haley, Jr.. . .
1-l7 Herman Bergner
118 Arthur R. Hawes
119 Jeremiah F. Baird
720 Newton M. BentLzl E. H. Sears, Jr.. .
L22 Carlton B. Walher
123 Carlton B. Walker
124 Hector L. Marquis
725 Herbert J. Atkinson
126 Herbert J. Atkinson
127 William A. Stearns
128 Salvatore Galluzzo.
729 Earl I. Stone.
130 Aldana B. Langille
131 Aldana B. Langille!32 Myron A. Curtis
133 Angelo Natoli
134 Caroline E. Stone
135 Mrs. Maria G. Bradlee
136 John J. Powers
137 George L. Goodnow
138 William E. Noyes
139 Marion BeckwithI40 Ralph H. Barton
1.4I Ralph H. BartonI42 Henry M. Anderson. . .. .....
MaIe lvemale
Sp.
Iîemøle Iree
1 2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00r. 2.00
2.00
2.00
5.001 2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.001 2.00
2.00
1I
1
1
1
1
'I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
L
1
1
1
1
2.00
2.00
2.001 2.00
2.00
1
1
1
L
1_
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
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L'icenseNumber Owner or KeePer
Sp.
Ire,male Female Fee
1 5.00
2.00t 2.00I 2.00
2.001 2.001 5.00
2.001 5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.001 5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
Male
143 Henrv F. Hall.i44 åäi:'årä'iåüi"rä' ... :::::: 1
145 Mrs. Harry Cutter
146 Barbara R. Maynard
L47 John B. Kalilainen 1
148 Edward A. Hunt
149 P. McPadden....
150 William J. Connors 1
151 Frank S. MortonI52 Elizabeth E. Atkinson. . . . . . . 1
153 ClaudeR.Poole ......' 1
154 ClaudeR.Poole ......' 1
155 Fred McFarland. L
156 EmilFriedman.... 1t57 Charles Gardner L
158 RalphW.Stone ....... 1
159 Vinðent Mercury L
160 AubreyBorden. ....... 1
161 Clifford Wright. 1
162 Harrv Ames. 1
163 Lawience Tucker L
164 Annie Livingstone 1
165 Agostino Visocchi 1
166 Dénnis Amerault Lt67 Ruth Delancy. . . 1168'WalterL.Edmunds...'..'.. 1
169 Henrv E.'Webster I
1?0 Charles Wallis t
L71 Frank Williams . . . ".. IL72 Frank Williams . . ' '. '. 1
1?3 Mrs. Jennie Hawes 1.
t74 Arnold Burns I
L75 Maxwell Eaton 1
176 Michael O'Keefe I
t77 Melvin Guptill I
178 Harrv Balmforthl7g Mrs.-Mabel H. Morrison. " . . I
180 Salvatore Gentile I
181 Abram Mills. I
t82 Frank P. HurleY 1
1BB Flilda Whitworth. . I
184 Richard M. Hill
185 Elizabeth Foley. I
186 John J. Gaughân 1
L87 J. Leo Quinn.
188 'Wallace-M. Scudder 1
189 Arthur E. FaY 1
190 Irving Richaidson 1
I 2.00
2.00
2.001 5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
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License
Number Owner or Keeper Male Female
1
Sp.
Female Fee
191
192
193
194
195
196
L97
198
199
200
20r
202
203
2A4
205
206
207
208
209
2t0
zLT
2L2
2lg
2t4
2t5
216
2L7
2L8
2L9
220
22t
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
23t
232
293
234
235
236
297
238
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
2.00
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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L'icense
Nurnber Owner or Keeper
,Sp.
Femate Female Fee
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
.246
.247
Paul Hartwell.
Austin Forsythe.
George Lettery. .
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
330.00
225.00
74.00
100.00
50.00
$ 779.00
50.40
$ 728.60
39.60
$ 768.20
$ 768.20
Male
1
1
1
1
1
1
Robert F. Douglas.
Ralph G. Haynes. . .È*iÊ. H;yté .. : : : : : : : : : : : :
Charles B. Annis
Cliarles B. Annis
Harold M. Hatch
1
1
1
KENNEL LICENSES
No.
90 Myron G. Siegars ......$
196 Fannie L. Goodnow
197 Edith N. Buckingham. .
198 Janet R. Howe
199 C. F. Goodnow, Jr.
Received for 165 males @ $2.00.
Received for 45 females @ $5.00
Received for 37 sp. females @ $2.00.. . . .
Received for 4 Kennels @ $25.00
Received for 1 Kennel @ $50 00. . . . . ..
252 f.ees @ 20c.
Carried over from 1939:
12 males, 3 females, 2 sp. females, less fees
Paid Town Treasurer up to Feb. t, 1941. .
50.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
Approved: MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
During the year L940, 77 hunting and fishing licenses have
been issued from this office, for which the fees receivecl were $18.00,
and the amount sent to Division of Fisheries and Game was
$r44.25.
The foregoing reports are respectfully submitted.
FRANK F. GERRY, Town Clerk.
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REPORT OF THE TOTVN ACCOUNTANT
To the Board of Selectmen:
Sudbury, Mass.
Gentlemen: I herewith submit the annual repor of the
accounting department in accordance with Section 61, öhapter 41,
General Laws.
The following is a statement of receipts and expenditures for
the fiscal year ending December 31, 1940.
Respectfully,
MARION H. IWOODS,
Town Accountant.
RECEIPTS_1940
TAXES
Poll-Personal-Property :
Year of 1936.. ........$
Year of 1937. .
Year of 1938. .
Year of 1939. .
Year of 1940. .
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax:
Year of 1936. . ........$
Ye¿r of 1937. .
Year of 1938. .
Year of 1939. .
Year of 1940. .
111.80
L,0r4.74
9,906.39
14,472.49.
49,36L.74
874,867.15
2.00
79.5L
230.94
872.40
4,520.91
From the State:
IncomeTax.. ........$
Re-imbursement loss of taxes
Gas and Lights.
Corporation Tax. .
Industrial School
$ 5,705.66
5,101.89
86.04
926.57
340.7r
152.32
fi 5,957.02
From the St¿te:
Tuition of Children ......$ 96.89
High School Tuition 1,028.50
$ 1,125.39
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GRANTS:
Massachusetts School Fund Part I.......$ 2,330.00
Massachusetts School Fund Part II. ..... 1,758.81
Superintendent Small Schools 545.29
From Middlesex County:
$ 4,634.10
$ 418.04Dog Tax.
HIGHWAYS
$ 19,223.65
FYom County:
Chapter No. 90, balance due Mainte-
nance 1939. . 338.11
Chapter No. 90, Maintenance 1940.. . 1,499.42
$ 1,837.53
ROAD MACHINERY FUND
Re-imbursements on Town Equipment. . . 2,040.00
DOG LICENSES
Collections. $ 736.60
$ 64.00
$ 5.00
BUILDING PERMITS
Permits.
POLICE PROTECTION
Fee.
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Victuallerslicenses. ........$ 64.50
Liquor licenses 400.00
One day Beer licenses. . . . . 60.00
Gas license 5.00
Pistol Permit 4.00
$ 533.50
61
RENTALS
Town Hall. . .......$ 235.50ñ;th ñ¡iú,i"vSär,ðófü,;,iö.'.':: :. :: ::. 20.00
$ 255.50
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Town of Framingham. . ..........$ 35.00
Town of 'ïVellesley 53.33
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. ... .... 2,297.07
Commonwealth of Mass. reimbursement
January, February, March and April,1940.. L,023.45
$ 3,348.85
PUBLIC WELFARE
'Townof'Wayland 
.........$ 213.00
iówn òi strôi¡äur'¿. . . ::::::::::::::. .' zsL.oz
Town of Dedham. 75.69
Town of Ashfield 41.00
Town of Oxford 6.22
City of Newton. 96.73
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 2,672.63
$ 3,336.29
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Re-Imbursements-Federal Grant. $ 8,598.80
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
Re-Imbursements-Federal Grant. $ 119.91
TEMPORARY LOANS
Anticipated Tax Loan. .....$30,000.00
Anticipated Highway Loan. 9,171.83
$ 39,171.83
SEALER OF \4¡EIGHTS AND MEASURES
Fees. $ 28.48
SCHOOLS
$ 10.25
76.00Tuition-Maynard resident .
$ 86.25
62
TAX TITLES
TaxTitlesReceÍved ..,....$ 273.46
Tax Titles Costs . 8.00
Tax Titles Interest. 56 .24
COURT FINES
$ 337.70
$ 20.00Fines-.
DIRECTOR STANDARDS
Fees-. $ 6.00
BOARD OF HEALTH
Refunds-. $ 1o.oo
INTEREST
DeferredTaxes1986.. .....$ L9.49
Deferred Taxes L937. . L27 .46
Deferred Taxes 1938. . 721.t8
Deferred Taxes 1939. . 353.55
Deferred Taxes 1940. . 22.L9
DEMANDS
g L,243.87
$ 16.45Demands.
LIBRARY FINES
Fines1939 .........'$ 45.14
Fines 1940. 33.08
$ 78.22
63
OldCemetery....
Mt.'W¿dsworth Cemetery
REFUNDS
School Department.
Total Receipts for the year 1940
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1940
UNPAID BILLS OF 1940
t2.42
9.96
79.L5
84.50
16.00
13.02
2.00
9.00
15.00
13t.42
353.58
23.67
166.30
$ 2,034.78
10.42
$ 171,060.99
$ 30,110.25
$20L,r7L.24
6.50
6.25
Board of Health:
Middlesex County Sanatorium. . . . . .$
Dr. E. S. Moynihan. . . .
Town Clerl<s Expense:$urphy&Snyder. ..........$ 28.55Frank F. Gerry. g7.Oz
$ 906.39
54.25
15.00
69.25
65.5'.1
Vocational Tuitions:
Bristol-Ç_gunty. . .. ..........$
City of Waltham
24.00
I03.42
$ L27.42
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Town Hall Expense:
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.. ' . ....$
Boston Edison Co.. . '
L. Roy Hawes
TOTAL UNPAID BILLS FOR THE
YEAR 1940. .
PAYMENTS
GENERAL PAYMENTS
Moderator's Salary
Selectmen's Salaries.
Selectmen's ExPenses:
---- Ánnual duès to Association.........$
Transportation and expenses
Treasurer's SalarY
Treasurer's ExPenses.
School Committee Salaries '
School Committee ExPenses
Board of Health Salaries
Public'lVelfare Salaries
3.00
42.05
5.00
50.05
$ 1,218.68
$ 20.00
450.00
6.00
124.00
$ 130.00
$ 250.00g 59.77
g 225.00$ 50.00
$ 525.00
t44.88
27.94
48.50
81.18
2.35
1.85
11.00
$ 317.70$ 200.00
30.38
6t.25
10.73
$ 102.36
$ 55.00$ 9o0.oo
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Public'Welfare Expenses:
St-qtionery and legal forms. .........$ g.8B
Office supplies and toll calls. . 65 .72
$
$
13.85
23.65
L2.50
75.00
90.00
s 50.00
$ 119.91
$ 100.00
$ 75.00
Old Age Assistance Administration (U. S.Grant)
Building Permit Inspector's salary.
Registrars salaries
Planning Board Expenses:
Annual Contribution Mass. Federa-tion.. ..........$
Advertising
Printing
10.00
1.13
3.75
CLERK BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Salary.
Salary.
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
TO\A/N ACCOUNTANT
Salary.
$ .14.88
$ 1,000.00
L17.99
23.25
25.00
7 .50
8.00
10.00
46.59
36. 15
75.52
$ 350.00
$ 300.00
$ 150.00
$ 300.00
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CARE OF TOWN CLOCK
Salary.
Salary.
$ 50.00
MEASURESSEALER OF WEIGHTS AND
DISTRICT NURSE
$ 50.00
$ 1,000.00Services.
INTEREST
TownHallBonds ...$ 1,162.50
School Bonds 160.00
Middlesex Tuberculosis Hospital Bonds.. . 71.30
Temporary Loans $ 1'393'80
INSURANCE TOTI¡N EMPLOYEES
Premium on policies $ 770.60
INSURANCE TOWN PROPERTY
Premium on policies. $ ?15.83
PREMIUM TOWN OFFICERS BONDS
Premium on bonds 8 L72.46
ELECTION EXPENSE
Salaries of Ballot Clerks and Tellers. . . . . .$ 261 .00Printing. 4L.25
Carpenter Labor. 36.06
Delivering Town Reports 20.00
$ 358.31
REGISTRARS' EXPENSES
Listing Women voters:Salary. ........$ 136.00
Transportation. .. 34.00Printing. 80.65
$ 250.65
$ 345.00Printing.
TOIiVN REPORTS
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TOWN HALL EXPENSES
INCIDENTAL ACCOUNT
CHAPTER NO. 81
662.60
36.40
322.48
247.98
44.86
31.81
180. 18
94.55
1.50
3.00
8.64
12.00
L7.20
L0.00
9. 93
4.60
8.00
35.00
32.98
85.80
24.40
$ 1,565.36
$ 248.55
1,197.00
5.983.50
5,723.20
64.00
108.00
242.55
68.40
3,349. 11
289.58
46.25
192.66
330.95
3.90
$ 17,599. 10
PURCHASE POTVER GRADER
Purchase of Power Grader. $ 3,800.00
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CHAPTER NO. gO-MAINTENANCE
Supervision, services and expenses. . . . . . .$ 286.00Labor. t,292.00
Trucks, grader and spreader 885.80Sand. L2.60Gravel 11.60Stone. 546.59
Road oil and tar. 1,363.34Paint. 6.50
Metal Culverts. 47.56
Frames and grates. 47 .27
GENERAL HIGHTVAY ACCOUNT
Labor ........$
Trucks.
Asphalt
Cement and lumber
Stone.
Sand.
Tar..
Post and rails. .
Bolts.
Supplies.
ROAD MACHINERY ACCOUNT
1,206.54
s55.00
LL4.76
85.80
289.28
51.00
266.92
79.20
13.89
42.77
8 4,498.26
$ 2,498.61
flupplies, tools,.etc.. : . . . . ........$Repairs to equipment. . . . .
Lights for Barn
Express.
Tires, tubes and chains
Gas, oil and grease
Snow Plow Parts.
Loader Parts.
Roller Parts.
Snow Plow.
Sander..
Labor. .
267.L7
1,002.65
L7.94
11.51
423.05
776,95
805.94
89.59
35.39
300.00
169.00
$ 3,899. 19
89.00
10.23Material.
BRIDGE ACCOUNT
99.23
69
SNOT'V ACCOUNT
Labor.
Shovel
Trucks
hire
$ 2,600. 11
18.60
1,169.00
154.35
56.00
Salt.
Sand
STREET LIGHTS
$ 27.75
$ 3,050.00Street Liehts.
MOTH DEPARTMENT
Labor ..$ 1,138.75Trucking 304.0?Supplies 57.L0
I L,499.92
TREE DEPARTMENT
Labor ........$ 475.50Trucking 76.00Supplies 48.28
$ 599.78
HYDRANT RENTALS
llydrant rentals $ 1,000.00
CARE OF SOLDIERS' LOTS AND MONUMENTS
Labor as per contract. $ 150.00
PARKS AND CEMETERIES
Labor as per contract. . ....$ 800.00LawnMowersharpening.... 3.75Fertilizer. 16.00Supplies 16.85
Town water 17.70Lights 5.59
Trucking and labor 25.00Flowers. 5.20
$ 889.59
70
SOLDIERS'RELIEF
DirectRelief. .......$ 242.00Child'e't';8or.d.....:::.:::::.::::::.' 44o.oo
Medical care.. 2.00
Medical supplies .50Shoes. 1.50Transportation... 14.00
SOLDIERS' MEMORIAL TABLET
PUBLIC WELFARE
37.00
3.20
180.88
5.50
47.29
119.50
23 .00
130.00
117.00
$ 5,986.90
PUBLIC WELFARE FOR W. P. A. PROJECTS
OutdoorPoorLabor .......$ 22L.94
Truck Hire. . 279.06
First Aid Kit. . . 5.00
7 .50
25.00
286.03
222.00
$
542.00
2,L46.L0
77.49
I,322.65
181.33
$ 700.00
92.50
$ 500.00
8 8,404.42
89.86
62.00
78.48
280.15
35.50
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Expended for Old Age Assistance. . .. .. . .
Counselor"s Fee.
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LEGAL EXPENSE
SCHOOLS
VOCATIONAL TUITIONS
POLICE DEPARTMENT
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Tuitions.
50.00
$ 30,339.21
$ 261.99
Çhief's Salary .. ... ..$
.ujxpenses
Other Wages
Cylinders for Beacon and flash reflector. . . .
Reflectol Signal
Signs and express.
Sign Posts
1,000.00
5t.02
307.73
51.50
10.00
24.50
7.80
5.00Book-Mass. Criminal Cases-
$ 1,457.55
300.00
480.00
360.00
434.75
204.79
58.35
8.48
96.75
72
Maintenance of Siren 10.00$ppliô;td EquiPment 236 'tgMiräèltaneous..... 8.45g 2,L97.76
LIBRARY
Librarian's SalarY . . . . " " 'S
Janitor
Fuel. .
Lights.
Books
Magazines
NewsDaþers
Renair ón Books
La'bor and RePairs
Supplies....'.
UNPAID BILLS
MEMORIAL DAY
456.00
150.00
98.35
80.34
26L.50
95.75
5.50
96.t7
L9.75
89.03$ 1,352.39
.13
12.44
45.70
7.00
13
r.29
.7r
-$
67.40
85.00
17.00
10.50
45.00
6.50
8.00$ 172.00
$ 150.00FOURTH 
OF JULY CELEBRATION
Celebration
BOARD OF HEALTH
Clinics " " " '$
Shick Test
45.00
40.00
L03.25
I1.75Sanatol'ium expense.Ïnspector of Slãughtering' ' $ 200.00
ryttÐ
CITY OF MALDEN
'WelfareAid year 1934-1935-1936. . . . . . $ 5e.60
MAINTENANCE ASSESSMENT F'OR MIDDLESEX
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL
Payment.
Refunds.
Refunds.
TAXES 1939
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE REVENUE
$ 134.48
DOG LICENSES
Payment to Middlesex County. $ 659.00
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
TownHallBond ....$ 8,000.00
#'åXå:3fE,Pol,i3;';;';uo,piiarsã;d';333:33
Temporary L_oan (Anticipatèd Tax Loan) . 25,000.00
Temporary Loan (Anticipated HighwayLoan) 4,32I.44
934,827.44
TAXES AND
9t2,215.9t
TRUST FUNDS INCOME ACCOUNTS
$ 841.81
$ 83.42
Charity Fund: . .. . .üt;ð'd Sär'ótäi.r'ip, M;; B;;iùii: : :
Goodnow Library.
Town Cemetery-Investment,
Cash on Hand December 31, 1940. . . . . . .
$ 946.14$ 128.308 477.04
TRUST FUND PRINCIPAL ACCOUNT
$ 210.00
$ 158,343.98
42,927.26
-
820t,L7L.24
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Town of Sudbury
Trial Balance of December 31, 1940
ASSETS
Cash. 
. .. . . .$ 42,827.26
Taxes 1997. . 3S0.?L
Taxes 1938.. 3,136.89
Taxes 1939. . 1O;SS?.TB
Taxes 1940. . 2I,835.92
Polls 1938
Polls 1939.
Polls 1940.
Taxes 1939 Personal
Taxes 1940 Personal
903.40
1,598.38
80.00
232.00
442.00
135.09
85.99
594.95
L,542.r8
1,680.06
t,440.51
13.85
12.00
46.50
L,920.78
1,106.03
85.50
336.97
550.L7
154. 10
34.90
69.88
4.04
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax 1937.
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax 1"938.
Motol Vehicle Excise Tax 1939.
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax 1940.
Tax Title Possessions.
State Assessments:
Veterans' Exemptions.
Departmental:
Town Hall Rents
Forest Fires.
Public'Welfare
Old Age Assistance
'Water Department. . . ..
State Aid Highways
Trust Fund Income Due General Cash:
Goodnow Library Income
Charity Fund Income. ....
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Income.
North Sudbury Cemetery Income
Town Cemetery Income
fi92,077.L9
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Town of Sudbury
Trial Balance of December 31, 1940
LIABILITIES
Overlay 1940. .
Reserve Fund:
Overlay Surplus
Temporary Loans:
Anticipation of Taxes
Anticipation of Highway Funds
Road Machinery Fund
Revenue Reserved Until Collected:
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax. .
Tax Titles
Tax Title Possessions
Departmental. . . .
Dog Licenses. . . . .
Water Department
U. S. Grants (Old Age Assistance).
State Allowances:
State Parks and Reservations.
Veterans' Exemption.
Trust Fund Principal:
Town Cemetery.
Trust Fund Income:
School Fund.
Overlay 1937.
Overlav 1938.
Overlai t9B9.
380.71
609.42
1,203.33
t,275.L6
3,351 .70
30,000.00
9,171.93
84t.46
2,298.21
1,690.06
L,440.51
3,085.31
132. B0
85.50
194.38
6.55
74.40
10.00
40. 58
I32.65
71.00
17.85
34.79
36.28
Raymond Scholarship.
Wadsworth CemeterÍ.
Unexpended Balances:
EXCESS AND DEFICIENCY. 35,962.7L
892,077.19
Town of Sudbury
Balance Sheet as of December 31, 1940
ÀSSETS
ÐEBT ACCOUNTS
' School Bonds. .. ..$ 2,000.00
Town Hall Bonds 28,000.00
$ 80,000.00
TRUST ACCOUNTS
Trust Ftrnd Cash and Secrnities. . . . . . .$ 62,2L9.99
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Town of Sudbury
Balance Sheet as of December 31, 1940
LIABILITIES
DEBT ACCOUNTS
Net Funded and Fixed Debts 
. . . 
g 80,000.00
TRUST ACCOUNTS
George Goodnow Charity Fund. . . . .. .$ 10,000.00
Johanna Gleason Charity Fbnd . t,LgZ.Z1
Elisha Goodnow Charity Fund . 9,000.00
Jerusha Howe Charity Fund 1,000.00
Samuel D. Hunt Charity Fund . 1,000.00
Ancient Donation Charity Fund. 802.00
Elisha Goodnow School Fund. 1,000.00
Ancient Donation Charity Fund. 151.00
George J. Ra¡rmond Scholarship 3,075.00
Goodnow Library Fund. 20,077 .65
Perpetual Care Funds:
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery 
. . . .9 4,800.00
Nprlh Sudbury Cemet-ery 2',200.00Wadsworth Cemetery. . .... '200.00
Tpyq Cemetery 2,272.50Old Cemetery.... '250.00
Income Accounts:
Charity_Funds.... ........$ 772.6L
School Fund. 17 .95
George J. Raymond Scholarship 486. S5
Goodnow Library Fund . 422.70
952,2L9.93
7B
.4.SSESSORS' REPORT
To the Citizens of the Town of Sudbury:
'!Ve hereby submit our annual report:
Table of aggregates, polls, etc. assessed in
Sudbury, January 1, 1940:
Number of persons, partnerships and
corporations assessed on Property
Numbei of male polls assessed. . . . . .
Value of assessed stock in trade.. . . . .
Value of assessed live stock.
Value of assessed machinery
Value of all other assessed tangible
personal property
Value of assessed tangible personal
estate
Value of Real Estater
Land excluding buildings. . . . . ..
Buildings excluding land. .
Total valuation of assessed estate . . . . 2,575,270.00 2,512,800.00
Tax for state, county and town purposes
including overlays:
Onpersonal..... ........$ 11,039.00 $11,188.64
On ieal estate 61,068.56 61,682.56
On polls 1,250.00 1,206.00
$ 73,357.56 874,077 .20
Rate of Tax per $1,000.00..........$ 28.00 $
720
29.00
1940
g L245
625
12,300.00
61,115.00
4,790.00
316,045.00
the Town of
1939
t2t5
603
$13,380.00
60,890.00
6,500.00
305,045.00
394,250.00 385,815.00
575,060.00 567,540 .00
1,605,960. 00 1,559,445. 00
109
485
101
62L
108
132
426
674
14,900
16,245
8,120.00
LL7
429
669
14,900
t6,475
$12,710.00
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RECAPITULATION-1939
88,036.60
2,351.56
6,500.00
8,100.00
4,050.00
28.52
t22.85
7.29
11.58
7.59
3,867.70
6.42
1,968.96
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
$ 6,880.77
85.71
36.44
5,500.00
688.00
115.00
335.23
11.53
589.00
3,800.00
5,795.05
L,329.29
7,072.69
$ 33,530.15
.Available lunds voted by town:
Nov._17, 1.9q8.. .........$ 2,95L.56June 7, 1939. . 5;000.00
Net amount to be raised by taxation.
Number of polls, 603 @ $2.00. . . .. . .$
1,000.00
292.46
$ 114,958.91
$ 40,881.71
fi 74,077.20
1,206.00
Total valuation
rate $29.00.
BO
$2,126,985.00; tax
December Assessments:
Numberof polls 4 @92.00...... $
Personal tax valuation. . . . . . . ......$ 1,000.00
Real Estate tax valuation. . . . 10,230.00
RECAPITULATION-1940
88,694.77
6,500.00
7,200.00
990.66
89.73
t4.40
2.82
\,515.92
_$
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
7,397 .35
85.71
36.04
7,072.68
6,000.00
t,L72.50
124.00
1,000.00
273.00
987.33
3,800.00
3,900.00
1,336.32
1,550.00
450.00
Total Estimated Receipts. . . . . . . ., . .$
Overestimates of previous years to be
used as available funds:
State Parks and Reservations
Section 23, Chapter 59 (March, 1940)
35,184.93
L2.69
32t.82
72,87L.20
s 74,077.20
8.00
108,877.00
$ 35,519.44
29.00
296.67
3,867.70
1.00
Net amount to be raised by taxation.
$ 73,357.56
B1
Number of polls, 625 @ $2.00. $ 1,250.00l'otal valuation $2,575,270.00; tax
rate $28.00. 72,107.56
$ 73,35?.56
December Àssessments:
Number of polls 13 @ $2.00.. . . . $
Real Estate Tax Valuation.. . 8,380.00 $
Àpproved:
Respectfully submitted,
FRED HAM,
.WEBSTER CUTTING,
HENRY RICE,
Assessors of Sudbury.
MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
TREASURER'S REPORT
'Cash on hand December 31, 1939. . $ 30,110.25Receipts. ..... 171,060.99
$20L,t7r.24
'Warrants 
....$158,343.98
Baiancé ón hanrl becemü;'gi,' ìÖ¿0. . .' . .-- 4z',g27 .26
Approved:
$20r,\71.24
MARION H.'WOODS, Town Accountant.
26.00
94.64
$ 1,000.00
750.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
9,640.63
6,024.96
L5.45
List of Investments
GOODNOW LIBRARY FUNDS
Newbern, N. C. 5% . .. ...$
Chicago R.R., 5V ...
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. 4%
N. Y. 'Weschester & Boston 4%%. . . . .
Holyoke & trVestfield R. R. 4%o/o, . . . .
Shawmut National Bank 300 shares. . . .
First National Bank, Boston, 128 shares
In Savings Bank.
1,047.00
748_ 00
980.00
970.00
9,640.63
6,024.96
L5.45
$19,431.04 9L9,426.04
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SCHOOL FUND
$ 1,000.00 East Providence, R. I. 4% $ 990.00161.00 In Savings Bank. 161,00
20.33 Accrued Interest 20.33
$ 1,1.8133
$ 1,000.00
1,050.00
6,166 .88
5,050.00
3,000.00
l_,000.00
$
CHARITY FUNDS
Delaware & Hudson Co. 4/o. . . . . . . ...$
Eastern Mass. St. R. R.4%%.
Shawmut Nat. Bank, 195 shares
First National Bank, Boston, 100 shares
Ill. Central R. R. 4%
Penn. Electric Co.
1,171.33
981.35
957 .50
6,166.88
5,050.00
2,542.50
1,030.00
$17,266.88 9L6,728.29
GEORGE J. RAYMOND SCHOLARSHIP FUND
$ 3,130.00 First National Bank, Boston, 62 shares..$ 3,131.00430.85 In Savings Bank. 430.85
$ 3,561.85 $ 3,561.85
CEMETERY FUNDS INVESTMENTS
225 Shares Shawmut National Bank.. . . . .$ 5,006.25
125 Shares First National Bank, Boston. . 4,468.75
Savings Bank. 457.50
$ 9,932.50
CEMETERY FUNDS
Plimpton .........$
George Goodnow
Ashel Balcom. ...
Fred Moore
Lois Hunt
Nelson Fairbank.
Joseph Shaw.
Edward L. Moore
Mary Vose Thompson
Harriet Dakin Rice. .
Lydia Haynes
James Dow. .
George L. Jones
Moses'Willard Maynard
Emily Fairbank
Daniel Puffer.
250.00
400.00
200.00
100.00
500.00
300.00
100.00
400.00
200.00
100.00
r.00.00
100.00
100.00
1,000.00
100 .00
100.00
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'William Stearns and George Coombs.
Abel G., trV. L. and A.'W.-Haynes. . .
Adna Brackett. .
Albert T. Parmenter. . . .
100.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
250.00
150.00
100.00
150.00
150.00
200.00
150.00
150.00
200.00
100.00
200.00
200.00
150.00
100.00
100. 00
125.00
100.00
125.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
150.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
150.00
100.00
82.50
$ 9,932.50
HARLAND H. ROGERS,
Treasurer.
100.00
200.00
200.00Estate Ellen D. Bacon.
Estate Eli W. \Millis.
William F. Stone.
Abijah Powers
Francis Garfield. . .
John'W. Parmenter
Andrew Hunt. .
Theodore'W. Morse
H. N. and Nellie R. Hunt
Martha A. Taylor.
Georse'tr. Willis. .orge W. 
Andrew Thomas Haynes.
Isaac M. Jones.
H. J. and F. B. 'iVetherbee.
James Luman \Millis
George Smith. .
Thomas Garfield
Charles 'Whitney.
Asa Jones
Geo. T. and Rebecca Dickey.
Emma A. Moore
Lemuel P. Brown.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
g 237.62
Interest......$ t9.49
1937
Dec. 31, 1939 Balance Uncollected $ 1,604 ' 14
Amount of taxes collected.$ 7,014.74
Amount abated 208.69
Dec. 31, 1940 Balance Uncollected 380.71
$ 1,604. 14
$ 13,281.76
9,906.38
1 58 .49
3,216.89
1936
Dec. 31, 1939 Balance Uncollected
Amount of taxes collected.$
Amount abated
Interest... .. .$ 727.46
1938
Dec. 31, 1939 Balance Uncollected
Amount of taxes collected.$
Amount abated
Dec. 31, 1940 Balance Uncollected
Interest. .. ...$ 72I.L8
1939
Balance UncollectedDec. 31, 1939
Dec. 31, 1940
Interest. .. . ..$ 353.33
1940
Total Amount of Warrants
8 237.62
111.80
r25.82
$ 13,281.76
926,624.42
926,624.42
873,478.20
Amount of taxes collected.$ 14,472.49
Amount abated 128.80
Balance Uncollected L2,023.t9
Amount of taxes collected'$ 49,361'74
Amount abated 240.76
Dec. 31, 1940 Balance Uncollected 23,875 '70
873,478.2Alnterest......$ 22.L9
ARTHUR R. HAtrVES,
Collector of Taxes.
MARION H. IVOODS, Town Accountant.Approved:
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BUILDING PERMIT INVESTIÇATOR
To the Board of Selectmen:-
Gentlemen:-
I, Þyg investigated and delivered sixty-four permits forNew_buildings, alterations and additions to öxistins buildinss.Under the Zonning J,aws anyone planning to"build á Tãwbuilding or change the plan or loðation of anliexisting ¡uilAì"g
must first apply for a permit.
The following is a list of persons receiving permits in 1940.
Seymour Wells. ..$1.00
Herman H. Sprague.. . . . .1.00
Gene W. Geramicole. . . ..1.00
George A. Lupien.. . . ....1.00HeinzSchiffer .....1.00
'William E. Long. . . . . . . .1.00
Albert Poikomen . .1.00
Thomas N. Cail . . .1.00
Bertram E. Lockhart.. . . . 1.00
Edward A. Sherman. ....1.00
Alexander A. Guy. . . . . . .L.00
'William E. Noyes. . . . . . .1.00
Alexander Treem ..1.00
Dominic & Margaret Ohio.1.00
Carleton Sproule . .1.00
U. W. Chaplin ....1.00
'Winifred M. Oviatt. . . . . .1.00
Newton Bent. . .,.1.00
Herbert Snow. ....1.00
Sudbury'Water District.. . 1. 00PeterA.Silva. ....1.00
Elwyn Foss. , .....1.00
Ralph Pizza. .....1.00
Joseph Mercury ...1.00
Frank Marsh
Samuel'Walkama. . . ., . . .1.00
Kaala H. Laine. ..1.00
Alice & Ralph Ekholon. . .1.00
Sabastino Floridis. . . . . . .1.00FrankPirrello .....1,00
Jane B. Tufts. ....1.00
George H. Morris.. . . . . . .1.00
Total Fees received. ,
Þ;id1õ îãwlîü'il;. $ 64.0064.00
Respectfully submitted,
IMILLIAM E. DAVISON.
REPORT OF THE
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BOARD OF APPEALS
To the Board of Selectmeni
During the year 1940 the membership of the board changed
so that Aubrey W. Borden, who had previously acted as an
alternate, replaced John C. Hall as a regular member, and Carleton
W. Ellms was appointed to act as the second alternate. Upon
the retirement of Mr. Hall as clerk of the board 'Webster Cutting
was elected to take over such duties.
Various applications for special permits and variances to
the existing byJaws have been received and acted upon in such
manner as to give relief to the applicants from a strict enforcement
of the terms of such laws without serious detriment to the public
good and without detraction from the purpose of the regulations
contained in the zoning byJaws of the town. Applications, also,
have been acted upon unfavorably when, in the opinion of the
board, such refusal to grant was in the interest of public good.
Alternate members have been called upon to act in place of
regular members at various times, either because of a personal
interest on the part of the member or because he was not available
at the time of the hearing.
The following is a list of the applications received by the
board and actions taken:
C. R. Poole,-to establish a mink raising business on Land-
ham Road. Permit granted with restriction.
Seymore Wells,-Puffer Lane, No. Sudbury, to extend
poultry raising business. Permit to extend by 100 hens.
Catherine Bancroft, Sudbury Center,-to conduct home
bakery. Permit granted with restrictions.
Francis S. Farrell,-to remove loam incidental to drainage.
Permit granted.
Joseph Mercury, to conduct sales stand on State Road.
Permit granted.
Herbert E. Snow, Dutton Road,-to raise turkeys. Permit
granted with restrictions as to location.
Lawrence Borey,-to conduct poultry business in Pine
Lakes district. Permits refused.
Pedro A. Silva,-to establish poultry business in Pine Lakes
district. Permit refused.
Newton M. Bent,-to increase poultry business off State
Road, 'West. Permit granted.
Young Men's and Young Women's Armenian Society of
Mass., Inc.,-to hold picnics at property on North Road owned
by the Armenian Society. Permit refused.
Marion H. Kenely,-to convert house on Maple Ave. from a
single residence to a two tenement house. Permit granted.
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_ __Àlfred DaPrato,-to laise poultry at puffer Lane, No.Sudbury. Permit granted.
Roland-Cutlei, J¡., Landham Road,-to erect greenhouse
nearer than 50 feet to the center line of the street. permit sranted.
, . 
Harry Rice,-to renew permit to sell loam inciããntil to
oratnage. Granted.
The board has held to a strict compliance with the Statutesgoverning the_calling of hearings, on all bf the above áppliõãlionsby notrtying abuttors, posting notices and publishing súc'h noticesin a-local 
_newspaper. In casõs where the öwneri ot-twò-ïnirìÃ óilhe land.abutting within 500 feet of the applicant's propertv mustgive th-eir consent before action could be ûaken by^us.^ 'We haveinsisted this provision be complied with.
_ 
This board has conscientiously endeavored to perform itsduties in such manner as to assist citizens to carry on thäir péisònal
a.ctivities more conveniently while at the saine tim; ;iõðrvethe general character of tñe district and encour"g. ; ïðãttttydevelopment within the town.
Respectfully submitted,
HARVEY N. FAIRBANK,
Chairman for the Board.
To the Board of Selectmen of Sudbury:
I submit my report as Animal Inspector for the year 1940.
I, have inspected 51 pìaces whe¡e cattle, sheep and hogsyere kep_t, as ordered by the State Departmént of'Live Stoðk
Disease Control.
730 head of cattle, 3,000 hogs and 65 sheep were found.All cattle coming in from other staTes were releaseri from-quáran-
tine where they had the proper papers with them.
4Jl dog bites were reported to me by the Board of Health.
'I'he Dogs were quarantined for 14 days -and if thev showed no
signs of Rabies they were released. No-Rabies were found.
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS REPORT
CLIFFORD S. WRIGHT,
Inspector of Animals.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY EXTENSION SERVICE
This is a report of work done in Sudbury during 1940 by the
Middlesex County Extension Service:
A twilight pa-sture meeting was held on the Harry Rice farm to
see the demonsbration of Reed's canary grass grown on meadow
land.
Mr. William Hazen Davis is co-operating with the plans of
the soil conservation service for soil and moisture conservation and
the prevention of erosion.
'Assistance has been given to farmers in planning barn con-
struction, barn ventilation, pasture improvement, emergency hay
croos. seiection of dairv replacements ánd milk marketing.
^ Sprav schedules were ient to fruit growers before each spray
sivins time of application and materials to use. Vegetable spray
ãtrarË for the maior crops were sent monthly during the growing
season to the vegetable þrowers. Several farm visits were made'
giving personal iñformation on the growers' crops. 
. 
Several.meet-
íngs "wäre held throughout the.gr-owing season. in-neighboring
toivns where growers õould obtaiñ uly requested information.
Poultrymén of Sudbury- were ^visited concerning their pro-duction próblems. Mr. F. L. McGettigan served as secretary-
treasurer of the Middlesex County Poultry Associatiqn. 
-
Featherland Farms, Concot'd Road, and Charles F. Goodnow
had their flocks tested for pullorum disease by the Massachusetts
State Collese. These flocl<s were found to be free of this disease.
Mr. 'Wîliam W. McOullock served as director of the Middle-
sex County Poultry Association.
With ihe resigiration of Mrs. John C Hall, as town chairman
of the women's liork, Mrs. 'William Brennan was appointed to
succeed her. The Sucibury homemakers enrolled for the following
nroiects: Chair Reseatiñg, Reupholstery of Furniture, Clothes
^Cnñic. and Clothins Constiuction. The single meetings held were
Lookiig Our Best, -Choosing Our Clothes, Christmas Greens, and
Christmas Gift Suggestions.
- 4-tt Club woiÈ was participated in by eighty-two girls and
seventv-eieht bovs. Mrs. 'W. E. Davison, town charman, received
a ten-iear-pin ai Concord, in appreciation of her service to the
Sudbuiv vouth. Workine with Mrs. Davison were Alan Flynn,
éommitleé member; Mrs. John Gaughan, Miss Elizabeth Atkin-
son. book lovers; Mrs. Eunice Garfield, Mrs. Charles Richardson'
Mrá. ptrittip Richardson, Mrs. Gordon 'Wolfe, Mrs. Webster
Cntting, Mis. Gordon Tâylor, Mrs. W..Young, knitting;.Miss
MariorÏô Quinn, food; Arnojd Rogean, agriculture; Albert Tallant,
handicrafti Richard Burckes and John Batchelder, garden.
Severál local bovs and girls attended Camp Middlesex in
Amherst. Arthur Fây won -recognition by the County Office
on his garden work. Two boys fiom Sudbury took part in the
State Põultry Demonstration contest.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemeni
The following is the Tenth Annual Report of the Fire De-partment since its organization. During tliis time considerable
equipment has been accumulated. It sðems fittine that at this
time the citizens of the Town should know how t-heir Fire De-partment-is manned_and equipped. The personnel consists of a
Chief, a Captain, a Lieutananl, 18 Privattis and five substitutes.
There has been some resignations and some new men added.
Fourteen men have received certificates from the State Driii
School held at Arlington and most of the department have taken
the Red Cross First Aid course. An associatiõn was formed within
the department. This association has furnished the men with
uniforms and fire coats.
The two trucks with very little equipment were first housedin private garages. These two trucl<s -have since been much
improved and housed in a fire station with an alarm system and
one man on duty at all times.
The principle pie_ces of equip-ment-on this_years inventory
ar.e aq follows,-one Internationál truck, one Fôrd truck both
with front mounted centrifugal pumps ánd booster tanks. -òrre
Fitzhenry-Guptill portable pump, 20-00 ft. Zft,, hose, tObO ii
!tÁ" hose,2000 ft l_/,a" hose,400 ft. (old) lrl¡,-hose, 5ó0 ft.sZ,,,booster hose, 30 ft. 3rÁ" suction hose, 20 ft. 2,7 suctioir trose SO it.
!þ'.' s;¡ctig2hose, seven ladders (1-3Þ ft., l-qq ft., l-24 ft., Z-17 ft.,
tr-J.4 f!., 1.-10 ft.),_ten nozzles (different kinds), 8 puinp-cans,L6 extinguishers different type¡, single and do_ubie hy<irand gates,
oil and electric lanterns, salvage- covers, hydraujic jacË aná
numerous other small fittings a-nd necessary tools. The eriergency
gquipment consists of an Inhalator, gas.ry?skq, a stretcher, *fq¿tbelt, blankets, heating pads and first 
_Aid Kits. Êtation' equìp-
ment includes air compressor, battery chargers, small tools anä èx-
tra supplies. The equiping and maintaining of a Fire Department
not only furnishes fire protection but in conjunction wiih Town
Water, saves the citizens many dollars each yéar on fire insurance.
,. . 3þ. department-responded to fifty c.alls during the year,divided as follows,-fourteen involved buildings, foùr of wtrictí
were a total loss due to delayed alarms and laõk of water. Thé
other eleven were small or were extinguished before thev had
g_ained much headway, eight chimney-fires causing verv littiõ
damage, twenty grass and woods fires all but two ol whiðh werequickly extinguished, two calls for auto fires one of which destroved
two transportation busses, and seven emergency ealls. Tliere
were nine other investigations made which iid -not necessitàþ
the calling of the truclis.
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Permits were issued for fires in the open, storage of oil, instal-
lation of oil burners, for dynamite and the sale of fireworks.
Before a dynamite permit can be issued a bond must be furnished.
The regular meetings and drills were held through the 
-year.At these mðetings new methods of fire frghting are discussed and
some practice is had in the handling of the equipment.
I recommend the purchase of a Flood Lighting Outfit which
will improve the efficiency and safety of the men at night fires
and als-o would be valuable as an emergency lighting equipment
should the present lighting system at the Town Hall or any other
building be interrupted at any time.
It is with regret that we record the death of Harry I,. Gleason
who until a short time ago was an active member of the depart-
ment, but on account oi poor health had been placed on the
retired list.
I wish to thank the Town Officials, Telephone operators and
the members of the department for their cooperation throughout
the year.
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1940
IV. E. Davison, Salary .....$ 300.00
J. L. Quinn, Salary. 480.00
Annual Pay of Men. . 360.00
Fire time of Men 434.75
Extra Time. 204.79
Boston Edison Co.... 8.48
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.. . . 96.75
Maintenãnce of Siren 10.00
Gorham Fire Equipment Co. 30.69
American Fire Equipment Co. 39.23
Peter Pirsch & Sons, Inc.. . 90.00
Blanchard Associates, Inc.. . Lg .82
Farrar Co.... L.75Hall'sAutoService..... 7.70
State Road Garage. 10.00
Chas. Wallis..... 15.55
L. B. Tighe (Tires) 47.00Miscellañeous.... 8.45
Interstate Gas & Oil Co. 2.00
Cities Service Oil Co. 30.80
Town Grant. $ 2,200.00
8 2,197.76
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM E. DAVISON,
Chief of Fire Department.
Balance. 2.24
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REPORT OF THE GOODNOW LIBRARY
RDPORT OF THE LIBRARY COMMITTBE
During the past year various p.rojects have been sponsored
to create increased interest in the lìbrá-ry, among a widèr group
of tornnsl-eople. Jhere has be-en.a Cardgq month-, a bird mäntË,a 4-H CIub project, and hobbies, which have'included Mrs.
Hosmer's interesting collection of shells, and an instructive
exhibition of bird feeding articles, loaned by Mrs. Garfield. A
special exþibition. was the one of Indian Olijects. The interestin assembling this collection grew beyond ôur most ambitious
expectations, and resulted in an unusualiy fine assortment of locai
Indian relics. We wish to thank Dr. Caileton Coon, Dr. HallamMovius, Mr. Benjamin Smith and Mr. Harry Ri'ce, for theii
interest and the time spent in arranging this êxhibition for us.
The display is a notable one, and has cãused many favorabte ãom-
ments from our own residents, and from mañy visitors. As
several exhibitors have expressed a desire to leave lheir co]lections
on view for an indefinite.period, we have_been g_lad to acéèpt
these offers. 'We acknowledge our gratitude to àil wtro loanôd
collections and helped make this ex-hibition successful.
- {n¡¡rragce. again-st possible damage by smudge, was addedlast fall. Incidental to the placing óf ttris poliõ¡,' a completephysical inventory. was taken, and ãn appraisât of ïur olA doäts
made. The appraiser's report confirms_óur b-elief that the libiáry
contains many books and records which are both interesting anä
valuable.
A new schedule for the-purchase of magazines has been
arralged. 
- 
Several storm windows have been aãded this winfer.
Cushions for the wall seat and the window seat were made, ;;A;
brass-topped_ fire 
.screen_ for the fire place purchased. Wobd has
been donated, q¡rd on cold^or stormy days vre plar¡ to have a ãt ee"y
fi_rg_ !n the reading rgo_¡n fire place. New cúrtains are up in-inä
children's room. At Miss Atkinson's suggestion, our final èxpéndi-
ture Jo.r_1940, wqs the purchase of two sets of 'Burgess booj<slor
the children, one for each library. Already this purcñase is prñi"gpopular.
'We 
wish to thank the Wayside Inn Chapter of the D. A. R. for
the flag charts, the Scouts for the new mañuals, also all of those
who have contributed so generously to the library during theyear.
The committee wishes 
- 
to express appreciation to MissAtkinson and to Mr. Giles, for theii. contiriried cooperatiôn-ãnd
interest in all the library activities.
JANET R. HOWE, Chairman.
ALICD H. PARMENTER.
R. C. WOODBERRY.
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GOODNOW LIBR,q,RY .{CCOUNT 1940
Received Town Grant. 1,100.00
Received during 1940 on Income
Account.
Expenditures:
Librarian's Salary. . ... ..... .$
Janitor's Salary
Electricity.
Fuel..
Books
Magazines
Newspapers
Re-binding
Labor and RepairsSupplies ........
$ 1,352.39
456.00
150.00
80.34
98.35
261.50
95.75
5.50
96.r7
t9.75
89.03
$ 1,352.39
R. C. TVOODBERRY,
Treasurer.
MARION H. ïVOODS, Town Accountant.Approved:
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
ADULT FICTION
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Return to Dust. ..Covert, A. L.
River Out of Eden. . . Seifert' S.
Road to Folly. . '.-.-....PoId'L.
Rogue Male.. ...Household, G.
Roñe otGold... .... 'Herbst, J'
Sa,i Cypress. .... '..Christìe' 4..
Sàa töiuer. .WalPole' H'
SonsAfter Midnisht. .....Miller, H. T.S[ár-rãtttteSea..-.. ......Mason, F. Van Wyck
Swèet Grass. .....Bower, B. M.Svlvialvndon .......Diver, M.iÏe Deaä Can Tell . ..ReillY, H.iheFamilv. .....Fedorova, N'
ihe Man dhe Devil Didn't Want. ... '....Wren
ihe Morning is Near Us. . .. .......Glaspell' S'
ihe Nazareñe . .Asch, S.Thevovase. .......Morgah, C.
The Wõrlõ is Like That . . . . . Norris ,K"
Their Own Country. ..... '.Hobart,4..
i¡'is Si¿e of Glory. .R¡istow' G.
Time off for Muider. " ' " "Popkin' Z'
Trumpet in the Wilderness. . . . . .-..{Iarper, R. S.
Wedding Day. . . ... ' ...Edging!on' M.
'!VesterñUni-on...... ,.G\eY,4.
lVhiteoak Heritage. . . . . de la Bp-qh."' M.
Wild Geese Calliñg. . 
"White' 
S.
ADI'LT NON FICTION
JWENILE FICTION
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JWENILE NON FICTION
Franz Schubert and His Meny Friends . , . . Wheeler, O. and Dencher, S.
Mozart, the Wonder Boy. . . .... ..Wheeler, O. and Dencher, S.
GIF"TS
King Arthur's Court. .
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2SCHOOL DIRECTORY
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Philena 4. Bartlett, Chairman . . Term expires 1942
Çegrge I_I. _Gohlke, Treasurer . . . Term exþires 1941Arthur V. Howland, Secretary . . Term exþires 1943
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
FYank H. Benedict
Telephone Natick 330
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
George E. Currier, M.D.
Telephone Sudbury 4
SCHOOL NURSE
Hilda G. Hope
JANITORS
Albert A. Tallant, Center Alvin S. Bradshaw, South
SUPERVISOR OF ATTENDANCE
Alvin S. Bradshaw
CALDNDÁ.R
\94L
Schools close February 2L
Schools reopen March 3
Schools close April 18
Schools reopen April 28
Elementary Schools close June 13
High School Graduation,
Monday evening, June 23
Final Examinations June 23, 24, and 25
High School closes June 26
Meeting of Teachers J:une 27
Teachers will report for duty September 2
Schools reopen September 3
Schools close December 23
1942
Schools reopen January 5
HOLIDAYS 1941
Apri! 11, May 30, October 12, November 11, November 27
and 28.
3REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEB,
Conforming to the requirements of the General Laws relating
to education, the School Committee take pleasure in presenting
to the citizens of Sudbury the following reports:
Your schools have had an unusually successful year, due
largely to several factors. For the first time in many years,
there were no new teachers in September. This is a distinct
advantage to the school, since, as a rule, a teacher can handle his
or her work more effectively after having had one or more years
of experience in the same community.
Another factor which contributes to successful work is the
improved lighting in the Center school. After investigating,
duiing the summer, various types of new lighting fixtures, the
installation of better lighting equipment throughout the building
has been completed. Parents may feel confident that every
classroom, as well as each bench in the workshop is adequately
lighted according to the latest standards of lighting engineers.
At the South school inside walls have been refinished and
the appearance of the exterior greatly improved by fresh paint.
You are invited to visit your schools, note the good condition
of your school property and observe the work in the classes.
After reading the report of the High School Principal,
you will understand how the program is being adapted to present
ilay needs. Schools are doing their part, along with the home
in training citizens who will be ready to do their best towards
perpetuating American institutions and way of life.
For a number of years the Dental Clinic has been partially
supported by the Kiwanis Club and aided by the Public Health
Nuising Association. These groups have furnished considerable
equipmènt and services which make for better health in the
student body. Parents, teachers, and pupils greatly value this
help.
The Superintendency Union of which Sudbury is a part re-
mained as established, for many years. Last year Sherborn also
became a member of Union No. 30. When this Union was formed
the foundation was laid for an educational policy which has
served well the Town's needs. It may not be amiss here to express
admiration for the Sudbury School Board of three decades ago
which elected our present Superintendent of Schools.
For thirty years Mr. Benedict has labored unceasingly and
successfully for the improvement of the educational system.
Probably not all has been accomplished that he desired to do
for Sudbury schools, but his recommendations have consistently
been made for the purpose of promoting the welfare of students
under his charge. Anyone who, in any capacity, has been inter-
ested in the schools since the year 1911 realizes that our Super-
intendent is always a helpful adviser and that his kindly interest
4in former pupils continues long after they are graduated from his
immediate care.
To the Superintendent, faculty, and all other individuals
and groups whose harmonious co-opération has resulted in a most
satisfactory year, we express our sincere thanks.
Respectfully submitted,
PHILENA A. BARTLETT.
GEORGE H. GOHLKE,
ARTHUR V. HOTiVLAND,
School Committee.
FINANCIÂL ST.A.TEMBNT
1940
SALARIES OF TEACHERS
Alan F. Flynn g 3,000.00
Russell B. Ford I,420.00
IVillaA. Moody 1,540.00
4Jic9 M4y 1;840.00
Thelma Sanderson 1,300.00IVla¡garet_N.Nye. 1,140.00
!. Mary Pernaa 1,200.00
Esther Adams 1;216.00
Sarah M. Johnson 1;920.00
Harry Kendall... 1,1?0.00Doris Heald 1,240.00
Ruth Hemingway 920.00
Albert A. Tallant 250.00
Caroline Stone. 180.50
Mildred Tallant (Substituting) 28.00
Willa A. Moody (Music) 50.00
GENERAL CONTROL
FrankH.Benedict-Salary .... $
Travel
Office.
Alvin S. Bradshaw-Supervisor of Attend-
ance..
AlbertA.Tallant ..... ...$
Alvin S. Bradshaw
$ 1,283.45
SALARIES OF BUILDING CUSTODIANS
$ 17,314.50
1,050.00
116.82
26.63
90.00
1,000.00
350.00
$ 1,350.00
5TRANSPORTATION
ClarenceE. Baldwin .......$ÃñinS. s"uãÀhu*.... : : : : : : :. : : : : : : : :.
William E. Davison
Murray Stearns
Arthur R. Hawes
John Whitworth. .
PROMOTION OF HEALTH
1,064.00
1,094.00
616.00
448.00
1,064.00
1,108.00
$ 5,394.00
Elizabeth Porter, R. N.. .........$
Hilda G. Hope, R. N..
George E. Currier, M. D.
James Crowley-Supplies. .
Roy F. Hallenbrook-Suppl Ies. . .
HarryL.Gleason ........$
Edward E. Babb & Co., Inc.. .
L. C. Smith & Corona Typewriters Co.. . .
$ 345.57
REPAIRS-REPLACEMENTS-UPKEEP
200.00
50 .00
75.00
18.72
1 .85
4.50
28.85
105.00
15.30
75.7I
1.36
2.33
7.10
6.50
2.25
24.00
1.34
8.00
.75
232.85
65.00
308.00
7.80
1.69
23.45
L23.70
11.66
7.28
1.65
4.20
2.00
22.L8
16.55
6George H. trVahl Company 187.50
H. L. MacDonald. 149.00
Clinton Auto Express, Inc. .90
Curtis Lighting Co. .
Èo*tò.t eäison"co........ .. : : .. :.. : : : : :
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Division of.the Blind . 15.00
Edward Lareau 2.00
Bates Staionery Co. 2.50
Charles Brackett 2.50
NE\M EQUIPMENT
AllenBrothersCorporation.. .... $ 14.40
John H.'Whitworth 5.00
Lockhart Hardware Co.. . . .72
Parker Hardware Co
\^¡iliã'"õ. Þi.Lã.ùh . .. : :. :. : :. : : : : : :
Remington Rand, Inc.. .
James W. Brine
Central Scientific Co.. . .
Alvin Noyes. ... .
4.00
9.52
fi r,484.72
L5.73
75.00
70.00
28.40
38.80
35.00
BOOKS
Ginn&Company ........ $
nlc. lr"uïrt'c õo.
Scott, Foresman & Co.
Hall & McCreary Co.. . .
Houghton and Miffiin Co.. . .
Allvn & Bacon
Hirids, Hayden & Eldridge, Inc.. .
College Entrance Booh Co., Inc.. .
Silver, Burdett Co.. . .
Wilcox & Follett Co.. . .
$ 283.05
87.57
35.85
97.03
6.12
70t.42
64.29
37.9L
12.65
7.26
12 74
s 456.84
19. 95
8.50
EXPENSES OF PRINCIPALS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
r. L. Hamme* co. ::1i: 
ul'll'li 
, B 60
28.45
7Commonwealth of Massaehusetts
Reformatory, West Concord
LIBRARY
MISCELLANEOUS
Murphy & Snyder. .
Parker Hardware Co
Everett'W. Bowker.
25.00
$ 28.60
4.06
3.43
8.25
5.16
3.00
72.80
25.00
$ 121.70
.60
5.25
7 .50
2.68
2.75
$ 18.?3
NEW GROUNDS, BUILDINGS, BUILDING ALTERATIONS
EdmundC.Stone .........$ 29.74
Bradford Bernard 5.00R.B.Oliver..... 27.98
Sudbury 'Water District. 9. 00
Laffin's Express L.25
Boston Edison Co.... 9.52
Albert A. Tallant 90.30
Albert A. Tallant. 80.00
Sudbury Water District 184.88
$ 437.67
STATIONERY SUPPLIES,
AND OTHER EXPENSES OF INSTRUCTION
$ 81.59
89.72
4L.07
lnc.. . .50
24.50
9.55
33.19
2.25
8Parker Hardware Co.... 11.80
Pioneer Pubtishing Company 2.79
Scott, Foresman & Co. 8.10
Allvn & Bacon 42.93
Iroäuois Publishins Co.. . . 29.30
The Benton Revielv Shop. 1.98
Gress Publishine Co.... 1.38
'WeÈ'sler Publishing Co.... 6.33
The Continental Piess 5.67
J. L. HammettCompany..... 339.97
The John C. 'Winstoñ Company 9.42
Witliam M. Proctor Co. . . - 13.65
A]len's, Inc.. . 2.70
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
FUEL
John H. \Mhitworth ........$
3üiå. c.ori öó*lã"v.:: ,::::::: ,::.::: .
$ 752.39
OF OPERATION
11.65
5.00
33.22
3.50
36.75
2.00
255.81
13.02
34.61
19.00
$ 471.09
10.00
558.45
$ 568.45
54.94
1.59
I
RECAPITULATION
437 .67
t,484.72
752.39
47r.09
456.84
28.45
28.60
LzL.70
18.73
$ 30,339.21
SUMMARY
1940 Income
Town Grant ..$30,431.00
From the Dog Tax 4L8.04
From the Goodnow Fund. 40.00
Total . .9 30,889.04
Expended 30,339.21
Balance $ 54g. SB
INCOME FROM STATE AND OTHER SOURCES
CREDITED TO EXCESS AND DEFICIENCY ACCOUNT
General School Fund, Part I g 2,330.00
General School Fund, Part II 1,758.81
High School Grant. 1,000.00
Tuition and Transportation of State Wards 96.89
On Account of Union Superintendent.. . . . 545.29
Total from State. ...$ 5,?g0.gg
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Tuitionof Non-resident.. ........$ 76.00
Rent of North Sudbury Building 20.00Re-imbursements 13.77
Total. .......$ 109.77
Total Income On Account of School Department. . . . $ 5,840.76
Amount raised by local taxation for support of schools .fi24,498.45
GEORGE H. GOHLKE,
Treasurer.
REPORT OF TI{E SUPDRINTDNDBNT OF SCHOOLS
To the Sudbury School Committee:
In submitting my thirtieth annual report, my thirty-ninth
as a Superintendent of Schools, I am offering a short history of
this Union, some recommendations for the future, a few comments
relative to my many years of service in the Union, and the usual
reports and statistics.
HISTORY
Massachusetts enacted a law in 1896 that made it obligatory
that all towns with a valuation of two and a half million dollars
or less seek other towns in order to form a District for the em-
ployment of a superintendent of schools, the minimum salary to
be $1,500, the State re-imbursing to the amount of $1,250. By
direction and advice of the State Department of Education the
committees of Dover, Sudbury, and Wayland met in joint con-
vention and voted to unite for the purpose required by law; thus
began what is now known as Superintendency Union No. 30.
The Joint Committee met and elected Mr. Rufus E. Corlew, who
was serving as Principal of Sudbury High School, to this Office,
April 27, 1898, his term of service to begin the following school
year. Rufus was succeeded by his father ,Mr. J. T. Corlew. The
succession thereafter is Mr. S. C. Hutchinson, Mr. C. F. Prior,
and the present incumbent who began service November 1, 1910.
The sum expended for support of schools is recorded as
$6,843.88 in 1898. The North, Landham, and 'Wadsworth
Schools were then maintained as well as the five room building at
the Center. Nine full time teachers were employed. The registra-
tion was L77, and the population L,137; valuation, $L,244,405.
In 1910 the same buildings were in use, but a small room had
been partitioned ofr in one of the larger rooms so that another
teacher might be employed and a ninth grade added to the high
school service.
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The salary schedule is interesting for those earlier times.
High School Principal Assistants Grade Teachers$700 $11 per week 910 per week
The sum expended for support of schools is recorded as
$9,519.48 in 1910. The amount raised by local taxation for
support of schools this year is recorded as 87,452.34. Ninefull time teachers were employed. The registration was 213,
and the population 1,185; valuation, $1,316,675.
The salary schedule for this period is recorded as follows:
High School Principal
$850
Assistants
$600
Elementary
$500
Comparisons are often misleading, bringing conclusions
quite contrary to fact. L-iving expenses and educational require-
ments of the times gone by were such as to make it appear that
the wages of th-ose days were as ample as are the seemingly much
higher wages of today.
Children were transported by horse power in improvised rigs
of different sorts, used for other and varied purposes. All were
not covered or furnished with robes or blankets.
In this year of our Lord, 1941, Sudbury supports excellent
transportation facilities. I lcnow of none better in towns of this
size and much larger and wealthier.
Sudbury employs 14 full time teachers and offers limited
work in shops for both boys and girls. Emphasis is placed uporr
health through the able advice of a school physiciañ and a Tull
time public nurse whose work under the direction of the Public
Nursing Association is of great merit. Clinics of varied kinds
are at the service of the children that better health, both mental
and physical, may be the order for Sudbury children. The
Wayside Inn Schools were opened in 1927 and now care for
some 35 of Sudbury's elementary sehool children.
Our two school buildings seem ample for accommodations for
some time to come.
Father Time has brought about considerable chanses in
school population in the towns of the Union. The Town of
Sherborn was added to this Union the first of April, 1940, by
decree of the Commissioner of Education.
Conditions are such in the Union that it seems desirable
to lessen the territory to be covered by a superintendent or
employ an experienced Clerk to serve a Central Office for theUnion. Further consideration of this matter will be before you
and the other committees in the near future.
OFFICIALS
School Committee service requires the highest type of official
art. My fifty years in educational work have brouþht me into
contact quite intimately with many town offici-als. 
_ 
CãnsequentlyI entertain certain opinions in regard to official servicè, anä
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especially to the services of school committees, that will bear
close examination and still stand the acid test of fact.
Business, parenthood, educational experience, professional
occupations, and other experiences in life do not assure or prevent
superior official service as a school committee member. IVIen are
no more likely to serve to the advantage of children and a town
-or city than are'ffomen. Those who do not have children maybe more considerate as executives than those with children. The
man or wo1rran who possesses a keen analytic mind, supported by
a forward looking imagination, who is liindly of Îeaì"t, fearless
in spirit, impartial in judging, makes firm unprejudiced decisions,
and above all is altruistic, hopeful, and publii spirited will be
influential in shaping wise educational policies for-a community.
In passing, I wish to honor a few of those with whom I have
served in the early years as Superintendent in Sudbury.
The first committee with whom I served had for a membership
Mr. llenry S. Rice, who left the board before I had become very
much acquainted with him or the schools, Mr. Thomas F. O'Neill,
and Mr. W. H. Fairbank.
Soon after my term of service began, I was told by school
men that Sudbury was hopeless educationally, that the Committee
would not allow the purchase of necessary supplies and other
school equipment. Mr. Fairbank was especialþ singled out as
Treasurer and Purchasing Agent as belligerent in the matter ofgetting the needs of the school. All this rvvas erroneous. All
that Mr. Fairbank or the other members of the Committee
needed to know was that money expended would be a good invest-
ment for the sons and daughters of Sudbury, and that waste would
not occur. Then every need was allowed to come to the school
p_lant to make an efficient school. No school system ever had
three school committee members more interested in the welfare of
boys and girls and in the welfare and future of the town educa-
tionally. My respect and affection for these three men has lasted
all through the years.
You will note that I mentioned earlier in this report that
a parent is not always an unbiased official. It is a pleasure to
record in these annals that Mrs. Marion B. Eaton, mother, served
one term on the Committee, and that her decisions \ryere always
made for the whole group of students. We could well have thought
her clildlesÞ, had not we known better, so impartially and ably
did she study school needs in every way.
The town has dealt generously with her schools, and school
committees have understood schôol needs in a very rapidly
changing world. Sudbury is now as heretofore offering excéllent
educational opportunities for her youth.
For the sake of brevity I must not prolong this discussion,
so as to mention others who have served the town and schools with
distinction. It is sufficient for my purpose to point out to Sud-
bury citizens the qualities needed for efficient õommittee service
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that whole hearted support may be given the Committee at all
times.
THE TEACHER
Many, many years ago, I gained my first school experience
in a small Vermont village school, enrolling all grades and ages
from four years to twenty years. The school was presided over
by Susan Walker. I was four years old. She put something into
my heart and soul that has never perished. Ever since that early
experience I have had visions of a teacher who gave more than the
tráditional school discipline and the lessons found in books.
Later on in life there came to our village school a young man
who was teaching winters, as the custom was at that time, to help
him through college. This vigorous young man was with us but
one winter in that rural school of more than 60 pupils. Many of us
have never passed beyond his influence. His instruction carried
us beyond the hilltops, out into the eternity of the years.
The superior teacher gives the unmeasureable and non-
definable, that which lasts as an influence, recognized or not, long
after many of the other lessons have faded from memory.
I\{ay I mention a few who have worked in Sudbury in the
distant past who seem to me to have been superior teachers in
giving visions of life?
Alonzo A. Cole, Lilla S. Adams, Evan W. D. Merrill, Carey P.
Ladd, Mary G. L. Pickett, Emily P. Burdon, Jane Given, Eliza-
beth Burke, Benjamin Hill, Helen Norris, and Mildred Davis are
numbered in my memory as teachers who gave more than is
ordinarily given in class room service.
THE FUTURE
There are certain things which I shall be happy to know
have been added to our school facilities as time goes on. I hope
to know some day that our excellent recreation field has been
improved by the building of tennis courts; that the old moveable
student desks have been replaced; that the floors in the old part
of the building have been relaid; that some method has been
devised so that each elementary teacher may have a single grade;
thata fifth year of work has been added to the high school course
of study so that those who need further study and development
before entering college may profit thereby in the home school;
that dental clinic is supported by direct taxation; and the grounds
at the South School beautified.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
One of the most gratifying improvements made in the school
plant is the lighting system in all class rooms. It will be difficult
to find a school building better lighted for study than our own
Center building. This is conceded by visitors at the school who see
many school plants yearly.
I am pleased to have the basements so well ventilated at this
time.
t4
It is satisfying to know that our salaries, the spirit of the
town toward education, and the fine boys and girls with whom
teachers work in ample space is helping Sudbury to maintain a
corps of teachers of merit with little turn over in personnel. No
new ones came to us the current school year.
'We 
should be pleased that town water is now installed in both
buildings.It-is highly gratifying to thg writer to leave the service
at the end oi this school year with the buildings in the care of
able and dependable custodians of buildings. The small town
buildine or airy small to moderately large school building demands
much oT the cãretaker. He must be an able, dependable, economi-
cal.fireman, first of all. It is necessary for him also to be a man
who commands the respect of the students, has the confidence of
the teachers, is circumspect in speech and habits, and is also
at the same time a fairly good housekeeper. A town is highly
fortunate in employing a man who not only meets the require-
ments as heretofõre outlined, but who can do high grade carpentry,
mason work, electric repairing, metal work, painting, and garden-
ins. A buildine custodian who is a handy man about tlie building,
beãides being a good janitor and a teacher of no small merit in his
line is an asset to any school system.
REGRETS
I am sorry not to have done many things I should have and
misht have doñe during these 30 years. I regret things I have done
thal had better been left undone, and the things I may have said
that a better understanding and a more generous, kindlier spirit
would have left unsPoken.
The most painful regret I entertain in nearly 50 years of
educational work is in my inability to influence the citizens of
Sudburv to have seen their way so as to have bought a real school
buitdinÅ instead of the additional rooms of such poor construction
at the -Center that the upkeep and remodelling have been costly
and will be expensive so long as the building is used. I would
that I mieht have had the power of a super-salesman so that a
different È'uilding might now be the pride and satisfaction of the
town.I am sorry that the years have gone.by, and that the time
is near at hand for me to sever my associations with the young
people of Sudbury with whom and for whom I have worked with
bleásure and satisfaction.
In closing this report, f thank 
-you for the kindness and
consideration granted me. I am highly grateful to the.citizens
of Sudbury foimy employment a'll these years. I appreciate and
shatl evei treasui'e fond memories of teachers, associates, and
associations.
Yours truly,
FRANK H. BI]NEDICT
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PRINCIPAL'S RDPORT
Mr. Franl< H. Benedict
Superintendent of Schools
Dear Sir:
I present herewith my fourteenth annual repolt co¡-ce14ing
the Suäbury High Schoot for the year ending December 31, L940.
The enrollment of the High School on December 30 was as
follows:
Grade7.............23 Grade10.... .....15Grade8.............30 Grade11..'.'....18
Grade9.... .........29 Grade12.... .....17
Total. . .ln
We are able to care for this number without serious overcrowding
in any of the classrooms by offering courses in alternate years.
AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
Each vear. one weel< of November is nationally recognized
as Americair Education'Week. For several years we hàve extended
a special invitation to parents and interested friends to visit our
schbols, during that time. In spite of inclement weather, we
welcomed many visitors this year.
SPEECH EDUCATION
Ninetv Dercent of all communication is oral. The speech
act occurs- more frequently in everyday living from babyhood
through old age than any-or all of the "three R's". For three
vears"we havã placed special emphasis on speech training. In
ádAition to paiticipatión in plays, debates, and declamation
contest, pupilÅ are rôquired to fáce-a classroom at least once each
week tó ïeliver prepáred orals. Speech training has resulted in
acquired skill and poise.
COLLEGE COURSE MATHEMATICS
'We have attempted a nerù/ procedure this year in the presenta-
tion of Advanced Algebra, Solid Geometry, and Trigonometry.
Members of these clãsses work at their own speed and receive
individual supervision whenever it is necessary. 'We find that this
method aids fhe slow student and gives the mathematically minded
free rein. Sutdents who plan on future enrollment in technical
institutions are in this way better fitted than if restricted to the
pace usually planned for classes of this type.
GENERAL SHOP WORK
With the present urge for national preparedness m-any boys
now look forwárd to work in industry. ÌrVhite collar jobs are no
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longer the goal. Inasmuch as boys are increasingly leaving our
school to attend trade-schools in nearby cities, at a tuition cost to
the Town of Sudbury of over $800 yearly, I suggest the establish-
ment of a course in general shop-work for grades nine and ten.
By means of such a course which might include carpentry, electric-
wiring, tinsmithing, plumbing, reading of blue prints, meehanical
drawing, etc., boys would have an opportunity to use tools and
prove their mechanical aptitude. Without such a try-out periodit is difficult for parents and teachers to guide them wisely.
During the past year several boys have tried a trade-school for a
few weeks or a few months at great expense to the town and with-
out benefit to themselves or their families. Steps are now being
taken by our State Department of Education to furnish manual
education to all who may profit by such instruction, to fill the
present need for skilled mechanics.
SAFETY EDUCATION
Because we have incorporated constructive safety activities
in this year's program, a certificate has been awarded to the schoolby the Massachusetts Safety Council. The course "How to
Drive", which is endorsed by the council, has again been offered
bo all pupils who expect to obtain their driving licenses prior to
1942.
SUDBURY HIGH ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
The student-governed athletic association has aided greatly
in promoting correct attitudes, influencing school morale, formulat-
ing codes of conduct, developing leaders, and training its members
to follow through to a satisfactory completion the projects which
it initiates.
SPECIAL FUNDS
For Tennis Court-Assabet Savings Bank. . .. ......$ 726.84
For Motion Picture Projector-Maynard Tmst Co.. . 50.00
These funds have for the most part, been given by school
organizations and may be expended by vote of the Sudbury School
Committee.
GRADUATION EXERCISES
June 17, 1940
Entrance March
Invocation
"How Beautiful Upon the Mountains"
GLEE CLUB
Address of Welcome
Rev. Leslie Barrett
Harlcer
Irving Riehardson
T7
Class Will
Saxophone Solo
SENIOR ESSAYS
"Highlights of Our New York Trip"
"The Value of a Driving Course"
"The Story of the New Stamps"
"Ciribiribin"
GLEE CLUB
Class Pledge
Class Poem
Piano Solo
Class Song
by Shirley Morrison
SENIOR ESSAYS
"Self Realization in a Democracy"
"The Role of America in the World"
Senior Gift
Acceptance of Gift
"Out in the Fields"
GLEE CLUB
Scholarships and Awards
Presentation of Diplomas
"America" (first and last verses)
Charles Goodnow
Carlton Ellms
Marion Garfield
Shirley Delancey
Randa Tupper
Pestalozza
Senior Class
Dorothy Ramstrom
Marilyn Field
Senior Class
Loring Smith
Alvin Bradshaw
Evelyn Brown
Doris Priest
BLíss
Alan F. Flynn
Mr. George H. Gohlke
School and Audience
GRADUATING CLASS
Evelyn Brown Charlotte Spiller Carlton Ellms
Josephine Cassella Junia Taylor Charles Goodnow
Shirley Delancey Elaine Tulis lrving Richardson
MarilynIield. 
. Slndq Tgnper. .- $ugo.tus SharkeyMarion Garfield Virginia Twitchell Loring Smith
Shirley Morrison Allan Bowry Walter Tharl
Dorothy Ramstrom Ruth Wright Harold Tucker
Alvin Bradshaw
I am deeply grateful to all who have. had a. part in a very
successful school year.-the regul.ar and speciaì teachers, the nurses,
the janitors, the bus drivers, and student body, and the citizens of
of Sudbury.
To the Superintendent and school Committee who have
worked so earnes_tly to keep all phases-of-our school organization
on a high level, I am sincerely appreciative.
Respectfully submitted,
ALAN F. FLYNN.December 31, 1940
January L, L94L
Mr. Flank H. Benedict
Superintendent of Schools
The following is my report for 1940 as school physician:
Routine examinations of school children and diphtheria
immunizations sponsored by the Board of Health have been done.
Each year every child over 6 months of age is eligible for free
immunization against diphtheria. Those immunized the previous
year may get Shick tests. I commend to your attention the
school nurse's report for further details of the past year.
We have been fortunate to have had little contagion in
the schools during the past year. However, grippe arrived this
winter to keep many children out of school. Although the record
for the past year is good, that of the coming year may not be.
'We 
seem due to have besides influenza the other communicable
diseases soon; they are in all surrounding towns.I urge upon all parents the greatest vigilance in caring
for their children. (1) Keep the children sick with fever, sore
throat, swollen glands, colds, cough, headache or stomachache
at home in bed. (2) Call the school nurse or the family physician.
The school nurse and doctor and the family physician are ready
to cooperate in every way. If this is done the individual attend-
ance record may suffer temporarily, but the health of the whole
school will improve.
I wish to thank all concerned for their cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
G. E. CURRIER, M.D.,
School Physician.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
REPORT OF THE NURSING DEPARTMENT
Sudbury School Committee:
Sudbury, Mass.
The report of the School Nursing Activities from January lst
to November.lSth, 1940, is herewith submitted.
Daily visits have been made to the South and Center Schools
and weekly visits to the Redstone and Southwest.
The Kiwanis Club again sponsored the dental clinic. We had
a very busy year. 26 sessions were held and 216 operations
performed.
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To date 168 home visits have been made to eheck on absent-
ees, to explain physical defects found and whenever possible to
help in planning for their correetion. 19 remediable defects have
been corrected and four more are at present under medical care.It has been necessary to exclude 30 children from school.
This is less than last year but through eooperation from parents
this can be even less. Almost all children come to school by bus.
TLrs ma¡l expose many before the child is able to be seen by the
teacher or nurse. I urge all parents to keep those children who
are not well at home for their own protection and that of others.
Diphtheria Immunization was sponsored by the Board of
Health as usual. Total Schick tests 31, total immunized were 42.
Of these 19 were pre-school and 23 school children. May I take
this opportunity to urge parents of pre-school children to take
advantage of this splendid service offered by the town? Any
child over six months of age is susceptible to diphtheria and only
by giving children this protection can we keep our town free from
this disease.
Routine physical examinations were given to all children at
the South and Center Schools by Dr. Currier. All were weighed
and measured and had their eyes tested by the nurse. Parents
have been notifled of defects. I hope all feel free to ask questions
if these notices are not understood.
Respectfully submitted,
ELIZABETH PORTER, R.N.
Mr. Frank H. Benediet December 20' 1940
Superintendent of Schools
November 20th Miss Elizabeth Porter resigned as Public
Health Nurse in Sudbury. It was my good fortune to have been
selected to take her place in this community, therefore I am
t?king this opportunity to tell you all how much I appreciate
the hearty welcome given me.
My first two days were spent with Miss Porter for the
purpose of_orientation, enabling me to meet the teachers, pupils,
and several of the parents.
During these weeks I have endeavored to follow the pian
of my predecessors in routine school work. The South School
and the Center School have been visited daily, the other two
schools once a week. There have been five children excluded,
twenty home visits made and three defects corrected. I should
like to endorse Miss Porter's plea to all parents regarding Diph-
theria Immunization and keeping at home those childrén riho
show anv suspicion ot ttt"r::o.crfuny 
submitted,
HILDA G. HOPE
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF .A.TTENDÁ.NCE
Mr. F. H. Benedict
Superintendent of Schools
Sudbury, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Benedict:
During the fiscal year I have investigated 21 cases of absence.
16 cases were found to be legal absenceÀ and 5 were recorded as
cases of truancy. There has been no need for court action during
the year.
Aside from service mentioned I have taken the School
Census.
Respectfully submitted,
ALVIN S. BRADSHA\M
The result of this enumeration is here given:
Number of boys five years of age and under seven. . . . 31
Number of girls five years of age and under seven. . . . 28
Total. ....... E
Number of boys seven years of age and under sixteen. . . . . . .1S0
Number of girls seven years of age and under sixteen. . . . . . . .I54
Total. .. . .334
Number of resident children attending private schools:
Boys between 5 and 7.
Girls between 5 and 7.
Total 4
Boysbetween7and16.... ......52Girlsbetween7and16.... ......22
Totals ........74
Number of children attending public schools out of town:
Boys between 5 and 7 . .. ..
Girls between 5 and 7 . . . .
2
2
0
0
0Total
2l
Boys between 7 and 16.
Girls between 7 and 16.
0
2
2Total.
Number of children not attending school:
Boys between 5 and 7 . . -..
Girlsbetween 5 and 7. . ..
Total.
Boys between 7 and 16.
Girls between 7 and 16.
Total.
Total.
ROLL OF STUDENTS NOT ABSENT OR TARDY
School Year 1939-1940
10
11
2t
4
1
5
Number of children attending State schools on account of
physical infirmity:
Boys 7 years of age and under 16. . . .
Girls 7 years of age and under 16. . . .
0
0
0
William Spiller
Elsie Schofield
Gertrude Ramstrom
Mary McGettigan
Robert Phelps
Caroline Bowker
Mildred Schofield
Grace Spiller
'Winthrop Fairbank
Priscilla Goodnow
George Haynes
Kenneth Ramstrom
- Bradley Way
Rebecca Fairbank
Jean Haynes
Eileen Quinn
Ruth Seymour
Roland Eaton
Alvin Bradshaw
Emma Batchelder
Mae Gleason
George Gregory
't
¡r
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CURRENT REGISTRATION
September through December, 1940
Total Room School áSchool Grade Registration Total Total {
South I 14
II L2 26
III T7
Ml 28 64
Center I L7
II 20 87
III 13
IV 24 g7
v3030
w 27 27 131
Elementary Total. .. .... .*
Junior High VII 24
VIII 31
IX 27 82
Senior High X 18
XI L7
XII 18 53
Junior-Seníor High Total. .......*
GRAND TOTAL. .,,..,.920
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MEMBERSHIP BY ÀGE AND GRADE, OCTOBDR I, I94O
BOYS
Grade 4 5 6 7 8 I 10 LI tZ 13 14 15 16 17 18 Totals
Total 2L7tt 141516161320 611 3 6 1 151
GIRLS
5 6 7 8 9101112L9L4 15161718 Totals
Kdg.t 2\2 1 3 182 562 3 168 45292 164 4 841 176 2624 t46 37tL 727 4 3 3 1 118 510 3 189 6L4L L210 2 3 511 811 5t2 151 7130
261 I195 158 82 2 t5911 3 1757 t2561 t22 64 L26422 18910 L 2 164 8 12872 t2642 LL
0
Kdg.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8I
10
11
t2
18
Total 3 15 I 11 18 15 10 12 11 16 L4t4 6 2 156
ORGÂNIZ.ATION OF TEACTIING STAFF
Name School Department Elected Education
Aìan F. llynn, B. s., M. s. Principal History-rscience lgzT Mass. state college
Eigh-Grades
Russell B. Ford, a. 8., a. M. Hich Ph¡æics-Math r9g9 Boston university
Doris E. Heald, a. B. Iligh-Grades Latin-Flencb 1989 Middlebury college
Eaglish
willa a. Moody, a. 8., .4,. M. High-Grades English-Music 1985 Boston university
Alice Ma¡ B. S. High Commercial 1936 Bates College-Bryant and Straüton
Harry Ä. Kendall, À. B. Iligh-Grades Social Science 1989 New Hampshire University
Thelma sanderson center Grade III-W lgg3 state college, Framingham
Margaret N. Nye, B. S. E. Center Grade V 1gB? State College, Lowell
T. Ma¡y Pernaa center Grade vI 19g1 state college, Fitchburg
Esther Adarns Center Grades I-II lgàg Burdetü College
sa¡ah M. Johnson south Grades I-II lgzT state college,'Framingham
Ruth A. Ilemingway, B. S. E. South Grades III-IV 1939 State College, Franingham
Caroline Stone Sewing Grades VI-Vil-VUI 1934 hactical training and Home Erperience
Albe¡t A. Tallant Shop Grades YI-VII-VilI 1934 hactical training and Home Experience
ì9
rÈ
97
. 
The total circulation lor the year was 18,g44. This is notquite as high as last y-ear-,_ but may be attribuGã to ttre ìãcttirat
children from South-sudbury haíe been requãstóã -;ðt ã ák"books from the Center Branch, thereby eiving'theihitd.e";;ñdthe center, agreater varietv of books. Aîecrõasél;ih;iñËti"t
at the branch was noticed.
Numerous exhibits 
-were held during the year, the mostoutstanding,,being iþe In$iap Exhibit, ,ñnicn át-t-racteä- *ànvpeople. Although the exhibits did not induce people to takä
more books than usual, they did- succeed in bringiirg irrany of lhe
older people to.the.li.brqrv who have not frequõñËã iï1""- lãurr.A group of distinguish-ed archaeologists visiteâ the exhibitioi and
were much-þRlessed by the fine liõrary we had a"a tneãiceltent
selection of books.
Respectfively submitted,
ELIZABETH E. ATKINSON,
Librarran.
SUPERINTENDENT of PARKS ønd CEMETERIES
Town Grants:
Care of Soldiers' lots and Monuments 150. 00
425.00Parl<s and Cemeteries.
Income Accounts:
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery . .....$
Town Cemetery. .
N-oftb Sudbury Cemetery.Old Cemetery. ...
$ 575.00
238.70
104.01
109.46
L2.42
464.59
Total Funds Available.
EXPENDITURES:
Care of Soldiers' Lots and Monuments:
Laborasper contract. .......$ 150.00
$ 1,039.59
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Parks and Cemeteries:
Labor as per contract . ..... . .$ 800.00
AlvinNoyes, Labor ..........$ 950.00
3.75
16.00
1.50
7.85
7.00
L7.70
5.59
25 .00
5.20
Approved:
$ 1,039.59
F. ALVIN NOYES
Superintendent of Parks and Cemeteries
MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
BOARD OF HEALTH REPORT
TownGrant.....
Incidental Account.
$ 200.00
6.25
69.25Unpaid Bills.
$ 275.50
40.00
20.00
15.00
54.25
25.00
103.25
18.00
g 275.50
C. B. WOLBACH,
SENECA'W. HALL,
RICHARD B. OLIVER
MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.Approved:
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
Herewith I submit a report of my work for the year 1940.
the year I made twenty-eight arrests:
1
3
2
1I
1
5
4
1
.)
2
1
3
I captured four boys escaped from Lyman School; Four run-
away girls picked up and returned to theii temporarv homes.
Served sixty-one summons for other police departments.
Forty-one automobile accidents investigated. -
Thirty-six. co_mplaints other than accidents investigated.'We have had six fatal accidents on our highways äwing theyear, and one suicide.
Two insane patients were taken to Westboro hospital.
One car reported stolen and recovered.
Nine breaks were reported and all but three cleanecl up.
Some of these were done by young boys and the people did not
wish to prosecute.
One hundred and twenty dollars were recovered in money andproperty.
Recovered three bales of cotton and one of wool, which have
been returned to their owners, and I still have one bale of woolfor which I have not found the owner.
A lot of time and effort were expended on the dog list and the
unpaid list has been cleaned up.I destroyed fifteen stray dogs and found homes for several
others.
^ .Fifteen traffic signs have been put up which were paid for outof the police department appropriation.
The year 1940 was an exceptionally hard year. requirins
much work. The Sheehan case is in thd hands ót tÉe Districi
Attorney.
Respectfully submitted,
SENECA W. HALL,
Deputy Chief of Police.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Town Grant.
Unexpended balance.
LABOR:
W. G. Hunter, Services and Car. . . .. . . . .$
'W. C. Stone.
$ 1,500.00
42.45
$ 1,457.55
1,000.00
5t.02
78.73
100.50
19.50
10.00
24.50
7.80
51.50
5.00
Approved:
8 L,457 .55
S. \A/. HALL,
Deputy Chief of Police.
MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
REPORT OF HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
I hereby submit my annual report of the Highway Depart-
ment for the year 1940:
CHAPTER NO. 81
Commonwealth of Massachusetts .
$ 8,000.00
9,600.00
Total Funds Available $ 17,200.00
Expenditures as per following list. . . . . . .$ 17,599.10
Unexpended balance .90
6.00
103.00
$ 17,200.00
1,197.00
607.50
101
E. Tebo
F. Head
H. Whitney
C. E. Haynes. . . .
George Haynes
H. Bergner
J. Maker
R. Gohlke
C. Visocchi
C. L. Perry
F. Bastinelli.....
822.00
744.50
864.00
560.50
806.00
565.50
157.50
16.00
R. Hartwell..... 20.00
W. Sinon 48.00
L. Fucci 38.00
28.00
24.00
12.00
12.00
8.00
42.50
4.00
M. Hriniak
S. Galluzzo
G. P. Oviatt. . ...
R. Williams
W. Huntoon. . .. 132.00
H. Webb 109.50
.W. Carson 56.50
R. Stone L44.00
Ralph Haynes
B. Conroy
$gymond ÌIaynes
45.50
32.00
36.00
48.00'W. Kendall
TRUCKS AND TEAMS:W.G.Hunter .......$
John 'Whitworth. .
A. W. Borden
L. D. Stiles
Harry Rice. .
R. W. Stone.
L. Hawes
M. Hriniak
Calvin Eaton
Town of Sudbury, Equipment
t,737.00
463.50
512.00
192.00
108.00
12.00
502.50
297.00
64.00
1,899.20
$ 7,180.50
$ 5,787.20
MATERIALS:
American Oil Products Co., Road Oil and
Tar. . ..........$
Independent Coal Tar Co., Tar. .
Trimount Bituminous Products Co., Patch
L. Boeske, Shovel
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., Culverts. . . . . . .
Harlan and Fred Noyes, Gravel
L,362.69
L,986.42
289.58
180.00
192.66
2.00
r02
37.00
29.40
49.50
66.00
s8.25
88.80
46.25
3.90
330.95
$ 4,631.40
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 17,599.10
W. G. HUNTER,
Highway Suweyor.
Approved: MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
CHAPTER NO. gO-MAINTENANCE
Town Grant
Commonwealth of Mass.
Middlesex County
Total Funds Available. $ 4,500.00
Total expenditures as itemized . . . .8 4,498.26
Unexpended balanee t.74
$ 1,500.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
$ 4,500.00
286.00
72.00
36.00
60.00
24.00
52.00
120.00
72.00
134.00
64.00
12.00
72.00
36.00
173.00
3.00
4.00
32.00
IV. G. Hunter, Service and Car. . . . .. . . ' .$
LABOR:
H.Bergner .........$
'W. Carson
8' Conroy
S. Galluzzo
R. Gohlke
C. E. Haynes....
George Haynes
Ralph Haynes
Raymond Haynes
'W. Huntoon....
\M. Kendall
Albani Maenpaa.
J. Maker.
A. Noyes
B. Oliver
C. Perry.
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W. Sìnon 72.00
R. W. Stone. 102.00
'W. C. Stone. 20.00
E. Tebo 36.00
C. Vissochi 40.00
H. Webb 32.00H.'Whitney 24.00
$ 1,578.00
TRUCKS, GRADER and SPREADER:
L. R. Hawes ..... ...$ 72.0A
M. Hriniak 231.00
"W. G. I{unter 96.00
Mass. Broken Stone Co. 16.00
L. D. Stiles 222.00
Town of Sudbury. 1,40.80
John 'VÍhitworth. . 108.00
$ 885.80
337.22
47.27
L,026.12
545.59
47.56
11.60
6.50
12.60
$ 2,034.46
TOTAL EXPENDITURES. $ 4,498.26
Approved:
W. G. HUNTER,
Highway Surveyor.
MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
BRIDGE ACCOUNT
Town Grant $ 100.00
Unexpended Balance. 
.77
Total Expended.
Expenditures as per following list:
Frank Head, Labor.
cõ'stH;tä"', l,ätior'. 12.0027.50
99.23
104
W. C. Stone, Labor.
s.'L.'odiiïié &ïõñ, i;¿., sïpptié.. :::::
$ 9e.23
'v' 
G' tuilfrR*r 
surveyor.
Approved: MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.
GENERAL HIGH\A¡AY ACCOUNT
Town Grant. . . .. .. $ 2,500.00
1.39Unexpended Balance.
49.50
10.23
$ 2,498.61.
55.25
81.00
t5.25
65.00
16. 50
57.50
12.00
12.00
195.36
58.44
158.40
32.56
26.40
I82.40
77 .44
11L.76
49.28
128.00
50.00
84.00
12.00
28.50
52.50
L14.76
85.80
87.00
202.28
266.92
51.00
73.20
13.39
Total expended. . .
Expenditures as per following list:
\M. G. Hunter, Services and Car. . . ... .. .$
E. Tebo, Labor.
George Haynes, Labor
F. Head, Labor
\ry. C. Stone, Labor
H.'Whitney, Labor
C. E. Haynes, Labor
H. Bergner, Labor
F. Woodward, Labor
Raymond Haynes, Labor
W. Kendall, Labor.
A. Randolphi, Labor
C. Gardner, Labor
R. Phelos. Labor
Arne Mäenpaa, Labor
Joseph'Way, Labor
'W. Sinon, Labor.
L. R. Hawes, Truck
A. W. Borden, Truck.
NI. Hriniak, Truck.
F. Farrell, Truck
W. H. Davis, Truck
R. riV. Stone, Truck
Standard Oil Co., Asphalt
B. L. Oeilvie & Sons, Cement and Lumber. .
Maffei Sand & Gravel Corp.,'Washed Stone
Garden City Gravel Corp.,'Washed Stone. .
Independent Coal Tar Co., Tar. .
Noves Bros.. Sand
M.-R. Parsons, Posts and Rails.
Chase-Parker & Co., Bolts.
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Miscellaneous Persons Receiving Less Than
$10.00.
Approved:
Town Grant.
Unexpended balance.
Total expended...
Expenditures as per following list:
B. W. Brown Grain Co., Salt. . . . . .. ....$
B. L. Ogilive & Sons, Inc., Salt
A. trV. Borden, Sand.
L. Boeske, Shovel
\V. G. Hunter, Truck
Everett Haynes, Truck.
A. \M. Borden, Truck.
H. H. Noyes, Truck
L. Stiles, Truck.
M. Hriniak, Truck.
L. R. Flawes, Truck
W. G. Hunter, Services and Car. . . . . . . . .$
E. Tebo
George Haynes
Frank Head.
H.'Whitney
W. C. Stone.
Ralph Haynes.
J. Maker
R. Miller
R. Spiller.
F. Troisi
A. Maenpaa....
C. Vissochi
C. E. Haynes.. . .
E. Maker
F. Bastinelli.....
M. Hriniak
A. Seymour
W.Lockhart.....
R. Hartwell.....
G. Forsyth
R.'Walker
42.77
$ 2,498.61
.W. G. HUNTER,
Highway Surveyor.
MARION H. \MOODS, Town Accountant.
SNOTV AND ICE R,EMOVAL
$ 4,000.00
r.94
$ 3,998.06
105.60
48.75
56.00
18.60
426.00
411.50
23.75
2t2.00
62.00
12.00
2I.75
313.61
229.75
192.50
208.25
r6L.25
30.75
t02.25
55.50
18.75
Lt.75
44.50
20.75
80.50
12.00
80.00
54.00
67.00
92.50
45.75
46.75
23.50
27.50
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C. Baldwin 11.50H.M;Müd'y'..:::.:::.::::::::::::::. Bo.5o
D. Stone 37.75
R. Twichell 38.25
A. Haynes t6.25
C. Eaton 14.50
H. Wright. 10.00
F. Cassella. 72.50
S. Totoro L2.50
S. Orifice 15.00
A. Cassella 16.50R.C.Haynes.... 24.75
'W. Carson 31.50
T. Randolphi.... 11.50
A. Caruso 15.50
S. Troisi 24.50
F. Castrechini... 15.50
C. Lowell 10.00
'W. H. Davis 20.00
B. Oliver 36.00
L. R. Hawes..... LL.25
A. Bastinelli, Jr. . . 35.00
F. Micelli 42.50W.Huntoon.... 10.00
V. Luppert 10.00
J. Carson 18.50
F. Morrison 26.50
Miscellaneous Persons Receiving less than$10.00. 282.75
Approved:
$ 3,998.06
W. G. HUNTER,
Highway Surueyor.
MARION H. \MOODS, Town Accountant.
ROAD MACHINERY ACCOUNT
$ 2,200.00
500.00
700.00
Total Available Funds $ 3,400.00
Unexpended Balance. .81
Total expended. . . $ 3,399.19
r07
Snow Plow
737.43
300.00
t34.82
60.38
108.38
7.74
24.30
429.05
17.94
18.06
21.95
1.58
27.4L
3,399. 19
W. G. HUNTER,
Highway Surveyor.
MARION H. WOODS, Town Accountant.Approved:
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
To the Citizens of Sudbury:
The Planning Board has taken the opportunity this year to
review the results of the zoning laws.
As no changes have been requested it would seem that the
law is working to the satisfaction of all.
Therefore we have no recommendations to make to this
meeting.
Leaflets have been printed to insert in the booklets thus bring-
ing the zoning laws up to date.
'We 
also recommend that the Town By-Laws with all changes
which may occur at this meeting be printed in separate book for
the convenience of those who might need them.
Due to increased traffic to Fort Devens we recommend that
the Town consider the advisability of placing a signal light at the
N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. Crossing on Hudson Road.
'We wish to thank the citizens for their cooperation in abiding
by the zoning laws and conferring with lhe Board of Appeals for
séttlement of any grievances or difficulties.
Total. .
FINANCIAL REPORT
$
10.00
1.13
3.75
50.00
$ 50.00
Respectfully submitted,
STEPHEN M. \,V. GRAY, Chair.,
ALTON F. CLARK, Sec.,
ARTHUR H. WHITE,
DAVID S. BALDTI/IN,
CLARK B. HILL.
MARION H. IVOODS, Town Accountant.
$ 14.88
35.t2Balance.
Approved:
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REPORT OF PUBLIC WELFARE BOARD
for the year ending December 31, 1940
To the Citizens of Sudbury:
The Board of Public 'Welfare takes pleasure in rendering the
following report Tor the year 1940. At the close of the fiscal year
ûfty-two families involving the care of one hundred and sixty-five
individuals have been cared for under the Division of TemporaryAid. Of this case load eighteen families have settlements in other
communities with full reimbursement to Sudbury.
We have eight Sudbury-settled families living in other towns
which towns in their turn are reimbursed from our funds.
Under the Department of Old Age Assistance, thirty-one
cases have been supervised and cared for. Of these, trvelve cases
have other settlements with full reimbursements to Sudbury. '!Ve
have six Sudbury-settled cases living in other towns whoare
chargeable in proportionate part to Sudbury.
The closing down of the W. P. A. for a period of five months
added gre¿tly to the burdens of a trying year. While many
.activities have opened up in surrounding towns there has been
very little opportunity to place unskilled labor, and work relief
has been a major problem.
The following financial report will show how the money has
been spent in relation to Sudbury people and those belonging to
other cities and towns.
'We desire to thank the Road Commissioner, the Moth
Department and the other Town officials for their efforts to help us
solve the labor problems of our Department. We realize the
difñculty of fitting untrained men into positions of responsibility
and we are deeply grateful for this cooperation.
'We also desire to thanl< the townswomen who have given
preference to our girls when considering the problem of domestic
help. This has simplified many family problems and we appreciate
the assistance.
The work of the 'Welfare Board is becoming increasinglygreat. The larger degree of clerical work, the many departments
of investigation and endless detail bear no resemblance to the
Welfare work of former years.
'We are grateful for the sympathetic attitude of the citizens
toward a complex problem which has changed so radically in a
short space of time.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN G.'WOODS, Chairman,
CLIFFORD S. WRIGHT,
MAI]DE MOORE CI"ARK.
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PUBLIC \ryELFARE.-PUBLIC
PROJBCTS AND OLD
\ryELFA,RE FOR \ry. P. Â.
AGE ASSISTANCE:
APPROPRIATIONS:
Town Grant Public'Welfare-. .$ 5,500.00
Reserve Fund . 486.90
Total to be expended for Public Welfare $
Town Grant Public'Welfare for'W. P. A.
Projects-
Town Grant Old Age Assistance...':..$ 5,000'00
U. S. Grants to be èxpended for Old AgeAssistance 3,404.42
Total available funds to be expended by
the Board of Public'Welfare-
2,L19.40
46.56
7,243.0L
5,986.90
500.00
$ 14,891 .32
8 5,204.29
$ 9,408.97
$ 278.06
ACTUAL COST TO SUDBURY FOR SUDBURY PEOPLE:
ON
PublicWelfare "'.$ 3,8q1.Þq
Þu6iic Welfare \ /. P. A. ProjecLs 1?5 ' 38
Oi¿ Àee Assistance 1,161 .41
Total cost to Town of SudburY
ADVANCES MADE BY THE TQ.WN
- br suneuRY FoR orHER cI!!Eq'iowN, srATE AND u. s. covERN-MENT: 
oN
TOTAL FUNDS EXPtrNDED BY
PUBLIC \A/ELFARE
'!Ve sincerely hope the above figures will ciYe-44. immed.iate
.,r*-"i't of the"actúal cost to the Tax Payer of Sudbury which
i" ?oi S"ä¡ury People ' .$ 5,?94 ?9
troét u"¿ supphei. 278.06
$ 14,891 ,32
TOTAL COST to Tax payer. . .. . $ 5'482'35
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BILLS RENDERED TO THE FOLLO'W-
ING FOR RE-IMBURSEMENTS FOR
ADVANCES MADE: by The Town of
Sudbury:
WELFARE DEPARTMÐNT: BILLING:
Town of Ashfreld..........$ 75.69
Town of Dedham. 41.00
Town of Norwood 45.50
'Town of Newton 173. 85
Town of Oxford 6.22
Town of Sherbourne....... 211.02
Town of 'Wayland 597 .78
City of 'Worcester 96.08
City of 'Waltham 1"04.33
Commonwealth of Mass.. 
- . . 767 .93
Total'Welfare lìilling . $ 2,119.40
WELFARE DEPARTMENT
W. P. A. PROJECT BILLING:
Town of Ashfield..........$ 6.00
Town of Newton. 30.00
Commonwealth of Mass... .. 10.56
Total Welfare W. P. A. Pro-ject Billing. $ 46.5d
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE BILLING:
Town of Framingham. .....$ 139.30
City of 'Waltham 26.66
Town of ÏVellesley 50.00
City of Boston 47 .54
Commonwealth of Mass... . . 3,331. 81
s 3,595.31
$ 3,647.70
$ 14,891,32
Approved: MARION H.'WOODS, Town Accountant.
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THD PUBLIC WELFARE BOARD
For the year Dnding December 31, 1940
PUBLIC WELFARE
Total Old Age Assistance Billing
CASH RE-IMBURSEMENTS
FROM U. S. GOVERNMENT
for Old Age Assistance.. . . - .
Town Grant.
Reserve Fund $ 5,500.00486.90
$ 5,986.90
L72
,.$ 542.00
2,146.t0
77 .43
7,322.65
286.03
181.33
35.50
222.00
37.00
3.20
180.88
89.86
280.15
62.00
78.48
130.00
117.00
5.50
47.29
119.50
23.00
$
ABOVE EXPENDITURES ITEMIZED
Forrest D. Bradshaw, Provisions. . . ' " " " "$
A. N. Young, Provisions. . ' . .
E. W. Bowkér, Provisions
Hillside Dairv ComPanY, Milk.
Pleasant View DairY, Milk
'Waveney Farms, Milk. .
Georse Goodnow, Milk. '
I-nlerãstate Gas & Oil Co., Fuel. .
iärrî-lt. iùttli*oith lce & coal co., Fuel
Stiles Coal Co., Fuel
Boston Edison Co., Lights
Flovd Verril, Rent'
Ediih P. Eddy, Rent.
Ernest DeVincent, Rent.
Bessie R. NoYes, Rent.
.Tohn Gibbons, Rent
iÀtne. Crowlei, Meclical Supplies. '..'.
iãttnion Pharinacv, Medical Supplies.
¡.rthur DeAneelo, Medical Care. .
ai. Georse Cirrrier, Medical Care. '
W. g. Ca-se & Sons'Co., Clothing
Wm. H. Krause, TransPortation. . . 'À. Clark & Co.,'TransPortation
H. M. Schofreld, TransPortation. . '
George Stockwell, Transportation ' ' '
5,986.90
683.38
490.65
I48.62
8.L2
29.26
t79.46
69.20
96.2t
46.45
38.22
3.20
75.00
t2.00
12.00
27.99
55.00
65.23
t3.25
5.00
57.00
89.86
15.00
3.00
1.50
2.00
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1.50
37.00
222.00
178. B0
34.00
67.35
15.50
20.00
105.00
14.50
5.50
47.29
77.43
130.00
117.00
542.00
2,146,t0
Town Grant
Outdoor Poor Labor.
PUBLIC WELFARE FOR W. P. A.
$ 5,986.90
PROJECTS
$ 500.00
22L.94
273.06
5.00$ 500.00
5,000.00
3,404.42
$ 8,404.42$ 8,4A4.42
ABOVE EXPENDITURES ITEMIZED
Outdoor Poor, Labor. V ZZl.g4L &qV Hawes, Truck. 56.00A. W. Borden, Truck 217.06First Aid Kit. . . 5.00$ 500.00
Truck Hire. .
First Aid Kit.
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Expended for Old Age Assistance. . . . . ...
JOHN G. WOODS, Chairman.
MAUDE M. CLARK, '
CLIFFORD S. WRIGHT.
Bureau of Old Age AsÁisbnce.
MARION H. IVOODS, Town Accountant.Approved:
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SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
DavisTurkeyFarm. ..........$ .10Ã. ñátof . :."...... . "' .:::::::.:::: .10
H. Sprague .10
Raspberry Farm. .10
F. D. Bradshaw. . .20
Coolidge Farm Stand .10
trVashington Farm Stand .10
First National Stores .85
S. R. Hall .10
Charles E. 'Wallis .60
James Mercury 1.00
Salvatore Galluzzo 1.50
Lawrence Tighe 2.L0
'W. J. Hooper. . . . 9.20
Interstate Gas & Oil Company. . .. 2.13
Robb Motor Company 1.00
Robert Hooper 1.10
E. W. Bowker t.32
A. N. Young..... 1.38
American Railway Express .60
N. Y. N. H. & H. Railroad .50
Mills Automatic Merchandising Company .50
Arthur Hawes. .10
R. J. Hodder. . . . . .10
Henry Garfreld .60
E. W. Bowker .60
Featherland Farm. .72
James Mercury .10
W. \M. Dudley .60
Carrie Stone. .10
A. Bongiorno.... .10
Charles James .10
C. S. Vandenborre .10
Philgas Company. 9.77
New England Poultry Company. .10
Stiles Coal Company. 1 ,00
John'Whitworth. . L.1L
$ 28,48
RICHARD B. OLIVER,
Sealer of 'Weights and Measures.
MARION H. IVOODS, Town Accountant.Approved:
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PUBLIC }JEALTH NURSING ASS'N REPORT
Feb. 10, 1941.
Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
The Public Health Nurse, in 1940, made 1484 visits, asfollows:-
48
3
55
77
510Acute illness.
Health supervision:-
Infant. . 178
252
204
4t
Preschool.
School
Adult
Social service.
Miscellaneous. 561
lhere were 11 \Mell ^child conferences and 12 classes in HomeHygiene and Care of the Sick.
- - 
Fees were collected for less than tg/s of. the visits. A[health superwision_ visits. are. free, and in no'öasJ i* *õ*iä. îåru..¿
where needed and within the public health nursiü'dìä:--"
The Finance Board has asl<ed. us to publish complete financialinformation, as submitted to them. ^TË;; fiffËi"ï;*.inOherewith.
Balance^on hand, as per treasurer,s report Dec. 81,1939. 
. 904.56
282.50
963.58
60.00
t0.52
5.04
Income 1940-
Nursing fees. . . . . ..
coniii6"tiãn. u"o métnb'"""i
Rent of rooms for Red Cross
Ford,School Mileage
Ðupplles
Town grant paid to nurse. . . .
School nurse fee paid to nurse.
g 2,226.20
1,000.00
250.00
8 9,476.20
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Expenditures-
Salary:
Town grant paid to nurse . .........$
School nurse, Fee paid to nurse.
Paid to Ass'n.-nurse and substitute. . . ... .
Car expense
Rent, light and heat.
Telephone
Nursing supplies and equipment. . .
Office supplies and expense.
Postage and express
Laundry.
g 2,M4.07
Balance Jan. 1, 1941. . . . .$ 1,002.13
Our first drive for funds brought approximately $1,800,
a foundation on which to build, with the town's help, a com-
munity nursing service. 'We aim to maintain an Emergency Fund of
about-$1000, ãnd with the aid of a few very generous annual
contributions have so far been able to do so. We consider this
emergency fund essential.
The annual meeting of the association will fall on May 20th.
Members and friends are invited to attend.
Respectfully submitted,
MARJORIE B. HILL, Secretary.
1,000.00
250.00
588.00
305.51
204.00
5L.26
82.7L
31.95
3.26
7.39
LL7
REPORT OF MOTH SUPERINTENDENT
To the Board of Selectmen:
Sudbury, Mass.
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit the following report.
The moth situation shows no improvement. We sprayed the
road 
-side trees,_but this fall found the trees badly infèsted with
egg clusters. We have scouted some of the roadsiäes and treated
the clusters. Some remains to be done.
There are about eight hundred acres of woodland that
showed hgavy_feed_ing. '!fe received $159.86 in supplies from theState. The Elm Leaf Beetle is bad and should hãve a second
Fprayipc in July. A TiI. P. A. project did good work in the woodslast winter.
Town Grant. $ 1,500.00
PAY ROLL
Chas. A. Brackett. ........$
Clifford Burr'..
Alfred Lowell
Joseph Way. .
Chester Lowell
Frederic 'Woodward
W. E. Davison
BILLS
Chas. A. Brackett, Trucking. .....$
Everett Haynes, Truck.. . . . ..
Capitol Express Co.. . .
James Huggins, Creosote.
A. N. Young, Gas
Il"g'j l"ðqiäiã" b9., s"ppii.'.
Thomas Parker,
Fitzhenry Guptill, Suppliei.
. Pails. .. ..
Balance.
$ 1,499.92
$ .08
Respectfully submitted,
CHAS. A. BRACKETT,
Local Supt. of Moth Work.
MARION H. \Ã/OODS, Town Accountant.
372.00
151.00
106.00
183.25
190.00
6.00
130.50
L72.07
132.00
2.42
29.t6
10. 36
4.80
4.36
6.00
Approved:
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REPORT OF TREE WARDEN
To the Board of Selectmen:
Sudbury, Mass.
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit, the following report:
'We have tried to clean up the worst places. There are many
broken limbs to be removed also broken stubs. 'We have put in
screw rods also cables in a number of weakened trees. There
are still trees that will have to be removed for the safety of the
public. 'Weakened limbs as result of hurricane are breaking down
and have to be removed.
Town Grant. $ 600.00
PAYROLL
Chas.A.Brackett .........$ 152.00
eiriãa iowett. ... . . . ..: :: :::. :::: : :: :::' 110.50
Arthur Seymour 78.50
Loring Smith 78.50
Royal Haynes. 6.00
Aune Maenpaa. . . 5.00
Richard Maenpaa 5.00
Joseph Way. . 10.00
\iV. E. Davison 30.00
BILI"S
Chas.A.Brackett. ........$ 76.00
F;õsr Ín;tcþãiaeõo."'.'.'.'. . : : : : : :. :. : : :' æ.58
Express
Stiles Coal Co.
Albert Jenks.
Balance.
$ 599.7B
fi .zz
Respectfully submitted,
CHAS. A. BRACKETT,
Tree'Warden.
MARION H. TITOODS, Town Accountant.
L.25
22.70
Approved:


